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Chapter 1.

Introduction

1.1. Statistical physics
Atomic theory is surely one of the most important theories of modern science. This
theory states that matter consists of tiny, Ångstrom-sized (∼10−10 m) particles in
perpetual motion, called atoms. The roots of atomic theory can be traced back the
ancient Greek philosophers Democritus and Leucippus, who postulated nearly 2500
years ago that everything is composed of indivisible particles in perpetual motion,
with an empty space or vacuum separating them. Here we �nd the origin of the name
‘atom’, which is derived from the Greek word �tomon (atomon) for indivisible. By
now, we know now that atoms actually are divisible, and are composed of electrons,
protons, quarks etc., but since atoms only break under extreme circumstances this is of
no concern to us here. In this thesis we can safely regard atoms and molecules (groups
of covalently bound atoms) as the primary constituents of matter.

Since atoms are so small, macroscopic matter consists of a vast number of atoms.
The goal of statistical physics is to consider such large collections of atoms and/or
molecules and derive properties of these collections, such as pressure, volume and
temperature, without explicitly calculating the behaviour of each single constituent.
We know that the statistics of such large collections give accurate characterisations
of macroscopic systems, due to the enormous number of atoms. This feature makes
statistical physics such a widely applicable and important theory in physics, and the
best framework to describe the thermodynamic properties of macroscopic systems. In
this thesis, we will apply statistical physics to a common and important system: a solid
surface in contact with water.

1.2. Solid-water interfaces
What is so interesting about interfaces? Many macroscopic systems have a relatively
large volume to surface area ratio, and for this reason the bulk properties are seldom

1



2 Introduction

a�ected by the interface. It is, however, at the interface where di�erent phases interact.
In our everyday life, the vast majority of interactions between di�erent objects or
phases occur through contact forces (excluding gravity and an occasional encounter
with electromagnetism). Contact forces are very short ranged and thus, naturally,
mediated by the interface, so understanding static and dynamic interfacial properties
is an important endeavour.

An important reason to focus on solid-water interface speci�cally is because they are
ubiquitous, since water itself is ubiquitous, and solid-water interfaces are consequently
encountered in a wide variety of �elds, such as geology, catalysis and biology. In order
to describe solid-water interfaces we must account for ions, atoms and/or molecules
that carry a net charge, because there are always ions present in water. Even perfectly
deionised water has a pH equal to 7, which means that trace amounts (0.1 µM) of H3O+

and OH− ions remain due to self-ionisation of H2O.Moreover, exposing deionised water
to air under standard atmospheric conditions results in dissolution of CO2, lowering the
pH to approximately 6 (1 µM concentration H3O+). Moreover, all naturally occurring
water has a small amount of other ionic species, NaCl being the most ubiquitous.
In short, water always contains ions, and as we will discuss below, ions can have a
signi�cant e�ect on the solid-water interface.

1.2.1. Adsorption and desorption
Why do ions a�ect the solid-water interface? To understand this, two points must
be discussed. Firstly, ions interact di�erently with water than with a solid, so the
solid-water interface presents a unique environment to the ions. The interface can be
either a favourable region, such that ions are attracted to it, or an unfavourable region
such that ions are repelled from it. In general, this results in two distinct scenarios:
ions either desorb (an ion is released and expelled from the interface) or adsorb (an ion
is attracted and con�ned to the interface).

Secondly, ions carry a net charge. If the ad- and desorption processes are di�erent
for the positively and the negatively charged ions, the interface acquires a net charge.
This makes the solid-water interface very di�erent from bulk water and solid, which
are (in general) electrically neutral on scales beyond the molecular length. An interface
with a non-zero net charge will interact strongly with ions dissolved in the water phase,
giving the interface unique features not encountered in the bulk. We will discuss these
features in Section 1.2.2, but �rst we should address why ions ad- or desorb in the �rst
place.

A solid-water interface with a non-zero net charge may sound, at �rst, as a rare
occurrence. Surprisingly, however, it has been well established that the vast majority
of surfaces spontaneously obtain a non-zero charge when submersed in water, even
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insulators like silica [1], clay [2] and PMMA [3]. The ad- and desorption mechanisms
through which materials obtain a surface charge vary, but are commonly categorised
as chemisorption and physisorption of ions. Chemisorption is the process where an
ion binds to the surface by forming a covalent bond, or is released from the surface by
breaking one. For example, the main mechanism via which silica obtains a net surface
charge is by the deprotonation of silanol (SiOH) surface groups [4]. Physisorption is
the process where an ion is constrained to the surface by other forces. There are many
di�erent mechanisms for physisorption, e.g. the van der Waals force, but one of the
most common mechanisms, when water is the solvent, is due to the hydration shell of
the ion [5, 6].

Figure 1.1.: Artistic representation of (a) a hy-
drated free ion, (b) an inner-sphere adsorbed
ion and (c) an outer-sphere adsorbed ion. Only
the hydration-shell water molecules are shown,
the remaining ones are represented by the blue
background.

When salt dissolves in water, the
cation (positively charged ion) and the
anion (negatively charged ion) separate.
Since water molecules have permanent
dipoles, ions obtain a shell of water
molecules with their dipole moment di-
rected radially towards (anion) or away
from (cation) the ion. This is the hydra-
tion shell. An ion adsorbs to the interface
if the system, as a whole, gains a net free
energy if it sheds or rearranges its hydra-
tion shell when positioned at the solid
surface. The ion can either be in direct
contact with the surface (inner-sphere ad-
sorption), or the ion and the surface are
bridged by a hydration water molecule
(outer-sphere adsorption), see Fig. 1.1. The free energy of this shell, and thus the free
energy gained or lost upon adsorption, depends on parameters such as the size and
charge of the ion [7–9]. Every ion therefore has a di�erent adsorption or desorption
energy, which, in addition, depends on the hydration water layer of the surface [5].

Adsorption and desorption are, in principle, the result of complicated, many-body
interactions. However, while the mechanisms and speci�cs of chemi- and physisorption
vary greatly, the result is the same for all: an ion adsorbs (desorbs) to (from) the surface,
i.e. it is con�ned (expelled) in the direction perpendicular to the surface, because there
is a local minimum (maximum) in the free energy landscape close to the surface. This
minimum/maximum can have di�erent origins (covalent bonds, van der Waals forces
etc.), but its presence has profound implications for the solid-water interface.
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1.2.2. The electric double layer
The result of all these ionic adsorption and desorption processes is a net charge at
the solid-water interface. The macroscopic system as a whole is intrinsically charge
neutral, so there must be an equal amount of charge with opposite sign in the �uid.
This results in a capacitor, where the charge on the water/solid boundary is separated
from an equal but opposite amount of charge in the �uid. This capacitor is known as
the Electric Double Layer (EDL), and it will feature prominently throughout this thesis.
In fact, the EDL truly is the main protagonist of this thesis.

Historically, the �rst model to describe the EDL was constructed by Helmholtz
[10], who stated that free ions in the �uid will adsorb on top of the surface charges
and form a second layer of charges on top of the �rst (hence Electric Double Layer).
At �rst glance, this model makes sense, as it minimises the electrostatic energy U of
the con�guration. However, the Helmholtz model does not take thermal �uctuations
into account, and even though it minimises the energy it is a con�guration with a very
low entropy S. In other words, the Helmholtz model minimises the energy U , rather
than the Helmholtz free energy F = U − TS (with T the temperature), even though,
ironically, F bears Helmholtz’s name.

Figure 1.2.: The Electric Double Layer of a negatively charged surface in contact with a
monovalent ionic solution of salinity ρs, with cation density ρ+(z), anion density ρ−(z) and
electrostatic potential ψ(z), with z the distance to the surface.

A signi�cant improvement upon Helmholtz’s model was formulated by Gouy [11],
who realised that thermal �uctuations play an important role in determining the
structure of the EDL. For example, if the surface carries a net negative charge, cations
will be attracted to the surface and anions are repelled from the surface. However,
instead of forming a condensed layer of only cations and excluding all anions, a
concentration gradient will form towards the surface. The cation concentration will
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thus gradually increase, and the anion concentration will gradually decrease, with
respect to the bulk value upon approaching the interface. The equilibrium pro�le
will be such that the electrostatic stress and the osmotic pressure (resulting from
concentration gradients) cancel each other. The result is a di�use region next to the
charged surface, with an excess of counter ions and a de�cit of co-ions but both able
to di�use into the water phase. This region is commonly referred to as the ‘di�use
layer’. The size of the di�use layer of the EDL depends on the salt concentration, and is
characterised by the so-called Debye length λD, see Fig. 1.2, which for water is typically
between a few Å and a few hundred nanometers.

The formalism that Gouy developed is still the most widely used formalism to
describe the EDL, and is known as the Poisson-Boltzmann formalism. As the name
implies, this formalism is based on a combination of the Poisson equation of electro-
statics and the Boltzmann distribution from statistical physics. The Poisson equation
relates the electrostatic potential ψ to the local charge density qe

∇2ψ(r) = −qe(r)
ε

= −e

ε

∑
i

ziρi(r). (1.1)

Here ρi and zi are the density and valency of ion species i, e is the proton charge, kB
Boltzmann’s constant, T the temperature and ε the permittivity of the solvent (T and
ε are presumed to be spatial constants). Within the Poisson-Boltzmann formalism, a
mean-�eld Boltzmann distribution for the ion densities ρi provides a second relation
between ψ and the ion densities. In this mean-�eld Boltzmann distribution, the ion
densities are shifted with respect to the bulk value by the Boltzmann weight of the
local mean-�eld electrostatic energy, i.e.

ρi(r) = ρb,ie
−zi

e
kBT

ψ(r)
, (1.2)

with ρb,i the density in the bulk water phase. Additionally, since the bulk water phase
is charge neutral, i.e. ∑

i
ziρb,i = 0, we have that the electric �eld vanishes far from the

interface, which allows us to �x ψ = 0 in the bulk. Combining Eqs. (1.1) and (1.2) we
�nd the Poisson-Boltzmann equation [12–15]

∇2ψ(r) = −e

ε

∑
i

ziρb,ie
−zi

e
kBT

ψ(r)
, (1.3)

which provides a self-consistency relation for the electrostatic potential. As a boundary
condition to the Poisson-Boltzmann equation we use Gauss’s law of electrostatics,
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which couples the electrostatic potential to the surface charge,

n̂ · ∇ψ = −zσeσ

ε
, (1.4)

where σ > 0 is the areal density of surface charges (dimension e/nm2), zσ the sign of
the surface charge and n̂ the unit vector normal to the charged surface (pointing into
the �uid).

The above treatment serves as an intuitive method to understand the physics
underlying the Poisson-Boltzmann equation. There is a more rigorous derivation to
derive Eq. (1.3) from Density Functional Theory, which we will explain in Section 2.1.1.
In Section 2.1.2 we discuss the relevant length scales and present the most important
solution to the Poisson-Boltzmann equation, a charged �at plate.

1.3. Electrokinetics
The EDL is an important equilibrium property of the solid-water interface. However,
since water is a �uid, it is often in motion. A straightforward question follows: what
happens whenwater is not stationary, but �owing past the solid? The combination of an
EDL combined with �uid �ow is the basis of the �eld of electrokinetics. In this thesis,
we consider typical electrokinetic systems composed of micro- and/or nano�uidic
channels [12, 16–20]. The novel properties of nano�uidic channels arise due to their
small size. The smaller the size, the higher the area to volume ratio is. The higher the
area to volume ratio is, the more pronounced the interfacial properties are. The EDL is
con�ned to the surface (up to a few hundred nanometres), which means that the EDL
can greatly a�ect the properties of a nano�uidic device. By tuning the system size and
the solution properties, electrokinetic channels exhibit interesting behaviour which is
absent or negligible in larger channels. Nano�uidic devices thus provide a playground
to investigate solid-water interfaces, but the unique properties of solid-water interfaces
have also led to applications in a wide variety of well-established research �elds [12, 21]
such as geology [22], catalysis [23] and (blue-)energy harvesting [24, 25]. The great
potential of nano�uidic devices is additionally attested by biological systems, which
show an amazing control over permeability and selectivity of nanochannels [12, 26–28].

1.3.1. Fluid flow
Before discussing electrokinetic systems, let us �rst discuss �uid �ow in general.
Motion of a �uid at position r and time t is quanti�ed by the �uid-velocity vector
u(r, t). The most important and well-established equation to describe the �ow of
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viscous, incompressible �uids is the Navier-Stokes equation,

ρm
∂u
∂t

+ ρm(u · ∇)u = −∇p+ η∇2u + f , ∇ · u = 0. (1.5)

The �rst equation is based on Newton’s second law of motion (see [13, 29] for a
derivation), and essentially concerns conservation of linear momentum. On the left
hand side of Eq. (1.5) is the full (material) time derivative of the velocity vector, i.e.
the acceleration, with ρm the mass density of the �uid, and on the right hand side
of Eq. (1.5) the force density of the �uid element at position r at time t. The second
equation ensures that the �uid volume is conserved. It is derived from the conservation
of mass, but since water is incompressible under all conditions considered in this
thesis, this relation reduces to the conservation of volume. In Eq. (1.5), we have already
explicitly taken two of the most important forces that act on the �uid into account: the
gradient of the total pressure p and the internal viscous forces in the �uid, with η the
viscosity. All other body forces, such as gravity, are represented by the body force f
(dimensions N/m3).

A common and very useful simpli�cation of Eq. (1.5) is Stokes equation, which is
used for �uids where the inertial terms, represented by the left hand side of Eq. (1.5),
are small compared to the viscous force. The ratio between inertial and viscous forces
are quanti�ed by the Reynolds number Re,

Re = ρmu0`

η
, (1.6)

where u0 and ` are a typical velocity and length scale of the system of interest, re-
spectively. If Re� 1, one can safely set the left hand side of Eq. (1.5) to zero. This
approximation is commonly used for �uid �ow on very small scale (in which case `
is small). For example, for water in micro�uidic systems, the type of systems we will
consider in this thesis, we typically have that ` ≈ 1µm, u0 < 1 mm/s,m ≈ 103 kg/m3

and η ≈ 10−3 Pa s, such that Re< 10−3.
The most important body force we will consider in this thesis is the electric body

force. If the �uid carries a certain non-zero net charge density qe (for example in the
Electric Double Layer, see Section 1.2.2), and if there is an electric �eld E, the �uid will
experience the electric body force fe = qeE. Stokes’s equation then reduces to

0 = −∇p+ η∇2u + qeE, ∇ · u = 0. (1.7)

Note that a signi�cant advantage of the Stokes equation compared to the Navier-Stokes
equation is that Eq. (1.7) is linear, while Eq. (1.5) in nonlinear in the �uid velocity u.
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1.3.2. Electrokinetic transport properties
To illustrate how �uid �ow past a charged surface leads to interesting phenomena, let
us consider a classic electrokinetic system. Suppose we have a channel with charged
surfaces, with an associated EDL, which connects two large water reservoirs. We
enforce a �uid �ow through the channel by applying a pressure drop ∆p across the
channel. If the EDL is absent, water will �ow and is transported from one reservoir to
the other, and this would be the end of the story. However, due the to the presence
of the EDL, there is now a volume charge present next to the solid-water interface.
The moving �uid carries some of this charge with it, e�ectively generating an electric
current known as the streaming current. The EDL thus makes it possible to generate
an electric current by imposing a �uid �ow through the channel.

Figure 1.3.: A typical electrokinetic system: a channel with charged surfaces connecting two
�uid reservoirs.

In steady state, the streaming current can, however, only exist if the two water
reservoirs are electrically connected. Actually, it is more common and natural that the
two reservoirs are not electrically connected. Even if the reservoirs are not electrically
connected, however, there is still �uid �ow through the EDL that generates a streaming
current. The only way the total current can then vanish in steady state, is for the
system to develop an electric �eld to counteract the charge transport of the streaming
current. This electric �eld, known as the streaming electric �eld, implies a voltage
drop ∆VS across the channel, the streaming potential. The magnitude of ∆VS depends
on the �uid velocity, and has been shown by Helmholtz [30] and Smoluchowski [31]
to be linearly related the the applied pressure drop ∆p, expressed in the so-called the
Helmholtz-Smoluchowski equation

∆VS = − ζε

ηGch
∆p, (1.8)

where ε, η and Gch are the dielectric permittivity, shear viscosity and conductivity of
the �uid, and ζ or zeta potential is the electrostatic potential at the slipping plane, which
is the plane that separates the mobile �uid from the immobile �uid at the solid-water
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interface. The zeta potential is usually well approximated by the potential drop across
the di�use layer [32].

Just like a �uid �ow induces a voltage drop across the channel, electrokinetic
systems have the interesting property that the inverse is also true: an imposed voltage
drop induces a �uid �ow. This can be seen from Eq. (1.7). The EDL provides the space
charge density qe, such that an imposed electric �eld generates a non-zero electric
body force fe, which induces a �uid �ow. This shows a symmetry in linear-response
(electrokinetic) transport, which is actually a general property of electrokinetics: due
to the presence of the EDL, di�erent modes of transport and driving forces are coupled.
For example, if the salinity of the two reservoirs di�er, the resulting salinity gradient
will not only induce a �uid �ow but also an electric current, while a �uid �ow or
voltage drop induce a salt �ux.

The majority of electrokinetic systems are concerned with three di�erent types of
transport: a volume �ux or volumetric �ow rate Q, a charge �ux or electric current I
and a net salt �ux J . These �uxes can be generated by a pressure drop ∆p, voltage
drop ∆V and salt chemical potential drop ∆µ over the channel (for a dilute electrolyte,
µ = kBT log ρs, with ρs the salinity of the electrolyte). Within linear-response theory,
the induced �uxes are linear in the driving forces, and can be conveniently expressed
using a generalised 3 × 3 conductivity matrix G:

Q

I

J

 = A

`
G


∆p
∆V
∆µ

 , (1.9)

where A and ` are the cross-section area and length of the channel. The interesting
properties of electrokinetic systems arise from the o�-diagonal components of G,
such that, for example, a salinity drop not only induces a salt �ux J between the two
reservoirs, but also a �uid �ow and electric current. The (majority of the) o�-diagonal
components are due to the Electric Double Layer. The EDL creates gradients in the
cation concentration, anion concentration and electrostatic potential normal to the
surface, which consequently a�ects �uxes parallel to the surface (as explained above).
The conductivity matrix G is crucial in order to quantify the transport behaviour of
electrokinetic systems.

1.4. Outline
This thesis is divided into three main parts. In the �rst part both the �uid and the
solid-water interface is in equilibrium, in the second part the �uid is �owing but the
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interface remains static, and in the �nal part both the �uid and the interface are treated
as fully dynamic systems. In turn, each part is subdivided in two chapters. Every �rst
chapter introduces the most important concepts of that part, and can thus be read
on its own, but the second chapter of each part builds upon the knowledge or model
introduced in the preceding chapter. Each chapter is prefaced with a short summary of
the results of that chapter, and in which section those results are discussed.

Chapter 2, however, is not part of any of the three parts. This chapter is reserved
for a discussion of theories that are already well established in literature, and are, for
the sake of brevity, not included in the three parts. These involve calculations that are
strictly not necessary to understand the material discussed in the chapters themselves,
and only serve as additional background information for the interested reader.

In part I, we consider a system where the �uid is undisturbed and the solid-water
interface is in its equilibrium state. The solid of interest in this part is muscovite mica,
a type of clay, and we investigate the adsorption behaviour of di�erent types of ions:
in Chapter 3 we focus on Cs+ while in Chapter 4 we focus on Ca2+ and the competi-
tion between Ca2+ and Cs+. We present the results form two di�erent experimental
techniques, Surface X-Ray Di�raction and Atomic Force Microscopy. Demanding that
a model reproduces the results form these two very di�erent measurements techniques
imposes several restrictions on that model. This forced us to re�ne models currently
used in literature, as these are unable to reproduce both data sets simultaneously.
The model we develop is able to do this, which makes it more likely that this model
accurately represents the actual physical processes at the mica-water interface.

In part II we consider an electrokinetic system, where the �uid is now �owing
while the solid-water interface itself remains static. In this part, we study the e�ects of
the Electric Double Layer on the transport properties of such electrokinetic systems. In
Chapter 5 we introduce a general formalism to describe heterogeneous channels. We
derive a global linear response equation from a well-established local linear response
equation. The former can incorporate lateral heterogeneities which the latter cannot.
As an example, we analyse di�usio-osmosis, which involves a channel with intrinsic
heterogeneities due to an imposed salinity gradient, and validate our model by compar-
ing it with numerical solutions of the governing equations. We then use the derived
formalism to analyse a common electrokinetic system used in Reverse Electrodyalisis,
a promising method that generates an electric current from mixing sea and river water.
In Chapter 6, we shift the focus from the interior to the exterior of the channel, and
�nd that, if a salinity gradient is imposed, the transport properties of the channel are
in�uenced by the exterior of the channel. The e�ect increases drastically if we embed
a single channel in an array of channels to mimic a membrane. We �nd that adjacent
channels reduce the transport through the channels, and thus that the behaviour of
a single channel is not straightforwardly extrapolated to an array of channels. We
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investigate how to distribute the channels over the membrane, and the e�ect of the
length and radius of the individual channels, in order to optimise the electric current
per unit membrane area.

In part III both the �uid and the solid-water interface are treated in a fully dynamic
fashion. Earlier studies have found that the surface charges of solid-water interfaces
are not static entities, but are dynamic just like the ions dissolved in water. We
investigate the consequences of dynamic surface charges for electrokinetic systems,
�rst numerically in Chapter 7, and then analytically in Chapter 8. The numerical
calculations allow us to fully investigate the steady state as well as the dynamic
behaviour, which we then use to provide an alternative explanation of experimental
observations. The analytical analysis allows us to dive deeper into the governing
equations and identify three time scales and three associated qualitatively di�erent
regimes that govern the behaviour of the system. This provides an intuitive picture to
understand this rather complicated system.
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Chapter 2.

Theory of ions in fluids

2.1. Equilibrium

2.1.1. Density functional theory

Density Functional Theory (DFT) is a theoretical statistical-physics formalism that is
used to describe inhomogeneous classical �uids in equilibrium. DFT started as theory
for inhomogeneous electron gases [33], but was later extended to apply to classical
�uids [34]. This chapter only serves to explain how to obtain the Poisson-Boltzmann
formalism from DFT, and set up a basis from which to extend it. For a more detailed
overview and derivation of DFT we refer the reader to other, more extensive studies
on DFT [13, 35–37].

Density Functional Theory is a very successful framework to describe the equilib-
rium properties of inhomogeneous �uids. The governing equation of Density Func-
tional Theory is derived from the notion that the equilibrium density pro�les ρeq

i (r) are
given by the minimum of the grand potential functional Ω[ρi(r)], for an n−component
�uid given by

Ω[{ρi(r)}] = F [{ρi(r)}] +
n∑
i=1

∫
drρi(r) (Vext,i(r) − µi) , (2.1)

with µi the chemical potential of species i, Vext,i(r) the external potential acting on
species i, and F [{ρi(r)}] the intrinsic Helmholtz free energy functional. The governing
equation of DFT states that Ω is minimised by the equilibrium density pro�le, and is
therefore given by

δΩ
δρi(r)

∣∣∣∣∣
ρi(r)=ρeq

i (r)
= δF
δρi(r)

∣∣∣∣∣
ρi(r)=ρeq

i (r)
+ Vext,i(r) − µi = 0. (2.2)

13
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In order to use DFT, the Helmholtz free energy functional F [ρi(r)] must be identi�ed.
There is, however, no general method to obtain the Helmholtz free energy functional,
such that approximating F is one of the most important steps when using DFT. There
are few exceptions where F can be determined exactly, the most important one being
the Helmholtz free energy functional of an ideal gas, Fid, given by

Fid[ρi(r)] = kBT
n∑
i=0

∫
drρi(r)

(
log ρi(r)Λ3

i − 1
)
, (2.3)

with Λi = h√
2πmikBT

the thermal wavelength (withmi the mass of the particle and h
Planck’s constant). What then remains, is to determine the contribution to F due to
the particle interactions, commonly referred to as the excess Helmholtz free energy
functional Fexc = F −Fid. Even though there is no general method to obtain Fexc, a set
of approaches exist to approximate Fexc, for example the Local Density Approximation
and Weighted Density Approximation [13, 35–37].

In order to obtain the Poisson-Boltzmann formalism, we incorporate the electro-
static interactions between the charged particles. In order to do so, we approximate
the Helmholtz excess free energy as the mean-�eld electrostatic energy,

FPB[ρi(r)] = 1
2e
∫

dr
(∑

i

ziρi(r) + qext(r)
)
ψ(r), (2.4)

where ψ is the electrostatic potential, e the elementary charge, zi the valency of particle
i and eqext(r) an externally imposed charge density (dimensions e/m3). The (dimen-
sionless) electrostatic potential φ(r) = eψ(r)/(kBT ) for a homogeneous dielectric bulk
liquid is given by Coulomb’s law, the inverse of the Poisson equation (1.1),

φ(r) = λB

∫
dr′

∑
i
ziρi(r′) + qext(r′)

|r − r′|
(2.5)

with λB = e2/(4πεkBT ) the Bjerrum length. InsertingF = Fid+FPB in the governing
equation of DFT, Eq. (2.2), we �nd the Boltzmann equation for the ion densities,

ρeq
i (r) = ρb,ie

−zi
e

kBT
ψ(r)

, (2.6)

where we have equated µi = kBT log ρb,iΛ3
i , with ρb,i the bulk concentration (i.e. the

concentration far from the external charges, where the electric �eld and potential van-
ish). Combined with the Poisson equation (1.1), Eq. (2.6) gives the Poisson-Boltzmann
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equation [12–14] as discussed in Section 1.2.2,

∇2ψ(r) = −e

ε

∑
i

ziρb,ie
−zi

e
kBT

ψ(r)
. (2.7)

Lastly, we determine the total equilibrium grand potential ΩEDL = Ω[{ρeq
i (r)}] of

the EDL, using Eqs. (2.1), (2.3), (2.4) and (2.6) , to obtain

ΩEDL = F [{ρeq
i (r)}] −

∑
i

∫
Vw

drµiρeq
i (r)

= kBT
∫
Vw

dr
[∑

i

ρb,ie
−ziφ

eq(r)
(

−1 − 1
2ziφ

eq(r)
)

+ 1
2qext(r)φeq(r)

]
,

(2.8)

where φeq(r) is the (dimensionless) electrostatic potential of the equilibrium con�gu-
ration, as determined by Eq. (2.7). Here, the integral is over the volume of the water
phase Vw, since the only external potential is the hard-wall potential of the solid. This
result will be used for future calculations in Section 2.1.2 and Section 2.1.3.

2.1.2. Planar geometry

There is no general closed-form solution to the Poisson-Boltzmann Equation (2.7).
However, an analytical solution exists in one case which we will often use in this thesis:
the case of planar geometry in contact with a half space of an electrolyte containing
a single monovalent salt of bulk salinity ρs. Translation symmetry in the direction
parallel to the charged surface allows us to write as qext(r) = zσσδ(x), with zσ the
sign of the surface charge and σ the areal density of surface charges. Therefore we can
write the Poisson-Boltzmann equation (2.7), with Gauss’s law as a boundary condition,
as

∂2φ

∂x2 = λ−2
D sinhφ(x), ∂φ

∂x

∣∣∣∣∣
x=0

= −zσ4πλBσ, φ(∞) = 0, (2.9)

where λD = (8πλBρs)−1/2 is the Debye length, which characterises the thickness of
the EDL. Eq. (2.9) can be solved analytically. De�ning κD = λ−1

D , σ∗ = (2πλBλD)−1

the solution can be written as

φ(x) = 2 log 1 + γe−κDx

1 − γe−κDx
= 4arctanh

(
γe−κDx

)
, (2.10)
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where γ is an integration constant that follows from the boundary conditions,

γ = tanh 1
4φ0 = zσ

σ∗

σ

√1 +
(
σ

σ∗

)2
− 1

 , (2.11)

with φ0 = φ(0) the electrostatic potential at the surface. Using Eq. (2.10) we can �nd a
relation between the surface charge density σ and the surface potential φ0,

zσσ = σ∗ sinh 1
2φ0, (2.12)

also known as the Gouy-Chapman equation [38].
Lastly, we write down ΩEDL, the equilibrium grand potential free energy of the

EDL. First, we can derive from Eq. (2.8) the convenient relation

δΩEDL

δqext(r) = kBTφ(r). (2.13)

By de�nition of the functional derivative, therefore, ΩEDL can thus in principle be
determined by incrementally increasing the external surface charge by an in�nitesi-
mally amount, with the increase in ΩEDL given by Eq. (2.13). Since the external charge
distribution in this case is planar, we can greatly simplify ΩEDL due to translational
symmetry in the lateral direction,

δΩEDL = zσkBTAδσφ(x = 0), ⇒ βΩEDL

kBTA
= zσ

σ∫
0

dσ′φ0(σ′), (2.14)

with A the area of the charged surface and φ0(σ) as given by Eq. (2.12). Eq. (2.14)
shows that ΩEDL is simply the reversible work it takes to charge the surface, because
it takes an energy φ0(σ) to add an in�nitesimal surface charge dσ. Note that φ0(σ)
includes all entropic contributions of the EDL.

There are three important length scales that emerge in the Poisson-Boltzmann
formalism. The �rst is the Bjerrum length λB = e2/(4πεkBT ), the distance between
two (monovalent) ions at which the electrostatic energy equals the thermal energy kBT .
Note that λB is a property of the solvent only, and for water at room temperature we
have λB ≈ 0.7 nm. This (partly) explains why water is such a good solvent to dissolve
ions: if two ions are separated by a distance as small as 0.7 nm the thermal �uctuations
are su�cient to separate the ions. The second, and arguably most important length
scale is the Debye length, the typical thickness of the EDL. The Debye length λD
typically takes values between 1 nm (ρs = 100 mM) and 100 nm (ρs = 10µM) for
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water at room temperature. Even though Eq. (2.10) technically only holds for in�nitely
large surfaces, the small size of λD and thus the EDL makes the solution of the planar
case widely applicable. All the above equations are accurate if the surface does not
curve signi�cantly over the range of a few λD. A third and �nal length is the Gouy-
Chapman length λC = (2πλBσ)−1. This length is most important in relation to λD,
since λD/λC = σ/σ∗. The Gouy-Chapman length sets the boundary between two
regimes. If λC � λD, the surface is weakly charged, and we can linearise Eqs. (2.12)
and (2.10).

2.1.3. Charge regulation

As discussed in Section 1.2.1, many surfaces obtain a surface charge due to ad- or
desorption reactions of the ions dissolved in water. The ions typically adsorb on
discrete sites because of their �nite size or because of a �xed density of surface groups.
The most common and well-known equation to describe ad- and desorption processes
is the Langmuir equation, which we will derive here. There are several methods to
derive this equations. First we will show the most straightforward method using the
chemical rate equation, but afterwards we set up a Density Functional Theory for the
surface charges that will be useful when we consider the non-equilibrium behaviour
of the surface charges.

Here we consider a basic example, where a single neutral surface group SC acquires
a charge due to the desorption of a cationic counter ion C+, SC � S−+C+. Such a
charging process is described by the rate equation (for simplicity we will assume that
the chemical reaction consists of a single elementary step),

d{SC}
dt = kdes{SC} − kads[C+]{S−}. (2.15)

Here the curly brackets indicate areal densities, and the square brackets a volumetric
density. The adsorption rate is denoted by kads, while kdes denotes the desorption rate.
In equilibrium, the left hand side of Eq. (2.15) is vanishes, and since the total density of
surface groups Γ = {SC} + {S−} is a material constant it is possible to solve for the
density of charged surface group {S−}

{S−} = σ = Γ
1 + ρC,s/KC

= Γ
1 + (ρC,b/KC)e−φ0(σ) , (2.16)

withKC ≡ {S−}[C+]/{SC} = kdes/kads the equilibrium constant, ρC,s and ρC,b the C+

density at the surface and the bulk respectively, and φ0(σ) the electrostatic potential
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at the surface, Eq. (2.12). Note that we have used the Boltzmann distribution (2.6) for
the �nal step in (2.16), also known as the Langmuir adsorption equation [39–41].

Eq. (2.16) is in principle straightforwardly extended to an arbitrary number of
reactions and surface sites using a similar analysis. Instead of calculating the new
version of Eq. (2.16) for every reaction mechanism, we set up a convenient formalism
to incorporate an arbitrary number of reactions, including multiple reactions steps,
which gives the same result as the full extensive calculations. We pose the problem in
terms of adsorption coe�cients αi, de�ned as the ratio between the local ionic density
and the equilibrium constant, and assign one to every separate reaction step. In the
case of multiple reaction steps, the di�erent coe�cients of each reaction step must be
multiplied to �nd the coe�cient associated to a surface group. The resulting product
can then be used in the same way as the coe�cients of a single reaction.

To clarify, consider the case of an anion A− coadsorbing along with the cation C+

on a neutral surface site S. We thus have

S + C+(aq) 
 SC+, SC+ + A−(aq) 
 SCA. (2.17)

The adsorption coe�cients then are de�ned as

αSC = ρC,s

KC
, αSCA = ρA,s

KA
(2.18)

with KSC and KSCA the equilibrium constants of the reactions in Eq. (2.17). The
equilibrium areal densities can then be found by dividing the coe�cient associated to
that surface group by 1 plus the sum of the coe�cients of all other surface groups,

σSCA = Γ αSCαSCA

1 + αSC + αSCαSCA
; σSC = Γ αSC

1 + αSC + αSCαSCA
, (2.19)

where σSCA and σSC are the areal densities of the surface groups SC+ and SCA. By
identifying the ad- or desorption coe�cients we can then expand Eq. (2.19) to include
more di�erent reactions or reaction steps. Note, however, by comparing Eq. (2.16)
and (2.19) that a desorption coe�cient must be de�ned inversely compared to the
adsorption coe�cient; for Eq. (2.16) we must de�ne αS = KC/ρC,s.

Here we will show how the same adsorption equations can be found using DFT.
The �rst step in order to set up a Density Functional for the surface charges is to �nd
the entropy of the adsorbed ions. This will be di�erent from the ideal gas, Eq. (2.3),
because the surface charges are con�ned to speci�c sites, i.e. the surface groups. To
determine the entropy of the charged surface, we must thus determine the total number
of con�gurations to distribute a �xed number of charges Z over a �xed number of sites
N . For simplicity we will assume a single ion species ad- or desorption process, such
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that we only have two distinct surface groups. The same method can be applied to
more surface groups, although this is a more elaborate calculation. The entropy of the
surface is proportional to the logarithm of the number of con�gurations to distribute
Z entities over N sites,

S

kB
= log N !

Z!(N − Z)! . (2.20)

Assuming N � 1 and Z � 1, which the case for all macroscopic surfaces, we can use
Stirling’s formula to write

− S

kBA
= (Γ − σ) log

(
Γ − σ

Γ

)
+ σ log σΓ , (2.21)

with A the area of the surface, σ = Z
A
the number of surface charges per unit area and

Γ = N
A
the number of adsorption sites per unit area. Under the approximation that

σ � Γ, Eq. (2.21) reduces to the 2D analogue of the ideal gas free energy functional
Eq. (2.3), with Γ the two-dimensional analogue of Λ−3. However, since σ can, by
de�nition, not exceed Γ, Eq. (2.21) shows that as σ approaches Γ and the entire lattice
becomes �lled, the entropy decreases to zero and is therefore thermodynamically
unfavourable.

All that remains now is to determine the energy of the adsorbed ions. Ad- and
desorption do not occur spontaneously, but only if an ion gains a certain amount
of (free) energy upon ad- or desorption, commonly referred to as the Gibbs adsorp-
tion/desorption free energy, denoted here as kBTg. The total free energy of adsorption
is then straightforwardly incorporated in the free energy by adding Z times the Gibbs
adsorption energy. A great advantage of the DFT formalism is that it gives a clear
path to incorporate additional interactions. For example, we can incorporate a lateral
interaction between adsorbed ions by adding an energy kBTχ if two neighbouring
sites are occupied. This allows us to write down the surface free energy functional FS

as

Fs = kBT
∫

drs
(

(Γ − σ(rs)) log
(

1 − σ(rs)
Γ

)
+ σ(rs) log σ(rs)

Γ

+ gσ(rs) + 1
2χσ(rs)2

)
.

(2.22)

The last term, representing the lateral interaction between surface groups, is very
similar to the way electrostatic interactions are included in Fexc,PB, Eqs. (2.4) &
(2.5). The main di�erence is the range of the interaction: the Coulomb interaction
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is characterised by the factor |r − r′|−1, but for nearest neighbour interactions we
replace this with δ(r − r′) in order to arrive at (2.22). It has been suggested that a
possible mechanism for such a nearest neighbour interaction occurs when two adjacent
adsorbed ions share the water molecules of their hydration shell, giving rise to an
energetically more favourable condition than two separate adsorbed ions [42].

As is the case in DFT, the equilibrium condition is given by the concentration
pro�le that minimises the total free energy. To obtain the full equilibrium condition,
however, we must take both the EDL (ΩEDL) and the adsorbed ions (Fs) into account,
both a function of σ (see Eq. (2.14)). The equilibrium condition with a charge regulation
boundary condition is then determined by

δ

δσ
(ΩEDL + Fs) = 0. (2.23)

Above, Eq. (2.14), we have written ΩEDL such that this derivative is straightforward,

∂ΩEDL

∂σ
= zσkBTφ0(σ). (2.24)

The equilibrium condition for σ is then found as the self-consistency relation

σ = Γ
1 + eg+φ0(σ)+χσ . (2.25)

By comparing Eq. (2.16) and Eq. (2.25) we identify g = log ρC,b

KC
. Here, log ρC,b represents

the entropy change when an ion is exchanged between the bulk and the surface, while,
on the other hand, logKC incorporates other free energy changes as an ion adsorbs
such as a van der Waals interaction energy or a change in the hydration state of the ion.
Eq. (2.25) is known as the Frumkin isotherm [43], from which we obtain the Langmuir
isotherm Eq. (2.16) if χ = 0.

2.2. Out-of-equilibrium

2.2.1. Dynamical density functional theory

The DFT formalism introduced above only holds for equilibrium systems. It is, however,
possible to extend DFT to a dynamic formalism, called Dynamic Density Functional
Theory (DDFT) [44–46]. DDFT is a theoretical framework to obtain the di�usive
particle current jdif

i from an (equilibrium) Density Functional. The main assumption
of DDFT is that the particle current in overdamped systems is proportional to the
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gradient of the local chemical potential µ(r, t), which is obtained by assuming that the
main DFT equation, Eq. (2.2), holds for the out-of-equilibrium density pro�les ρi(r, t),

µi(r, t) = δF
δρi(r)

∣∣∣∣∣
ρi(r)=ρi(r,t)

+ Vext,i(r, t). (2.26)

The (di�usive) �ux of species i is then given by

jdif
i (r, t) = − Di

kBT
ρi(r, t)∇µi(r, t)

= − Di

kBT
ρi(r, t)∇

δF [ρi]
δρi(r)

∣∣∣∣∣
ρi(r)=ρi(r,t)

+ Vext(r, t)
 , (2.27)

where we introduced di�usion coe�cients Di for the ions. For example, in the case of
the Poisson-Boltzmann functional F = Fid + FPB (Eqs. (2.3) and (2.4)) we �nd

jdif
i (r, t) = −Di (∇ρi(r, t) + ziρi(r, t)∇φ(r, t)) . (2.28)

It is straightforward to show that in equilibrium, jdif
i = 0, Eq. (2.28) reduces to the Boltz-

mann distribution Eq. (2.6). In order to solve for the density pro�le ρi(r, t), Eq. (2.27)
must be combined with the conservation of particles, mathematically expressed by the
continuity equation

dρi(r, t)
dt = ∂ρi

∂t
+ (u · ∇) ρi(r, t) = −∇ · jdif

i (r , t), (2.29)

where u is the �uid velocity vector. Note that we used the full (material) derivative of
ρi(r, t) in de�ning the continuity equation in order to account for advection. In the
case of incompressible �uids, ∇ · u = 0, we incorporate the second term on the left
hand side of Eq. (2.29), representing advection, in a generalised, total particle current
ji = jdif

i + uρi, such that

ji(r, t) = −Di (∇ρi(r, t) + ziρi(r, t)∇φ(r, t)) + u(r, t)ρi(r, t), (2.30)

more commonly known as the Nernst-Planck equation [12, 13, 41], which allows us to
write Eq. (2.29) conveniently as

∂ρi
∂t

= −∇ · ji(r , t). (2.31)
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2.2.2. Fluid flow

As discussed in Section 1.3.1, the �ow of a Newtonian �uid is governed by the Navier-
Stokes equation (1.5), which reduces to Stokes equation when viscous forces are much
larger than inertial forces,

0 = −∇p+ η∇2u + qeE, ∇ · u = 0, (2.32)

where the second equation enforces the incompressibility of the �uid. A textbook
example where it is possible to solve Eq. (2.32) is a pressure driven �ow through a
con�ned geometry, for example in a cylindrical pipe or between two parallel plates.
Here, �uid will �ow in the direction parallel to the surfaces, denoted by the (Cartesian)
coordinate z. In this section we consider the �ow pro�le without an EDL, so qe = 0.
For a pressure driven �ow pro�le through parallel plate geometry Eq. (2.32) reduces to

−∂p

∂z
+ η

∂2uz
∂x2 = 0, b∂xuz(0) = uz(0), −b∂xuz(H) = uz(H), (2.33)

with x the (Cartesian) coordinate normal to the surface andH the distance between the
plates, located at x = 0 and x = H . Here we have included a slip boundary condition
at the plates, quanti�ed by the so-called slip length b. For surfaces where the friction
between the �uid and the surface is large, the �uid is essentially motionless at the
�uid-solid boundary and b = 0, although there are many surfaces with b 6= 0, where
the friction is small enough to allow for a non-zero �uid velocity at the surface [47–49].

Due to the incompressibility condition, we �nd that the pressure gradient ∂zp must
be constant. Eq. (2.33) is then straightforwardly solved to �nd

uz(x) = −∂zp

2η (x(H − x) +Hb) , (2.34)

also known as the Hagen-Poisseuille �ow pro�le which is parabolic in x and maximal
in the center of the channel. The analysis is very similar for a cylindrical geometry
[29], although we must keep in mind that the Laplacian in Eq. (2.32) takes a di�erent
form in cylindrical coordinates, and that all derivatives must vanish on the channel
axis by virtue of rotational symmetry. The resulting �ow pro�le is likewise parabolic
and maximal on the channel axis,

uz(r) = −∂zp

4η (R2 − r2 + 2Rb), (2.35)

with r the radial coordinate and R the channel radius.
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2.2.3. The Onsager matrix in electrokinetic systems
Lastly, we will consider transport in electrokinetic systems. As explained in Sec-
tion 1.3.2, transport in electrokinetic systems can be quanti�ed with a generalised
conductivity matrix G, which relates the globally applied driving forces to the gener-
ated �uxes. The conductivity matrix G, a global linear response matrix, can be derived
from the so-called Onsager matrix L [50–54], which relates the local �uxes to the
local driving forces. The majority of electrokinetic systems are concerned with three
di�erent types of transport: a volume �ux or volumetric �ow rate Q, a charge �ux or
electric current I and a net salt �ux J ,

Q =
∫

dA n̂ · u,

I = e
∫

dA n̂ ·
(∑

i

ziji
)
,

J =
∫

dA n̂ ·
(∑

i

ji
)
,

(2.36)

with A the cross section area of the channel, n̂ the normal vector (of unit length) to
this cross section, i runs over all transported species and zi the valency of these species.
For simplicity, we consider here only one salt species, with salinity ρ1 and ρ2, and
thus only one salt �ux. All three �uxes can be generated by a pressure gradient ∂zp, a
voltage gradient ∂zV and/or a salt chemical potential gradient ∂zµ over the channel
(µ = kBT log ρs, with ρs the salinity of the electrolyte), where ∂z = ∂/∂z. Charge
neutrality demands that z1ρ1 = z2ρ2, and thus that ∂zµ1 = ∂zµ2 = ∂zµ. Within linear
response theory, the Onsager matrix L, a symmetric 3×3 matrix, connects the driving
forces and the generated �uxes,

Q

I

J − (ρ1 + ρ2)Q

 = AL


−∂zp
−∂zV
−∂zµ

 . (2.37)

The �ux opposite to ∂zµ is the (local) excess salt �ux Jexc = J − (ρ1 + ρ2)Q. which
ensures that L is symmetric (see Section B.2 for a derivation). Eq. (2.37) is a local linear
response equation, since the gradients, L and ρ1,2 can (in principle) vary along the
channel, as opposed to the global linear response quanti�ed by the conductivity matrix
G introduced in Section 1.3.2. The Onsager matrix can, in principle, be determined
from microscopic theories, and can subsequently be extended to the global linear
response matrix G, to be discussed in detail in Chapter 6.
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Chapter 3.

CsCl ion adsorption on muscovite
mica

In this chapter we consider a model system, consisting of a �at surface
(muscovite mica) in contact with water containing a monovalent salt
(CsCl). The mica-water interface will obtain a net charge because of
ad- and desorption reactions of ions in the interface. In this chapter,
we study the equilibrium properties of this interface. In order to shed
light on this complicated system, we combine data of two di�erent
experimental techniques, Surface X-Ray Di�raction and Atomic
Force Microscopy. Both give very di�erent information about the
interface, imposing more restrictions on the surface complexation
model, a minimal set of adsorption reactions (surface complexation
model), we construct in this chapter that can interpret both data sets
simultaneously. In developing this model, we �nd that the interface is
much more complex than is typically assumed.
In this chapter we will extensively discuss the results and the underlying
theory. For details of the experimental work, performed by our
collaborators S. Brugman and E. Vlieg of Radboud University Nijmegen,
we refer the interested reader to the original article [55].

• Section 3.2
Presentation of a comprehensive picture of the mica-Cs+-Cl−-
water interface

• Section 3.3 and 3.4
Construction of a minimal surface complexation model that simul-
taneously reproduces both Surface X-Ray Di�raction and Atomic
Force Microscopy data sets

• Sections 3.4.1 and 3.4.2
Identi�cation of anion coadsorption reaction as well as a lower
intrinsic surface charge of muscovite mica then expected (based
on the crystallographic properties)
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3.1. Introduction

The adsorption of cations at mineral surfaces is usually studied under ideal conditions,
e.g. by using a single salt, in order to avoid overcomplicating the system. However, in
real-world natural environments such as seawater, many di�erent ionic species are
present, all competing for the same adsorption sites. A typical example is encountered
during low salinity water �ooding in enhanced oil recovery. In certain reservoirs,
injecting water with low salinity was found to release more initially bound oil molecules
than water with high salinity; however, the precise mechanism of this phenomenon
is still unknown [56]. One possible mechanism is the exchange of divalent cations,
which bridge polar oil components to the mineral surface, with monovalent cations
under low salinity conditions [56, 57]. To understand these complex competition
processes, experiments that contain multiple ionic species at the same time need to be
conducted. However, many frequently-used experimental techniques, such as surface
force apparatus (SFA) [58, 59] and atomic force microscopy (AFM) [42, 60], are not
capable of di�erentiating between cations in a mixture containing multiple salts, due
to the ‘chemical blindness’ of these techniques.

On the other hand, surface X-ray di�raction (SXRD) can be used to investigate a
single ion species in an ionic mixture in two ways. If the experimental X-ray energy is
close to an absorption edge of one of these ions, anomalous SXRD experiments can
be used [61–63]. In these experiments, the element-speci�c distribution of an ion of
interest at the interface can be determined, provided that the X-ray absorption edge
energy, at which the element absorbs a photon, is experimentally accessible. A second
way to investigate a single ion species in a mixture is by looking at the di�erence in
di�racted intensity, which scales with electron density. A heavy cation will thus have
a larger e�ect on the di�raction pattern than a lighter cation. In a mixture of heavy
and light ion species, the electron density will be in between that of only the light
cation and only the heavy cation. By using this, it is possible to determine the adsorbed
occupancies of both cationic species by using the di�erence in electron density. In this
chapter, we use the latter method to follow the adsorption of cations at the mineral
surface. In this case it is not possible to use anomalous di�raction because the X-ray
adsorption edge of the light atom is not experimentally accessible.

Our aim is to identify the relevant mechanisms governing the mineral-electrolyte
interface. SXRD, however, is only sensitive to the interfacial structure and does not yield
information about the charge of the surface. The surface charge can be obtained by for
example zeta potential or AFM measurements [64]. To fully understand the interface,
we should ideally combine both the interfacial composition and electrostatic data in a
single model. Here we construct a surface complexation model that simultaneously
describes both cation coverages measured using SXRD data and electric double layer
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data previously reported by Bera et al. [65]. The SXRD data was obtained in direct
collaboration with S. Brugman and E. Vlieg from the Radboud University in Nijmegen.
For more information on the experimental details, we refer the interested reader to
article this chapter is based on [55].

Figure 3.1.: Schematic representation of a (a) top (without K+ ions) and (b) side view of a mica
surface.

Muscovite’s ideal chemical formula KAl2(Si3Al)O10(OH)2) is an excellent mineral
model system for this experiment. After cleavage of muscovite, a clean and atomically
�at (001) surface is exposed [66], shown in Fig. 3.1. It is known that this surface is
negatively charged due to isomorphous substitution of 25% of Si by Al [67]. The
negative charge is compensated by the presence of 0.5 monolayer of K+ ions. These K+

ions are located above the center of the six-membered SiO4 ring, called the cavity site.
By submerging muscovite in an electrolyte solution, loosely bound surface K+ ions can
be exchanged by other cations, e.g. Cs+ or Ca2+ [68, 69]. Previous research showed that
Cs+ strongly adsorbs to muscovite and signi�cantly changes the di�racted intensity
due to its strong X-ray scattering [70–73]. This strong change in di�racted intensity
can be used to determine the amount of adsorbed Cs+ ions on the mica surface.

3.2. Interfacial structure
Fig. 3.2 shows the electron density according to the CsCl interfacial structure model as
a function of height as obtained from SXRD, for di�erent concentrations and temper-
atures. The electron density pro�les show that Cs+ adsorbs above the center of the
muscovite cavity at a height of 2.16 ± 0.05 Å (Fig. 3.2) for both salt concentrations,
which is in agreement with literature [6, 70, 72–76]. This peak corresponds to Cs+

occupancies of 39 ± 5% and 66 ± 5% Cs+ for 25 mM and 475 mM CsCl, respectively,
which is in excellent agreement with previous work on CsI [73]. The peak in electron
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density observed at a height of 4.8 Å above the surface is attributed to the �rst water
layer [73]. All other structural parameters were similar to previous work [73] and are
not discussed here, since we focus on the exchange of the cation.
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Figure 3.2.: Laterally averaged electron density perpendicular to the muscovite surface for (a)
pure CsCl and solutions for salinities 25 mM (green) and 475 mM (blue) at room temperature
(RT) and for salinity 475 mM (red) at 63 ± 2 ◦ C (HT).

The measurements at high temperature (HT) were performed at 63 ± 2 ◦C and
showed that the Cs+ occupancy at a CsCl concentration of 475 mM remains constant
within the error bars (67 ± 5%) compared to room temperature (66 ± 5%). Moreover,
the cation remains located at the same height (2.16 ± 0.05 Å).

3.3. Surface complexation model
For the pure CsCl electrolyte, we use a surface complexation model similar to the one
explained in Section 2.1.3. In this model, a Cs+ ion can adsorb above the muscovite
cavity, and Cl− ions can coadsorb along with the adsorbed Cs+. The exact location
of the Cl− ion is not important for this model, as long as it occurs in the Stern layer,
see Fig. 3.3. In the coadsorption model we incorporate the following two adsorption
processes

S + Cs+ 
 SCs+, K ′
Cs = [S][Cs+]

[SCs+] ,

SCs+ + Cl− 
 SCsCl, K ′
CsCl = [SCs+][Cl+]

[SCsCl]

(3.1)
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Figure 3.3.: A schematic representation of the muscovite mica - CsCl electrolyte interface, as
based on the analysis presented in this chapter. The interface consists of an interfacial region
(brown) where the intrinsic charge of mica −σint is located, an Inner Helmholtz Plane (IHP)
where the adsorbed Cs+ ions are located (areal density σCs+ ), an Outer Helmholtz Plane (OHP)
with the coadsorbed Cl− anions (areal density σCl− ) and the di�use layer. The net surface
charge density σe = −σint +σCs+ −σCl− is the sum of the intrinsic, Cs+ and Cl− contributions
to the surface charge. The di�use layer charge is equal in magnitude but opposite in sign to
the net surface charge σe, since the system as a whole is charge neutral. The Cs+ ions in the
IHP are con�ned in all three dimensions, and are therefore measurable with SXRD. The Cl−
ions are con�ned to the OHP in the direction perpendicular to the surface and are laterally
fully disorder and thus, while not visible in non-specular SXRD data, contribute to the surface
charge. The ions in the di�use layer are not con�ned in any direction.

where S denotes an empty (ion-free) adsorption site (i.e. an empty cavity). We denote
the equilibrium adsorption reaction constant of the Cs+ adsorption reaction byK ′

Cs
and the adsorption reaction constant of the Cl− coadsorption by K ′

CsCl. Note that K ′
Cs

andK ′
CsCl are de�ned such that these have the dimensions of concentration (in units of

mol/L). The pK value of an adsorption reaction is then de�ned as pK≡ −10logK ′. We
then incorporate these adsorption reactions in the Poisson-Boltzmann formalism, as
explained in Sections 1.2.2 & 2.1.2, and combine it with a charge regulation mechanism
as explained in Section 2.1.3. We express the areal coverage of the surface groups SCs
and SCsCl, θSCs and θSCsCl respectively, in terms of the areal densities σSCs and σSCsCl
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as obtained from this charge regulation mechanism,

θSCs = σSCs

Γ =

ρCs

K ′
Cs
e−φ0

1 + ρCs

K ′
Cs
e−φ0 + ρ2

Cs
K ′

CsK
′
CsCl

,

θSCsCl = σSCsCl

Γ =

ρ2
Cs

K ′
CsK

′
CsCl

1 + ρCs

K ′
Cs
e−φ0 + ρ2

Cs
K ′

CsK
′
CsCl

,

(3.2)

with ρCs = [Cs+] the bulk Cs+ concentration, Γ the total areal density of adsorption
sites. Furthermore, φ0 = eψ0/kBT , with ψ0 the electrostatic potential at the surface,
e the elementary charge, kB Boltzmann’s constant and T the temperature. In order
to keep the number of �t parameters to a minimum, we do not include any Stern-
layer capacitances in this model [40, 41]. The dimensionless surface potential φ0 is a
function of the net charge density eσe of the surface, or net surface charge density, via
the Gouy-Chapman equation (2.12). The net surface charge can be obtained by adding
the (negative) intrinsic surface charge of muscovite, −eσint, to the positive contribution
due to the Cs+ ions, eσCs+ = eσSCs + eσSCsCl and the negative contribution of the
Cl− ions, −eσCl− = −eσSCsCl, to obtain eσe = eσSCs − eσint = eσCs+ − eσCl− − eσint.
The net surface charge density eσe can be probed by AFM [65], since by charge
neutrality the total charge in the di�use layer must be equal to −eσe. Fig. 3.3 gives a
schematic representation of the muscovite mica-CsCl electrolyte interface, based on
the experimental SXRD and AFM data, and the minimal surface complexation model.

For a given Γ, K ′
Cs, K ′

CsCl and salinity ρCs, we can solve Eq. (3.2) and the Gouy-
Chapman equation (2.12) for the areal densities σCs and σCsCl and surface potential φ0.
These algebraic equations were solved using the Mathematica software package. The
two reaction constants are found by �tting the above described surface complexation
model to the SXRD and AFM data. The SXRD data gives the total Cs+ occupancy,
which in our model is equal to the sum of all surface groups that include a Cs+ ion,
i.e. θCs+ = (θSCs + θSCsCl), while the AFM data provides the net surface charge eσe.
One surface complexation model must predict both parameters in accordance with the
AFM and SXRD data.
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3.4. Development of the surface complexation model
In order to understand the competition between Cs+ and Ca2+, the subject of Chapter 4,
we develop here a surface complexation model using both SXRD and surface charge
data based on the Cs+-mica data only. The Cs+ adsorption isotherm, shown in Fig. 3.4a,
shows the Cs+ occupancy as a function of salinity for previously reported data for
CsCl (in green) [72] and CsI (in black) [73] as well as occupancies of CsCl of the current
work (in red), which are in excellent agreement with each other. Together with the net
surface charge as measured by Bera et al. (Fig. 3.4b) [65], we use the Cs+ occupancies
to develop a surface complexation model.
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Figure 3.4.: (a) Occupancy of adsorbed Cs+ at the basal muscovite surface at room temperature
as a function of the CsCl or CsI concentration [72, 73]. The dashed line at 50% indicates the
occupancy of Cs+ required to compensate the muscovite negative surface charge. The other
lines indicate the occupancy of both Cs+ (purple dotted) and CsCl (orange dot-dashed) species
following from the best adsorption model �t and Cs+ occupancy (blue dotted) if no Cl−
coadsorption is taken into account. (b) Net surface charge as measured using AFM by Bera et
al. [65]. The dashed line indicates a neutral net surface charge. The solid black lines in both (a)
and (b) shows the best �t of the chloride coadsorption model with a negative intrinsic surface
charge equivalent to a coverage of 36± 1%, pKCs = 1.2 ± 0.3 and pKCsCl = 0.7 ± 0.2.

The adsorption isotherm does have the ‘S-curve’ shape typical for an adsorption
isotherm, with a transition from a low coverage plateau (approximately 35%) at low
salinity to a high coverage plateau (approximately 65%) at high salinity. A muscovite
surface without any adsorbed ions has an intrinsic negative surface charge of 1 e per
unit cell, which can be exactly compensated by a monovalent cation occupancy of
50% (dashed line in Fig. 3.4a). Fig. 3.4b, however, shows that the net surface charge
of the muscovite-electrolyte interface does not exceed −0.1 e/nm2, corresponding to
approximately 3% of the total number of adsorption sites. The Cs+ coverage data
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thus shows that Cs+ alone does not compensate the intrinsic surface charge; below
approximately 10 mM the Cs+ occupancy becomes as low as 30%, whereas above 200
mM the Cs+ occupancy levels o� at approximately 65%, both deviating signi�cantly
from the expected value of 50% for charge neutrality. Both limits thus show unex-
pected behaviour, and in order to explain both of these limits, the standard surface
complexation model must be adjusted.

3.4.1. Low salinity limit: H+ adsorption
For the lowest salinity values measured, the coverage converges to approximately 35%,
which is 15% smaller than the expected 50%. This seems to suggest that the muscovite-
electrolyte interface carries a net surface charge equivalent to approximately 15% of the
total number of adsorption sites. A unit cell of muscovite has an area of 0.47 nm2, which,
since the system as a whole must be charge neutral, would imply that a net surface
charge of -0.64 e/nm2 has to be compensated by a charge in the electric double layer.
However, this is an order of magnitude higher than the net surface charge measured by
AFM [65], shown in Fig. 3.4b as a function of salinity. Additionally, such high surface
charges do not agree with previous SFA [58, 59], AFM [64] and zeta potential [77–79]
measurements for muscovite mica at a pH value close to 6.

Additional positive charge in the Stern layer is thus required for a net surface
charge that is compatible with literature. Cs+ adsorption mainly takes place in an
inner-sphere (as explained in Section 1.2.1) con�guration in the muscovite cavity site,
as was also observed in the current work [6, 70]. Outer-sphere Cs+ is thus not expected
to give a large contribution in positive charge. There are no other cations present in
solution, except for hydronium. We therefore investigated the possible adsorption of
H3O+ [73]. The concentration of H3O+ is, at pH≈ 6, in the order of µM, which means
that the a�nity of H3O+ to muscovite should be high, which was indeed observed
before [58, 59, 80, 81]. To investigate possible H3O+ adsorption we adopt a Cs+/H+

competition model, as has been used before [58, 77, 81, 82]. Typically, it is assumed
that adsorption only takes place at half of the total adsorption sites (one per unit cell).
We have adjusted this model in order to be able to account for coverages exceeding
50%. In the Cs+/H+ competition model, H+ would outcompete and fully replace Cs+

at low salinity, with the inverse happening at high salinity. This, however, is not
corroborated by the data shown in Fig. 3.4a, which shows that Cs+ occupancy saturates
to a non-zero value for decreasing salinity. The data suggests, therefore, that Cs+

does not compete with a di�erent cation at low salinities; if it did, the coverage would
decrease more strongly as the salinity decreases. Note that at very low salinities (�
2 mM) the Cs+ occupancy must eventually, of course, converge to zero. The best �t
of the Cs+/H+-competition model is found to be unsatisfactory, even if a Stern layer
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capacitance is included (see Appendix A.2). Based on the data presented in this thesis
we conclude that the Cs+/H+-competition model is not appropriate to describe the
muscovite-electrolyte interface under our experimental conditions.

The shortcomings of the Cs+/H+ competition model have been noted before in
the case of muscovite mica [83, 84] and silica [85]. Nevertheless, this conclusion is
unexpected, as previous studies clearly show that the zeta potential and net surface
charge of muscovite mica do depend on the pH of the solution [64, 77, 78, 84, 86]. Here
we should note, however, that the same experiments show that in the presence of 1
mM of salt, the zeta potential of muscovite is relatively independent of pH for pH>6,
suggesting that at these pH values the protons are (almost) entirely outcompeted by
the cations (which is thus corroborated by our data). Furthermore, this assertion agrees
with a surprisingly small value of pKH found by some studies [84, 86].

If there is no Cs+/H+ competition, the low Cs+ coverage at low salinity must
have a di�erent origin. Previous studies have already emphasized that protons behave
di�erently from other cations concerning competitive adsorption on a wide variety
of surfaces [87]. For example, a hysteresis of the coverage with pH was observed in
the case of muscovite [81], and it was suggested that muscovite mica undergoes an
irreversible reaction with protons which penetrate into the lattice and decrease the
intrinsic surface charge of muscovite mica. A di�erent study found similar e�ects for
calcinated mica [86], whereas others showed that the cation/proton adsorption models
cannot capture the pH dependence of muscovite mica and suggested that oxonium
ions behave fundamentally di�erent than the other cations [83]. If protons indeed
penetrate the muscovite lattice irreversibly and alter the intrinsic surface charge when
muscovite is brought in contact with an aqueous solution, this could explain why in
our case the Cs+ occupancy levels o� to approximately 35% instead of a value closer
to 50% as expected beforehand. Our measurements therefore con�rm the observation
that the preparation of the muscovite samples is of great importance to the cation
adsorption. In order to incorporate this in our surface complexation model, which can
only describe reversible adsorption processes, we consider the intrinsic surface charge
of muscovite, −eσint, as a �t parameter.

3.4.2. High coverage limit: anion coadsorption
The high-salinity saturation value of approximately 65% shows that Cs+ adsorbs in
a structure in which approximately every 2 out of 3 adsorption sites are covered.
However, from basic adsorption mechanics one would expect the coverage to saturate
at 100% for high salinities. The Cs+ coverage can only level o� at a value lower than
100% if there is a process that prohibits Cs+ from adsorbing on every adsorption site.
A honeycomb lattice where an unoccupied site is surrounded by 6 occupied sites, as
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shown in Fig. 3.5, would be a plausible con�guration: to �ll this unoccupied site, a
Cs+ ion would need to break the hydration shell and overcome the high electrostatic
repulsion of the surrounding six adsorbed ions at the expense of a signi�cant (free-)
energy penalty (see Fig. 3.5). In order to incorporate the observed maximum coverage
into the model, we assign a larger area of occupation to the cations than the area of
an adsorption site, as was �rst proposed by Pashley [58]. This e�ectively reduces the
maximum coverage below unity. See the Appendix A.1 for more details.

Figure 3.5.: Top-view schematic representation of the hypothesised blocking mechanism that
limits the maximum coverage where 2 out of 3 sites are occupied.

Actually, there is another issue with the high salinity occupancy. The Cs+ occu-
pancies of 65% at high salinity suggest an unusually large positive surface charge.
The overcompensation of 15% over the intrinsic surface charge of 50% (which is an
even larger overcompensation if we adjust the intrinsic surface charge to a lower
value as argued above) would result in a an unusually high, positive surface charge.
Most importantly, however, the variation in the Cs+ occupancy as measured by SXRD
(see Fig. 3.4a) is not at all comparable to the variations in the net surface charge (see
Fig. 3.4b). This implies that the variations observed in the Cs+ coverage are largely
charge neutral variations. An additional, negative contribution to the total surface
charge is therefore required, especially at large salinities. The most obvious candidate
is the coadsorption of Cl−, as was already suggested by previous studies for Cs+ [74],
Rb+ [88] and K+ [89], although for the latter two this was only observed for higher
salinities than considered in our study. The site density of muscovite is approximately
4 sites per nm2, so a coverage of 33% corresponds to a local concentration at the sur-
face exceeding 4 M within the Stern layer (assuming for simplicity a thickness of 0.5
nm). Considering the Cs+ coverage values, even at low salinities, the formation of
cation-anion complexes is thus quite plausible. Previous SXRD measurements have, on
the other hand, found no evidence of (structured) anion adsorption [73, 90]. However,
SXRD can only exclude ordered anion coadsorption, whereas a more disordered struc-
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ture would still be possible. Such a disordered structure is actually plausible since the
cavities are already �lled by the Cs+ ions, and as a result the Cl− adsorbed on top is
expected to be distributed more homogeneously as it is laterally less con�ned [91], see
Fig. 3.3 for a schematic representation. At the expense of a third �t parameter (pKCsCl)
we can include this coadsorption process in the model. This parameter is related to a
(free) energy gain for the Cl− ion to be close to the adsorbed Cs+, which, similar to
cation adsorption, can likely be related to the reorganisation of the hydration shell of
Cl−. A surface complexation model cannot, however, explain where this (free) energy
gain originates from, only that is must exist.

Here we will only consider Cl− as the coadsorbing anion, as it is the most abundant
anion. The only other anions present are OH− and HCO−

3 (the CO2−
3 concentration

is negligible close to pH= 6), which, contrary to Cl−, do not vary with the salinity
and therefore give di�erent predictions. However, as mentioned above, the surface
charge of muscovite mica has been shown to be relatively independent of pH for pH>6,
making it unlikely that either OH− and HCO−

3 (or even CO2−
3 ) have a signi�cant e�ect

on the muscovite mica-water interface. See Appendix A.3 for an analysis of such a
model.

The Cl−-coadsorption model (black solid lines in Fig. 3.4) is able to simultaneously,
and satisfactorily, �t the Cs+ occupancies and the net surface charge, as can be seen
from the solid lines in Fig. 3.4. The best �t was obtained with an intrinsic surface charge
σint/Γ = 0.36 ± 0.01, pKCs = 1.2 ± 0.3 and pKCsCl = 0.7 ± 0.2. Although the pKCsCl
value and the intrinsic surface charge cannot be compared to previous studies, the pKCs
value deviates signi�cantly from previously determined values. However, the values in
previous studies were found either by using a Cs+/H+ competition model [58, 71, 81],
and/or by ignoring the electrostatic interactions to the adsorption model [71, 81]. The
pKCs found here is a direct result of the adapted model which, we should note, is a
minimal model needed to explain both the SXRD and the AFM data. If we consider Cs+

adsorption without coadsorption, and only consider the SXRD data, we �nd pKCs = 3.5
as a best �t (blue dotted line in Fig. 3.4a), which is much closer to previously reported
values [71]. This value is, however, completely incompatible with the net surface
charge data [65] (blue dotted line Fig. 3.4b). In fact, a surface complexation model
without an anion coadsorption reaction predicts a (large) positive net surface charge
charge for all considered salinities, and is therefore unable to reproduce both data sets.
The best-�t pKCs value also deviates signi�cantly from Molecular Dynamic simulations
[76]. This discrepancy can possibly be attributed to the di�erent conditions between
the Molecular Dynamics simulations and the Langmuir adsorption models, as the
former operates in the NpT ensemble and a salt-free environment, while the latter
operates in the µV T ensemble and does incorporate the anions.
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3.5. Summary & conclusion
Even though we have found adequate �ts for both data sets, this of course does not
mean that the proposed model is a complete description of the muscovite-electrolyte
interface. For example, the Cl−-coadsorption model predicts a strongly decreasing net
surface charge for salinities exceeding 100 mM due to the increasing Cl− (co)adsorption.
However, we must keep in mind that for salinities exceeding 100 mM the Poisson-
Boltzmann theory begins to break down as the Debye length becomes comparable to
the ion size, and a more advanced theory would be required for these high salinities.
Furthermore, we have implicitly assumed that the Cl− and I− coadsorption constants
are equal (i.e. pKCsCl = pKCsI). This is reasonable, since the CsI and CsCl data are in
good agreement. Amore completemodel would not only take the di�erent coadsorption
constants into account, but also the di�erent ionic radii of the two anions via a triple
layer model. This would introduce additional �t parameters, more than we can reliably
�t with the current data. It is clear, however, that the simplest model can reproduce
both the SXRD and surface charge data requires anion coadsorption. This model will
be used in the next chapter to describe the Cs+/Ca2+ competition data.

Our results show that a minimal model even for a single salt muscovite-electrolyte
interface includes two rarely included processes: (i) a reduced intrinsic surface charge
(e.g. due to irreversible proton adsorption) and (ii) anion coadsorption. This emphasizes
the point that the muscovite-electrolyte interface is a complex system, and cannot be
fully described with a single cation/proton adsorption model. Although such models
have been employed before with limited success, the present analysis with data from
two di�erent experimental techniques shows that these are merely e�ective models,
and do not re�ect physical properties. This minimal model shows the rich behaviour
of solid-water interfaces and we encourage future research to further explore this
complexity. We expect that similar processes occur at other solid-water interfaces,
such as silica, for which it is also known that such cation/proton competition models
are inadequate [85].
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Chapter 4.

Cs+/Ca2+ competition on muscovite
mica

We showed in the previous chapter that we can unite measurements of Surface
X-Ray Di�raction with Atomic Force Microscopy measurements on mica in
contact with an CsCl water solution using a minimal surface complexation
model. For a detailed discussion of the surface complexation model, see Chapter 3.
In this chapter, we expand upon the results of the previous chapter and include
competition with Ca2+. We will therefore not repeat an extensive introduction
here, for this we refer the reader to Section 3.1. For details of the experimental
work, performed by our collaborators S. Brugman and E. Vlieg of Radboud
University Nijmegen, we refer the interested reader to the associated article [55].

• Section 4.2
Presentation of a comprehensive picture of the mica-Ca2+-water interface

• Section 4.3
Successful reproduction of both Surface X-Ray Di�raction and Atomic
Force Microscopy data sets with a Cs+/Ca2+ competition model

• Section 4.3
Identi�cation of the a�nities of Cs+ and Ca2+, and �nding that the the
former has a higher a�nity than the latter

• Section 4.4
Relating the di�erent a�nities to the hydration shell of the ions

39
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4.1. Introduction

We consider the same system as in Chapter 3, an atomically �at muscovite mica surface
in contact with water. While in the previous chapter we only considered a pure CsCl
solution, in this chapter we consider both a pure CaCl2 solution and a CaCl2/CsCl
mixture. In all cases, of course, the muscovite mica surface obtains a net charge due to
the de- and adsorption reactions of ions, and consequently leads to the development of
an EDL (see Section 1.2.2 for a discussion of the EDL). First we discuss the SXRD data
and the interpreted interfacial structure of the pure CaCl2 case. Afterwards we will
�t the measured occupancies and surface charge to the surface complexation model
developed in Chapter 3.

As explained in Section 3.2, Cs+ strongly adsorbs to muscovite and signi�cantly
changes the di�racted intensity due to its strong X-ray scattering [70–73]. This strong
change in di�racted intensity can be used to determine the amount of adsorbed Cs+ in
a solution containing a mixture of Cs+ and a lighter cation. We choose Ca2+ as the
light cation because of its biological and geophysical relevance (e.g. in seawater and
(bio)mineralization). In this way, we can investigate the in�uence of concentration,
valency and hydration energy on the adsorption at the muscovite-electrolyte interface.
We will show that we can unite occupancies of adsorbed cations measured with SXRD
and electric double layer data measured by AFM in a single surface complexation
model. From the analysis of the Cs+/Ca2+ competition, we �nd that Cs+ has a higher
a�nity for the negatively charged muscovite mica surface than Ca2+, despite the lower
valency of Cs+.

4.2. Interfacial structure

Analysis of the measured crystal truncation rods for muscovite mica in contact with
pure CaCl2 solutions shows that Ca2+ adsorbs above the center of the cavity in an
inner-sphere con�guration [92]. Contrary to Cs+, our data for Ca2+ indicate di�erent
heights at di�erent concentrations: 2.30 ± 0.20 Å at 25 mM and 1.79 ± 0.10 Å at 475
mM (Fig. 4.1). These heights correspond to outward displacements with respect to the
bulk K+ position of 0.59 ± 0.20 Å and 0.09 ± 0.10 Å, respectively. Because of the low
occupancy of the relatively light Ca2+ cation, it is more di�cult to pinpoint the exact
Ca2+ position. At a concentration of 25 mM, there is another peak in electron density
visible around 1.6 Å, which in principle could also correspond to Ca2+ adsorption.
During the �tting procedure we found that a model with a Ca2+ cation at this position
gave an inadequate �t. We therefore concluded that this is water located above the
cavity. The peaks found for both Ca2+ (and Cs+) conditions around 4.6-4.9 Å were
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attributed to a hydration layer [73]. Besides this layer, two additional water layers
complete the interfacial model.
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Figure 4.1.: Laterally averaged electron density perpendicular to the muscovite surface for
pure CaCl2 solutions for salinities 25 mM (green) and 475 mM (blue) at room temperature (RT)
and for salinity 475 mM (red) at 63 ± 2 ◦ C (HT).

A wide range of values for the height and location of Ca2+ have been reported in
literature. Molecular Dynamics and Monte Carlo studies showed that Ca2+ adsorption
is favourable at the negatively charged substitution site, i.e. where Si is substituted by
Al. [76, 93]. To investigate the possibility of this alternative adsorption site, a model in
which Ca2+ was located above the Si/Al atoms instead of above the cavity was used
to �t the measured crystal truncation rods. This signi�cantly lowered the quality of
the �t and therefore we reject this alternative adsorption site. The di�erence between
the adsorption height we �nd here and that reported in literature might also be a
consequence of the X-ray di�raction measurements, which are sensitive to spatially
ordered parts of the interface. If indeed Ca2+ has multiple adsorption states, SXRD
might be more sensitive to the most ordered adsorption state, i.e. the adsorption site
above the muscovite cavity which is closer to the surface than the adsorption site above
the Si/Al atoms [76].

For divalent cations we expect half the occupancy of monovalent cations in order
to compensate for the negative muscovite surface charge. Sr2+ and Ba2+ occupancies
close to the expected 25% were previously reported for muscovite in contact with 10
mM SrCl2 and BaCl2 solutions [94]. The best �t of our measured crystal truncation
rods for muscovite in contact with 25 mM CaCl2 is obtained for a Ca2+ occupancy
of 28 ± 8%, which is within the accuracy the same as the reported Sr2+ and Ba2+

occupancies. However, for high CaCl2 concentrations, the Ca2+ occupancy increases
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to 45 ± 8%. This suggests an excess surface charge of approximately +1.7e/nm2,
which is too high to compensate for in the di�use layer [65, 78] and strongly suggests
anion coadsorption. This can possibly explain the lower Ca2+ height found at high
salinity. Although there is no direct evidence of well-ordered anion coadsorption on
monovalent cations [73, 90], except for the evidence presented in Chapter 3, there is
some earlier evidence for the formation of CaCl+ ion pairs. In an X-ray photoelectron
spectroscopy study Xu and Salmeron found that Cl− could not be washed away fully
from the Ca2+-mica surface [95]. Furthermore, the coadsorption of Cl− to Ca2+ has
been suggested before on montmorillonite [96] and gibbsite [97]. Our current data,
however, does not provide enough information on the position and occupancy of the
anion: just like in the Cs+-mica case, the anion is probably too disordered to be visible
to SXRD.

Previously, using SXRD the adsorption height on muscovite mica was found to
increase with the ionic radius for monovalent Rb+ and Cs+ [72]. A similar trend
was observed for divalent Sr2+ and Ba2+ [94]. This is summarized in Fig. 4.2a, which
shows the adsorbed height as function of the unhydrated ionic radius. Interestingly,
(a)
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Figure 4.2.: Adsorbed height of cations determined using SXRD as function of (a) the unhy-
drated ionic radius [98] and (b) the distance between the cation and the O atom of the �rst
hydration shell. [99] The adsorption height was measured at a cation concentration of 11 mM
for Rb+ and 10 mM for both Sr2+ and Ba2+ [72, 94]. The Cs+ adsorption height was found
to be independent of concentration between 2 and 1000 mM [73]. The 1:1 monovalent (red,
dashed) and 1:1 divalent lines (blue, solid) in (a) and the 1:1 line (black, solid) in (b) indicate the
trend for heavier elements.

Ca2+ clearly does not follow the divalent trend, neither for high nor for low salt
concentrations. The Ca2+ ion is signi�cantly smaller than the other divalent cations
and could be expected to adsorb at a height of approximately 1.54 Å above the surface,
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according to the trend. The deviation from the trend might be caused by the strong
hydration shell of Ca2+. The SXRD interfacial structure shows that there is no water
underneath the Ca2+ ion and thus that Ca2+ is only partially hydrated. Since the
hydration energy of Ca2+ is relatively high, and the ionic radius relatively small, it is
more favourable for Ca2+ to adsorb at a height larger than based purely on its ionic
radius, since then Ca2+ is able to retain more water molecules in its hydration shell.
In Fig. 4.2b, the adsorbed height as function of the distance between the cation and
O atom of the �rst hydration shell is shown. Here, a approximate 1:1 relationship is
found for all cations, except for Ca2+. This once more shows the e�ect of the strong
hydration of Ca2+.

The measurements at high temperature (HT) were performed at 63 ± 2 ◦C, and
similar to Cs+, no signi�cant changes in surface structure are observed for Ca2+ at high
temperature when compared to the room temperature structure. At high temperature,
Ca2+ is found to adsorb with an occupancy of 47 ± 8% at a height of 1.74 ± 0.10
Å (Fig. 4.1), compared to an occupancy of 45 ± 8% at a height of 1.79 ± 0.10 Å at room
temperature.

The adsorption of cations takes place at the same adsorption site as was found for the
single salt conditions, i.e. the cavity site. For Cs+, this is in agreement with literature,
as only a small fraction of Cs+ is reported to adsorb at other adsorption sites [6, 70]. As
mentioned before, for divalent cations, including Ca2+, multiple adsorption sites were
proposed in literature. Besides the partially hydrated cavity site, a partially hydrated
adsorption site above the Si/Al atoms and a fully hydrated outer-sphere adsorption
site were proposed [6, 76, 92, 93]. In our measurements, however, we observe neither
of these alternative Ca2+ adsorption sites. This means that these adsorption states
are either not present, or, similar to the coadsorbed anions, too disordered to give
a measurable signal. If indeed outer-sphere Ca2+ is too disordered to observe, this
would mean that the total Ca2+ occupancy would be higher than reported in Figs. 4.3
& 4.4, and consequently the Cl− coverage would be higher too. For other divalent
cations, such as Sr2+ and Zn2+, total cation occupancies of 0.64 ± 0.16 and 0.38 ± 0.02
atom/surface unit cell were found at comparable pH values [92, 100]. Our inner-sphere
Ca2+ occupancies of 0.56 ± 0.16 and 0.90 ± 0.16 atom/surface unit cell are already close
to or even higher than than the total occupancy of the other cations, implying that the
outer-sphere Ca2+ occupancy should be low for a comparable total occupancy. This is
in agreement with molecular dynamics simulations, which showed that for Ca2+ and
other divalent cations inner-sphere adsorption is more favourable than outer-sphere
adsorption [76]. The interfacial structure we propose here does not require the extra
Ca2+ sites and gives a consistent description of SXRD and AFM data. For completeness,
the e�ect of additional outer-sphere Ca2+ on the competition results will be discussed
in more detail below.
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4.3. Cs+/Ca2+ competition

Fig. 4.3a shows the resulting cation occupancy as a function of solution composition
derived from this structural model, for a total salt concentration of 25 mM. At a
composition of around 75% Ca2+ and 25% Cs+, both cations have similar occupancies,
and thereforewe can tentatively conclude that Cs+ has a higher a�nity to themuscovite
basal plane than Ca2+. The electron density perpendicular to the surface (Fig. 4.3b)
shows that the muscovite interfacial structure does not signi�cantly change when
the cation composition is varied, aside from the electron density at the position of
the cations. Also at a total salt concentration of 475 mM, Cs+ has a higher a�nity to
the muscovite basal plane than Ca2+, as both cations have equal occupancies around
a solution composition of 80% Ca2+ and 20% Cs+ (Fig. 4.4a). Again, the interfacial
structure does not change for varying cation compositions except for the cation electron
density (Fig. 4.4b).

As in the case of the Cs+-adsorption isotherm, we can set up a surface complexation
model to reproduce the cation coverage data measured by SXRD, as well as the net
surface charge of pure Cs+-mica and Ca2+-mica measured by Bera et al. using AFM
[65]. In the Cs+/Ca2+ competition model we also need to include coadsorption of an
anion (Cl−) to Ca2+. A minimal model thus includes the following four adsorption
reactions,

S + Cs+ 
 SCs+, SCs+ + Cl− 
 SCsCl,
S + Ca+ 
 SCa2+, SCa2+ + Cl− 
 SCaCl+.

(4.1)

Again, only Cl− was chosen as the coadsorbing anion. We can then use the surface
complexation model developed in the previous chapter, extended to include Ca2+/Cs+

competition, to �t both the AFM net surface charge and the SXRD cation coverage data
(see Appendix A.1 for more details). From this �t, we obtain the four �t parameters
pKCs, pKCsCl, pKCa and pKCaCl. The result is shown in Figs. 4.3 and 4.4. The parameters
used for the best �t, which was obtained by �tting all room temperature data, were
pKCs = 1.3±0.1, pKCa = 0.9±0.2, pKCsCl = 0.7±0.1 and pKCaCl = 0.4±0.1, andwith
the intrinsic surface charge of mica the same as used in Chapter 3 (σint/Γ = 36 ± 1%).
The pKCa value is close to previously reported values, as it is directly related to the
point of zero charge exhibited by Ca2+-mica around 15 mM [59, 82].

The surface complexation model can easily be extended to include a possible
Ca2+ outer-sphere contribution. In this case, the total Ca2+ occupancy (θCa2+) will
consist of θCa2+

IS
and θCa2+

OS
, where θCa2+

IS
is reported in Figs. 4.3 and 4.4. Within surface

complexation models, the ratio between occupancies of di�erent adsorption states of an
ion, for example inner and outer-sphere, is independent of the (bulk) concentrations of
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Figure 4.3.: (a) Upper panel: Inner-sphere Ca2+ and Cs+ occupancies for a total salt concen-
tration of 25 mM at di�erent relative concentrations. Lower panel: Illustration of adsorption of
both cations above the center of the hexagonal cavity (Ca2+ in green, Cs+ in purple and water
in red). Note that SXRD is not sensitive to the local adsorption arrangements. (b) Electron
density perpendicular to the surface for muscovite in contact with solutions of 25 mM with
di�erent Ca2+/Cs+ ratios. (c) The associated net surface charge as measured using AFM by
Bera et al. [65]. The solid lines in (a) and (c) show the best �t of the Cs+/Ca2+ competition
model, giving an intrinsic surface charge σint/Γ = 36 ± 1% and reaction constants given by
pKCs = 1.3 ± 0.1, pKCsCl = 0.7 ± 0.1, pKCa = 1.0 ± 0.2 and pKCaCl = 0.4 ± 0.1.
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Figure 4.4.: (a) Measured and �tted inner-sphere Ca2+ and Cs+ occupancies and (b) electron
density perpendicular to the surface for muscovite in contact with di�erent Ca2+/Cs+ ratios at a
total salt concentration of 475 mM. The solid line in (a) is obtained with the same �t parameters
as in Fig. 4.3. (c) Ca2+ and Cs+ occupancies and (d) electron density perpendicular to the
surface for muscovite in contact with di�erent Ca2+/Cs+ ratios at a total salt concentration of
475 mM at a temperature of 63 ± 2 ◦C. The typical �t shown as the solid lines in (c) is computed
with the same �t parameters as in Fig. 4.3, except here for pKCa = 0.4.

the ion. If we assume, as an example, that θCa2+
OS

= 0.3×θCa2+
IS
, the model is still capable

of reproducing the data. We �nd that the pKCs and pKCsCl values are not a�ected by
additional outer-sphere adsorption of Ca2+. As expected, the pKCa value decreases
(becomes 0.6 ± 0.2 in this case), whereas the pKCaCl value increases (becomes 1.0 ±
0.1). This means that the reported pKCa is possibly overestimated, whereas pKCaCl
is underestimated if outer-sphere adsorption of Ca2+ occurs. More importantly, our
surface complexation model is robust under these conditions and can qualitatively
describe general trends observed in the data, such as the higher a�nity of Cs+ than
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Ca2+ for the muscovite basal plane. A similar analysis holds for, for example, an
additional adsorption site above the Si/Al atom. This too is a second adsorption state,
since there is not enough room to adsorb both in the cavity and above the Si/Al atom,
although we should note that this additional site is not re�ected in the SXRD data.

For the high temperature data set, the model has too many parameters to provide
a unique �t. Since the temperature has changed signi�cantly, we expect all reaction
constants to change, but we cannot con�dently predict all parameters with the current
HT data. That is not to say, however, that we cannot obtain any information from the
HT data. For example, we can �x three reaction constants and �t the fourth one to see
if the �t improves compared to the RT values. This will of course not give a unique
�t, but does give an indication how a reaction constant is likely to change under the
increased temperature. Such an analysis suggests that decreasing pKCa (�t shown as
the solid lines in Fig. 4.4c) or pKCaCl compared to the other reaction constants improves
the �t more than adjusting pKCs or pKCsCl does. This simple analysis therefore suggests
that, although the a�nity of both Cs+ and Ca2+ will most likely decrease, the a�nity
of Ca2+ probably decreases more compared to the a�nity of Cs+. This qualitative
trend is corroborated by the data in Fig. 4.4, which shows that Ca2+ only manages to
outcompete Cs+ at an even higher Ca2+ percentage compared to room temperature.

The uncertainties in the parameters were determined via the covariance matrix
associated with the data and the model and by testing the e�ect of excluding part of
the data. We �nd that the values of the cation adsorption constants, pKCs and pKCa,
are very robust under such changes (variations less than 0.1 from the best �t values
stated above), while the Cl− coadsorption constants, pKCsCl and pKCaCl, are slightly
less robust (variations less than 0.5 from the best �t values stated above) depending on
the data sets included in the �tting procedure. Furthermore, we know that the Poisson-
Boltzmann theory used to �t the data generally becomes less reliable for salinities
exceeding 100 mM, and is therefore less accurate for the measurements at 475 mM.

4.4. Discussion & conclusion

Instead of focussing on the speci�c value of the reaction constant, we focus on the
results that are independent on the details of the model. One of the most important of
these results is that we consistently �nd that pKCa < pKCs, i.e. that Ca2+ has a lower
a�nity to the muscovite surface than Cs+. This point is also clearly derived from the
SXRD data shown in Figs. 4.3 and 4.4. It thus seems that a higher valency does not
necessarily lead to a higher a�nity of an ion to a surface. However, surface complex-
ation models cannot elaborate on the molecular origin of the value of the reaction
constant, so based on the current analysis we can only speculate about this. It was
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already suggested before that hydration of the ions is a major factor in determining the
a�nity of the ion to a surface [5, 100]. It has been shown above that the cations adsorb
above the cavity, and must therefore lose a signi�cant part of their hydration shell.
Consequently, it is less favourable for a strongly hydrated ion, such as Ca2+, to adsorb,
than for a more weakly hydrated ion such as Cs+. Furthermore, is has been shown
that ions with a larger ionic radius (i.e. unhydrated radius), which are more polarisable
than smaller ions, adsorb more readily to surfaces with a low dielectric constant [101].
This interpretation is consistent with the observations at high temperature.

We expect that an increasing temperature will weaken the hydration of ions since
the solubility of both salts increases with increasing temperature [102]. This is further
corroborated by studies on the residence time of water molecules in the hydration
shell of ions, which is thought to be directly related to the hydration strength [103,
104]. It was found that for both Cs+ and Ca2+ the hydration strength decreases with
temperature [104–107], suggesting that both hydration energies, and by extension
adsorption free energies, decrease with increasing temperature. Similar behaviour
under temperature variations was found for Cs+ on kaolinite [108]. Given that Cs+ is
weakly hydrated at RT, it is plausible that its hydration shell is more easily disrupted
than the hydration shell of Ca2+, as the temperature increases. This would decrease the
a�nity of Ca2+ more than that of Cs+, as observed in the data. Within this light, we can
also understand why we �nd that the anion coadsorbs weaker on Ca2+ than on Cs+, as
for this process the hydration structure must be disrupted too. However, the hydration
of the cations is not the only factor. The hydration of the surface itself, which depends
on the cation coverage, should also have a signi�cant impact on the a�nity [5, 100].
Other possibly relevant e�ects include the interfacial dielectric constant [109, 110]
and the localization of the surface charge. A full analysis of this complex, many-body
problem is outside the scope of this study presented in this chapter.

A second important conclusion, which has already been discussed in the previous
chapter, is that an anion coadsorption process is required to �t the data. However, it is
also clear that the current model can be further re�ned. For example, we could include
a lateral interaction between the adsorbed ions, introduce a second Cl− coadsorption
reaction on Ca2+, have both OH− and Cl− coadsorb, or even introduce a di�erent
(reversible) proton (co)adsorption reaction. Interestingly, we can improve the quality of
the �t by including a lateral repulsion between the adsorbed Cs+ ions and the adsorbed
Ca2+ ions (see Appendix A.4 for more details). Adding a second coadsorption reaction,
however, did not increase the quality of the �t signi�cantly. This model showed signs
of over�tting, and based on the current data we refrain from concluding whether
such an additional reaction contributes signi�cantly. Such extensions, however, only
further complicate the model and introduce more �t parameters. Given the number
of parameters already in the model, we do not apply such extensions in the current
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analysis. Even though the �t improves by including a lateral interaction between the
ions, the model still exhibits the same qualitative behaviour as the proposed minimal
model.

It is clear, thus, that the muscovite-electrolyte interface shows a greater complexity
than is usually assumed. The question remains whether these conclusions are unique
to muscovite mica or whether they also apply to other surfaces.
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Chapter 5.

Transport in heterogeneous
electrokinetic systems

In this chapter we study the transport properties of a typical electroki-
netic system: a channel connecting two water reservoirs. While the
interface is, as in part I, static, in this part the �uid is free to move
resulting in transport from one reservoir to the other. In this chapter,
we analyse how this transport is in�uenced by the Electric Double
Layer. We discuss three di�erent types of transport, a water, charge
and salt �ux due to a pressure, voltage or salinity drop across the
channel. A salinity gradient results, due to the Electric Double Layer,
in a heterogeneous channel. In this chapter, we expand on previous
theoretical formalisms in order to incorporate lateral heterogeneities.
To validate the formalism, we compare its prediction with numerical
solutions of the governing equations and �nd good agreement. We then
use the formalism to analyse a common electrokinetic system used in
Reverse Electrodyalisis.

The main highlights of this chapter are:

• Section 5.3
Derivation of a global linear response theory from a local linear
response theory that can incorporate heterogeneities

• Section 5.5
Validating the proposed formalism with exact numerical solutions
of the governing equations

• Section 5.6
Using the proposed formalism to analyse a common electrokinetic
system, used in Reverse Electrodyalisis, to harvest blue energy

53
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5.1. Introduction

Over the past decades, the interest in nano- and micro�uidics devices has signi�cantly
increased as these systems are able to control the transport of �uid, and thus dissolved
solutes, withmicroscopic precision. The small scale of nano�uidic devices leads to novel
properties compared to macro�uidic devices, allowing applications to a wide variety
of di�erent research �elds [12, 21]. The great potential of such devices is additionally
attested by biological systems, which show an amazing control over permeability and
selectivity of nanochannels [12, 26–28].

The unique properties of nano-�uidic devices derive ultimately from the relatively
large surface to volume ratio. These properties make the �eld of nano�uidics of
great importance for transport in porous materials such as porous rocks [22] and
membranes [111]. Additionally, nano-�uidic devices o�er new promising roads to
desalination [112], DNA translocation [113–115] and renewable energy harvesting
[116, 117]. For instance, they have been used to convert hydrostatic energy into
electric power [118, 119] and to harvest energy from mixing salt and fresh water
by Reverse Electrodialysis (RED) [120, 121], Pressure Retarded Osmosis (PRO) [122–
124] or Capacitive Double Layer Expansion (CDLE) [125]. All of these nano�uidic
devices are based on essentially the same system, composed of a channel with charged
walls connecting two reservoirs with di�erent reservoir conditions. Recent advances
highlight the great potential for nano�uidics of Carbon Nanotubes (CNT) [126], Boron
Nitride Nanotubes (BNNT) [127] and MoS2 nanopores [128], which exhibit unique
properties due to their small size and favourable electric properties.

5.2. Transport In electrokinetics

Fig. 5.1 shows a representation of a typical electrokinetic system we will consider in
this chapter: a cylindrical channel with a charged surface of length ` and radius R
connecting two bulk reservoirs containing a 1:1 electrolyte at room temperature. In
this chapter we consider three di�erent driving forces for transport, a pressure drop
∆p, a voltage drop ∆V (electro-osmosis) and a salt chemical potential drop ∆µ (i.e. a
salt concentration drop ∆ρ, di�usio-osmosis) over the channel. These driving forces
can induce three di�erent �uxes, i.e. currents integrated over a cross section: a volume
or water �ux Q (m3/s), more commonly known as the volumetric �ow rate, a charge
�ux or electric current I (A) and a net salt �ux J (s−1).
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Boundary Conditions System

∆µ = 0, ∆p = 0,∆V 6= 0 Electro-osmosis

∆µ = 0, ∆p 6= 0, I = 0 Streaming potential

∆µ 6= 0, ∆p = 0, I = 0 Membranes/di�usio-osmosis

∆µ 6= 0, ∆p 6= 0, I = 0, Pressure Retarded Osmosis & desalination

∆µ = 0, ∆p 6= 0, I 6= 0 Mechanical energy conversion

∆µ 6= 0, ∆p = 0, I 6= 0 Reverse Electrodyalisis

∆µ = 0, Q = 0, ∆V 6= 0 Capacitive Double Layer Expansion

Table 5.1.: Collection of electro-kinetic systems and the associated boundary conditions, with
∆p, ∆V , and ∆µ the pressure, voltage and chemical potential drop across the channel, and I
and Q the electric current and volumetric �ow rate through the channel.

Figure 5.1.: A representation of a typical electrokinetic system with an imposed (a) pressure
drop ∆p > 0, (b) electrostatic potential drop ∆V > 0 or (c) a chemical potential drop ∆µ > 0
across a cylindrical channel with length ` and radius R. Here we consider both a positive
(green) and negative (red) surface charge. The direction of the volumetric �ow rate Q, electric
current I and solute �ux J depends on the sign of the surface charge and is indicated by the
arrow and the colour. A red colour indicates that the �ux is in the opposite direction to gradient
of the applied driving force.
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Within linear response, we quantify the relation between the driving forces, ∆p,
∆V and ∆µ, and generated �uxes, Q, I and J , by a conductivity matrix G,

Q

I

J

 = A

`
G


∆p
∆V
∆µ

 , (5.1)

with A = πR2 the cross section area. The unique properties of nano-�uidic devices
ultimately derive from the non-zero o�-diagonal terms of G, which highlight the
highly interactive nature of nano-�uidic devices. If G is known, we can use Eq. (5.1)
to calculate the �uxes generated by any set of imposed driving forces. For instance, an
electric short-circuit or closed-circuit channel is obtained by electrically connecting
the ends of the channel, such that ∆V = 0. If the salinities of the two reservoirs
are di�erent, i.e. di�usio-osmosis, Eq. (5.1) then gives the generated di�usio-osmotic
electric current IDO as

IDO = A

`
(G21∆p+G22∆V +G23∆µ) = A

`
G23∆µ, (5.2)

where we furthermore assumed a ‘mechanical closed-circuit’ condition, where water
is free to �ow (i.e. ∆p = 0).

Alternatively, it is also possible to impose the �ux instead of the applied potentials.
For example, in an electric open-circuit channel the two reservoirs are not electrically
connected and therefore no electric current can �ow in steady state. In this case
the �ux I = 0 is imposed instead of the potential drop, but then too Eq. (5.1) can
be used. Since ∆µ directly generates the current IDO given by Eq. (5.2), the only
way to obtain a vanishing I is for the system to develop a potential drop over the
channel, commonly referred to as the di�usion potential ∆Vdif [12], such that the
induced electro-osmotic current IEO = A

`
G22∆V exactly cancels the di�usio-osmotic

current IDO. The total current is simply the sum of the separate contributions, Itotal =
IDO(∆µ) + IEO(∆Vdif) = 0, and we �nd

∆Vdif = −G23

G22
∆µ, (5.3)

The above two examples show that whether a �ux or a driving force is imposed, in
either case Eq. (5.1) can be used to calculate the remaining �uxes/driving forces. There
is a great variety of imposed �uxes or driving forces that result in many di�erent
electrokinetic systems. Many of such electrokinetic systems are known by speci�c
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names, see Table 5.1, and Eq. (5.1) can be used for all possible combinations of driving
forces.

In this chapter, we will show how we can obtain the conductivity matrix G from
a well-known microscopic linear response theory based by the Onsager matrix L (as
was shortly discussed in Section 2.2.3), which we will calculate analytically within the
Poisson-Boltzmann formalism. We then show how to extend L, which is in essence a
local linear-response equation, to G, which is a global linear-response equation. In
order to validate our method, we compare predictions of Eq. (5.1) with solutions of the
Poisson-Nernst-Planck-Stokes equations obtained using Finite Element Method (FEM).
While FEM results are typically more precise, the great advantage of the proposed
method is that these are much easier to implement and do not require complicated
numerical techniques, and can thus be more easily used to analyse more complex
nano�uidic systems. As an example, we will use the generalised conductivity matrix
G to show how to incorporate a charge regulation mechanism with a salinity gradi-
ent, and compare predictions of the generated current with experiments on Boron
Nitride Nanotubes [127]. The proposed framework provides a general formalism to
investigate all electrokinetic systems as listed in Table 5.1, but as an example we will
use G to analyse an electrokinetic system using Reverse Electrodyalisis under a wide
variety of parameters without the need for extensive numerical calculations with FEM.
This analysis highlights the convenience and utility of the conductivity matrix G for
nano�uidics and electrokinetic systems in general.

5.3. From local to global linear response

5.3.1. Local linear Response

A well-known method to describe the transport properties of nano-�uidic channels is
by the so-called Onsager matrix L [50–54], which relates the local driving forces to
the generated �uxes. Within linear response theory, the induced �uxes are linear in
the driving forces 

Q

I

J − 2ρsQ

 = AL


−∂zp
−∂zV
−∂zµ

 , (5.4)

where ∂z is the derivative with respect to the lateral Cartesian coordinate z and L is a
symmetric 3×3 matrix. For electrokinetic systems, composed of channels with charged
walls in contact with an electrolyte, L can be determined fully analytically with the
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Poisson-Boltzmann formalism (see Appendix B.1). The �ux associated to ∂zµ is the
excess salt �ux Jexc = J − 2ρsQ, the total salt �ux J minus the bulk advective salt
�ux, with ρs the salt concentration (salinity) at the channel axis. De�ning the Onsager
matrix in terms of Jexc rather than J ensures that L is symmetric (see Appendix B.2
for more information) [50–52].

The disadvantage of Eq. (5.4), however, is that it relates the local driving forces
to the �uxes, while Eq. (5.1) relates the global driving forces to the �uxes. Since the
global rather than the local driving forces are experimentally imposed or measured, in
order for Eq. (5.4) to be useful it must be extended to the same form as Eq. (5.1). This
is straightforward if L is constant throughout the channel, since then we can simply
integrate Eq. (5.4) along the length of the channel and �nd that L = G. This is the
case when a non-zero ∆p and ∆V is imposed, since only under extreme circumstances
do these in�uence the properties of the channel. However, since the properties of the
electric double layer are strongly a�ected by the salinity ρs, a non-zero ∆µ necessarily
leads to a laterally varying salinity ρs and thus a laterally varying L. In that case,
therefore, it is no longer clear how to convert Eq. (5.4) to a global equation, except
in the case of a small relative change in salinity across the channel. If, however, the
salinity changes for example from 20 mM to 500 mM, as is the case for fresh to sea
water, a clear method is required to obtain the �uxes from L.

5.3.2. Global linear response

One method to obtain the �uxes as a function of the global driving forces as in Eq. (5.1),
is to resolve Eq. (5.4) for every location z for a given value of the �ux. Such adjustments
have been successfully incorporated before [52, 53], but since the local driving forces
are in principle unknown, this method gives the driving force as a function of the �ux
instead of the global driving forces as Eq. (5.1). Since the latter is clearly preferable,
this method becomes rather cumbersome. Here we show how to extend L to G, while
retaining the convenience of Eq. (5.1). In order to obtain G from a heterogeneous
L(z) we start from the condition that all �uxes Q, I and J are, in steady state and for
non-leaky channels, constant throughout the channel (independent of z). In order to
calculate the �uxes as a function of the global driving forces, we divide the system into
in�nitesimally small segments of width dz, schematically represented in Fig. 5.2, and
apply the Onsager equation, Eq. (5.4), for each segment

~J = A
(
L(zi) + Ladv(zi)

)
·

−d~Fi
dz

 , (5.5)
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Figure 5.2.: Schematic representation of an electrokinetic system divided in in�nitessimally
small segments of width dz, with an applied driving force d~Fi over each segment and a �ux ~J
through each segment. Each segment L(zi) and d~Fi can locally take di�erent values, but ~J is
a spatial constant in steady state.

where ~J = (Q, I, J) and d~Fi/dz = (∂zp, ∂zV , ∂zµ)
∣∣∣
z=zi

is a vector that contains all
�uxes and driving forces over the ith segment, respectively. SinceQ, I and J are de�ned
by integrals over a cross section (see below, Eq. (5.20)), there are no contributions to
J from (possibly induced) radial forces ∂rp, ∂rV and ∂rµ). Furthermore, Ladv is the
bulk advective salt �ux, which accounts for the di�erence between J and Jexc,

Ladv(z) = 2ρs(z)


0 0 0
0 0 0
L11 L12 L13

 , (5.6)

with ρs(z) the salinity at the channel axis (r = 0) at lateral position z. Note that
Ladv simply adds the local advective salt �ux 2ρsQ to the excess salt �ux, since J =
Jexc + 2ρsQ. This contribution must be included because in steady state, by virtue of
the incompressibility of water and due to charge and ion number conservation, Q, I
and J and thus ~J can not depend on z (Jexc can in principle depend on z). We can
obtain the global driving forces by summing (integrating in the continuum limit) all
d~Fi,

∆~F = −
`∫

0

dzd~F
dz = 1

A

`∫
0

dz
(
L + Ladv

)−1
· ~J , (5.7)

where ∆~F = (∆p,∆V,∆µ) is the vector containing all global driving forces. Inverting
this equation we obtain the (constant) �uxes ~J as a function of the global driving
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forces ∆~F ,

~J = A

 `∫
0

dz
(
L + Ladv

)−1
−1

· ∆~F ≡ A

`
G · ∆~F . (5.8)

Here, the conductivity matrix G, as de�ned in Eq. (5.1), can thus be obtained from L as

G−1 = 1
`

`∫
0

dz
[
(L(ρs(z)) + Ladv(ρs(z))

]−1
. (5.9)

As stated before, the Onsager matrix L can be determined analytically within Poisson-
Boltzmann theory, and we can subsequently use Eq. (5.9) to �nd the conductivity matrix
G.

However, we can signi�cantly simplify Eq. (5.9) by splitting the contributions to L
in a volume (Lvol) and a surface (Lsurf ) contribution,

L = Lvol + Lsurf , (5.10)

where Lvol consists of all contributions of the order R0 (or higher) and Lsurf consists
of all terms proportional R−1, with R the channel radius. We then treat the volume
and surface contributions as separate conductors incorporated in a parallel circuit.
To illustrate this, we consider an analogous electrical circuit where two resistors
(conductors) are connected in parallel, as in Fig. 5.3. In principle, the induced �uxes Q,

Figure 5.3.: Analogue electrical circuit representation of an electrokinetic system.

I and J can �ow via the EDL, represented by Gsurf or via the region outside the EDL,
represented by Gvol (each a sequence of many in�nitesimally small conductors as in
Fig. 5.2). These two are, in general, connected, represented by the dashed line (to be
precise, every in�nitesimal conductor is connected to its volume/surface counterpart).
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We can, however, signi�cantly simplify the system by disconnecting the surface and
volume �uxes (i.e. removing the dashed line in Fig. 5.3), which can intuitively be
understood by realising that all radial components of the �uxes are small or negligible
(such that the interchange between volume and surface is also small). We expect this
simpli�cation to break down for small aspect ratios `/R and/or large heterogeneities
across the channel.

The advantage of separating the volume and surface contributions is that the total
conductance is now determined by the sum of the two separate conductances (note
that Gvol and Gsurf themselves can still originate from a laterally heterogeneous Lvol

and Lsurf respectively). We can analytically calculate Gvol, by evaluating Eq. (5.9)
with Lsurf = 0 (see Appendix B.3 for a derivation). On the other hand, it is not
possible to determine Gsurf analytically in the same way as Gvol. In order to obtain an
analytic expression we approximate Gsurf by Lsurf evaluated at the average salinity
ρ̄ = 1

2(ρmin + ρmax),

Gsurf =
1
`

`∫
0

dzLsurf(z)−1

−1

≈ Lsurf(ρ̄), (5.11)

where ρmin and ρmax are the salt concentration of the low and high salinity reser-
voir respectively. Note that we could also have chosen the geometric mean ρ̄geom =√
ρminρmax, but we found the arithmetic mean to provide (slightly) more accurate

predictions compared to the FEM results. The total conductivity matrix G can then be
approximated as

G ≈ Gvol + Gsurf ≈ Gvol + Lsurf(ρs = ρ̄), (5.12)

with Gvol given in Eq. (B.15) in Appendix B.3. As we will see below, Eq. (5.9) can
accurately predict the FEM results over a large range of parameter values, and Eq. (5.12)
is surprisingly accurate given the simpli�cations involved.

One signi�cant advantage of the above formalism is that it is straightforward to
also incorporate lateral heterogeneities other than a salinity gradient. For example,
we will consider BNNTs and CNTs in this chapter, which obtain their surface charge
from the adsorption of an OH− ion. Because OH− carries a net charge, the amount
of OH− adsorption depends on the surface charge itself via a mechanism known as
charge regulation [41, 129, 130], and can be expressed as a Langmuir-type relation

σ(z) = zσeΓ
(
1 + 10−pH+pKe−eψ0(z)/kBT

)−1
, (5.13)
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where zσ is the valency of the surface charge (zσ = −1 for OH− adsorption), pK the
reaction constant of the charging mechanism, Γ is the areal density of chargeable
surface sites, and ψ0 the surface potential. The relation between σ and ψ0 depends
on the (local) salinity, given by the Poisson-Boltzmann formalism (see Appendix B.1),
such that Eq. (5.13) is a self-consistency relation for the local surface charge σ(z). Note
that, for simplicity, we leave out a Stern layer capacitance from Eq. (5.13). Since ψ0
is a function of ρs, Eq. (5.13) implies a heterogeneous surface charge in the case of
∆µ 6= 0 (di�usio-osmosis), which is straightforwardly included in the above formal-
ism. The charge-regulation boundary condition, however, can signi�cantly a�ect the
resulting �uxes, as we will shown below, and has been shown to be important for the
interpretation of measurements on CNTs [131, 132].

5.3.3. Entrance e�ects
One �nal point to address concerning G is that a density pro�le ρs(z) is required in
order to use Eq. (5.9). A straightforward example is of course a purely di�usive (i.e.
linear) pro�le, although one should keep in mind that this is not necessarily accurate
because the pro�le can be in�uenced by an advective �uid �ow or an electric �eld [133].
The density pro�le in a �nite channel is, however, also a�ected by entrance e�ects.

Figure 5.4.: Density pro�le at the axis of the channel calculated with FEM (black full line)
for R = 60 nm and ` = 1500 nm. The dashed red lines indicate the inlet and outlet salinity
ρin ≈ 2 mM and ρout ≈ 24 mM, and the black dashed lines indicate the location of the inlet(
z = −1

2`
)
and outlet

(
z = −1

2`
)
.

Due to the �nite size of the channel, the salinity at the in- and outlet of the channel is
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not exactly equal to reservoir salinities ρmax and ρmin. However, the salinity gradients
in the far �eld of the reservoirs vanish, resulting in a region at the in- and outlet,
outside the channel, with a salinity di�erent from ρmax and ρmin. This is con�rmed by
FEM calculations, which show that the salinity at the inlet is lower than ρmax, and the
salinity at the outlet is higher than ρmin (see Fig. 5.4). The corrections are not large, but
one must keep in mind that the conductivity of the channel is, according to Eq. (5.9),
most strongly a�ected by the smallest conductivity, i.e. the low salinity side. A small
correction at the outlet can thus have signi�cant e�ects on the total conductivity.

Fig. 5.4 shows the salinity at the channel axis as determined from FEM solutions of
the PNPS equations. Even for a very needle-shaped channel (`/R = 25), the in- and
outlet salinities clearly di�er from the reservoir salinities. The e�ect becomes more
pronounced for shorter and/or wider channels with a small aspect ratio. For example,
for `/R = 5 the outlet salinity is a factor 4 larger than ρmin (see Appendix B.4). We
denote the inlet salinity as ρin and the outlet salinity as ρout, which now explicitly
depend on R and ` due to the entrance e�ects (see Appendix B.4 for derivation). This
correction is similar (although not equal) to the so-called access resistance [114], as it
also slightly adjusts the salinity gradient. The chemical potential drop over the channel
∆µch is consequently not equal to the chemical potential di�erence∆µ = kBT log ρmax

ρmin
between the two reservoirs, but actually

∆µch = kBT log ρin

ρout
. (5.14)

The distinction between ∆µ and ∆µch, ρmax and ρin and ρmin and ρouot is a small but
signi�cant one, the more so for shorter and wider channels.

In this chapter we assume a linear pro�le

ρs(z) = ρin −
(1

2 + z

`

)
(ρin − ρout), (5.15)

from ρin to ρout, for −1
2` < z < 1

2`, where the in- and outlet salinities are given by (see
Appendix B.4 for derivation)

ρout ≈ ρmin + R

`+ 2R∆ρ, ρin ≈ ρmax − R

`+ 2R∆ρ, (5.16)

with ∆ρ = ρmax − ρmin the salinity di�erence between the reservoirs. Note that
Eq. (5.15) introduces an explicit dependence on the channel length ` in the formalism
via ρin and ρout, as has indeed been shown to be a non-trivial parameter for di�usio-
osmosis [134]. Only for in�nitely long channels do we �nd that ρin = ρmax and
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ρout = ρmin. In general, a salinity pro�le will be a�ected by the �uid �ow and can be
found by solving the convection-di�usion equation. However, the resulting exponential
pro�le reduces to a linear pro�le if the �uid �ow is not too large, more precisely if
the Péclet number Pe= Q`

πR2D
= (G11∆p + G12∆V + G13∆µch)/D is signi�cantly

smaller than unity. This is typically the case for di�usio-osmosis, except for very large
slip lengths (exceeding tens of nanometers). In that case, the salinity pro�le must be
adjusted to a pro�le predicted by a di�usion-convection system.

5.4. The Onsager matrix

So far we have explained how to extend the local linear response Onsager matrix
L to a global linear response conductivity matrix G. As mentioned, L originates
partially from the surface charge of the channels walls, which can be either imposed
or spontaneously originate from chemi- or physisorption of ions. This surface charge
attracts oppositely charged ions to, and repels equally charged ions from, the surface,
giving rise to a non-zero space charge close to the surface called the Electric Double
Layer (EDL) (see Section 1.2.2 for a discussion of the EDL). The EDL consists of charge
and concentration gradients perpendicular to the surface which extend into the �uid
over a typical distance of the Debye length λD, and therefore a�ects the �uxes parallel
to the surface. We assume here that the EDL is in its equilibrium con�guration before
the driving forces are applied, since the EDL equilibrates typically on a timescale
of the order of nano- to microseconds [135]. This allows us to use the solutions of
Poisson-Boltzmann formalism (see Appendix B.1 for expressions) to derive L.

In this chapter we will consider an electrokinetic system as depicted in Fig. 5.1,
with length `, radius R, salinity ρs(z) given by Eq. (5.15) and surface charge σ. The
�uid �ow is determined by the Stokes equation with an electric body force and the
incompressibility condition [41],

−∇p+ η∇2u + e(ρ+ − ρ−)E = 0, ∇ · u = 0, (5.17)

with the slip boundary condition

b∂ruz(r = R) = uz(r = R), (5.18)

with the channel axis oriented in the z direction. Here p is the hydrostatic pressure (i.e.
sum of the partial solvent pressure and osmotic pressure due to the ions), u the �uid
velocity vector, η the viscosity, E the electric �eld, e the proton charge, ρ± the local
cation/anion number density, b the slip length and r ∈ [0, R] the coordinate normal to
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the surface. The ion �uxes are given by the Nernst-Planck equation [41],

ji = −Di∇ρi + zi
Die

kBT
ρiE + ρiu, (5.19)

with kB the Boltzmann constant, T the temperature and ρi, Di, zi the density, the
di�usion constant and the valency of ion species i = ±, respectively. We consider
in this chapter a 1:1 salt, as this makes it possible to solve all equations analytically
(although these are straightforwardly extended to a z:z salt). We obtain the �uxes as

Q = 2π
R∫

0

drruz,

I = 2πe
R∫

0

drr(j+,z − j−,z),

J = 2π
R∫

0

drr(j+,z + j−,z),

(5.20)

for a cylindrical geometry. Note that J is the total and not the excess salt �ux Jexc.
By combining the above equations with the solutions of Poisson-Boltzmann formal-

ism for a 1:1 salt [12, 40], the full 3×3 Onsager matrix can be determined analytically.
The majority of the matrix elements of L are already known, although we do �nd a
contribution to Lsurf

23 , the non-advective contributions of Eq. (5.21), that appears to have
been overlooked in previous studies [127, 136]. It is an important contribution that
cannot be ignored, and is in fact required by the symmetry of L. This term is intimately
linked to the heterogeneity of the EDL: since the Debye length λD is a function of z,
di�usio-osmosis generates a lateral component to the electric �eld which contributes
to the generated �uxes (see the associated article [137] for detailed discussion of this
subtle contribution). For the sake of completeness, however, we present not just L32
but the full 3×3 matrix.

Eq. (5.21) shows the Onsager matrix elements, with λB = e2

4πεkBT
the Bjerrum

length and λD = (8πλBρs)−1 the Debye length, ε the permittivity of water, ψ0 the
surface potential, zs the sign of the surface charge, D = 1

2(D+ + D−) the average
ion di�usion constant and β = D+−D−

D++D−
the mobility mismatch. The constants Pi

are positive numbers and function of ρs, σ and ψ0 only. For small surface charge,
2πλBλDσ � 1, all these constants scale as Pi ∼ σ2 ∼ φ2

0, while for large surface
charge, 2πλBλDσ � 1, P1 ≈ π2/2, P2 ∼ σ, P3 ∼ |φ0|, P4 ≈ π2/4 and P5 ∼ σ. These
constants are solutions to rather involved integrals, and the full expressions can be
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found in Appendix B.1, and their derivation can be found in the article associated to
this chapter [137].

Lvol
11 = −R2

8η

(
1 + 4b

R

)
Lvol
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kBT
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(5.21)

Note that L12 and Lsurf
23 change sign if zσ changes sign, while the other components do

not. This is directly re�ected in Fig. 5.1, which shows that Q and J are always in the
same direction while the direction of I with respect to Q and J depends on the sign of
zσ.

Most elements are known by speci�c names, for example in the context of electro-
osmosis [41] and di�usio-phoresis [138]; L11 is inversely proportional to the �uidic
impedanceZch = `

πR2L11
,L12 is proportional the streaming conductance Sstr = πR2

`
L12,

L13 is proportional to the di�usio-osmotic mobility DDO = kBTL13, L22 is the electric
conductivity of the channel and L23 the di�usio-osmotic conductivity. Since we use the
full nonlinear Poisson-Boltzmann equation for non- or weakly-overlapping EDLs to
determine L, we expect Eq. (5.21) to break down for salinities exceeding approximately
100 mM, when �nite-size e�ect become signi�cant, or for multivalent ions. Moreover,
for strongly overlapping EDLs, both the solution to the Poisson-Boltzmann equation,
and consequently the Onsager matrix Eq. (5.21), as well as the entrance e�ects, Eq.
(5.16), must be adjusted, for example using the thin-pore limit [139].

Even though the formalism presented in this article still applies for strongly over-
lapping EDLs, the expressions for the Onsager matrix are modi�ed in this regime and
as a consequence a full analysis strongly overlapping EDLs is outside the scope of this
article. We note, however, that Eq. (5.21) shows excellent agreement for R ≈ 3λD (see
Appendix B.6), but breaks down for R ≈ 2λD with λD the Debye length associated to
ρmin.
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5.5. Validating the formalism
Now that we have set up a formalism to extend the microscopic theory, represented
by L, to the global electrokinetic properties, represented by G, we can compare the
predictions of Eq. (5.9) and Eq. (5.12) with the FEM solutions of the Nernst-Planck
equations (5.17)-(5.19) calculated using COMSOL Multiphysics, in order to validate
the applicability of G via Eq. (5.9) and Eq. (5.12). Here we will only focus on the
di�usio-osmosis, as this inevitably includes signi�cant lateral heterogeneities, for both
a short-circuit and an open-circuit system as discussed above (Eq. (5.2) and Eq. (5.3)).

Figure 5.5.: The short-circuit electric current I , open-circuit potential ∆Vdif , average �uid
velocity ū = Q

πR2 and salt �ux J as a function of ρmax/ρmin. The red line represents the
FEM results, the blue line the prediction of Eq. (5.12) and the black line Eq. (5.9) for zσσ(ρs =
1mM) = −0.05 e/nm2 (Eq. (5.13)), R = 60 nm, b = 0, β = −0.21 (NaCl) and ρmin = 1 mM
for short-circuited (a)-(c) and open-circuit (d)-(f) system.

Fig. 5.5 shows the dependence of the average �uid velocity ū = Q/(πR2), electric
current I and salt �ux J on ρmax/ρmin ∈ [1, 100], with ρmin = 1 mM, for NaCl from
the FEM calculations compared to the predictions of Eq. (5.12) (blue) and Eq. (5.9)
(black), both for a short-circuit (a)-(c) and an open-circuit (d)-(f) system, for a charge
regulation boundary condition with zσσ(ρs = 1mM) = −0.05 e/nm2 (Eq. (5.13) with
pH−pK= 0.05), b = 0 nm, R = 60 nm, ` = 1.5 µm, ρmin = 1 mM,DNa = 1.33 × 10−9

m2/s and DCl = 2.03 × 10−9 m2/s (β = −0.21). Fig. 5.5 shows that Eq. (5.9) is
very accurate in reproducing the FEM results. In all cases, Eq. (5.12) is less accurate
than Eq. (5.9) but often surprisingly accurate given its simpli�cations, especially if
ρmax/ρmin . 10 in both short-circuit and open-circuit conditions. The agreement in
the open-circuit case thus shows that, even if there are multiple driving forces (i.e.
both ∆V 6= 0 and ∆µ 6= 0) the formalism remains accurate. We have furthermore
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compared the predictions and the FEM calculations for a non-zero slip length (b = 10
nm), smaller radius (R = 40 nm), higher surface charge (zσσ = −0.1 e/nm2), smaller
channel length (` = 375 nm) and higher minimum salinity (ρmin = 20 mM) and found
good agreement for all parameter variations (see Appendix B.6 and article associated
to this chapter). In addition, Fig. 5.5(d) shows that in an open-circuit system ∆Vdif
changes sign for large ∆µ since IDO changes sign in the short-circuit case (IDO changes
sign due to the competition between Lsurf

23 and Lvol
23 ). Moreover, Fig. 5.5(e) shows that

the �uid �ow �rst decreases, than increases and even changes sign with increasing
ρmax/ρmin. This is the result of an intricate balance between di�usio-osmosis due to
∆µ and electro-osmosis due to ∆Vdif . The balance between the di�usio-osmotic and
electro-osmotic driving forces depends strongly on β, and is thus very di�erent for KCl
(β = 0) than for NaCl (β = −0.21), and additionally depends on the sign of zσ . Both of
these behaviours are in agreement with experimental observations and interpretations
[114, 140].

Figure 5.6.: The di�usio-osmotic current IDO for KCl as a function of the salinity drop over
the channel according to Eq. (5.12) (blue) and Eq. (5.9) (black) for both a constant charge
(CC, dashed) and charge regulation (CR, full) boundary condition. For both CC and CR,
zσσ(ρs = 1mM) = −0.25 e/nm2, ρmin = 1 mM, R = 40 nm, b = 3 nm and ` = 1250 nm.
The inset shows the surface charge as a function of the lateral position z.

Recent experimental advances allow for direct comparison between theory and
experiments for these kind of systems. For instance, measurements on osmotic power
generation using a single boron nitride nanotubes (BNNT), carbon nanotubes (CNT) and
MoS2 nanopores, have been shown to surpass older Reverse Electrodyalisis technologies
based on much thicker membranes [141]. With the theory presented here, we can
directly compare with recent experiments. Fig. 5.6 shows the (short-circuit) di�usio-
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osmotic current IDO, for both a constant charge and a charge regulating boundary
condition Eq. (5.13), as a function of the salinity ratio ρmax/ρmin for a nanochannel with
ρmin = 1 mM, zσσ(ρs = 1mM) = −0.25 e/nm2, R = 40 nm, b = 3 nm and ` = 1250
nm, which can be directly compared to the di�usio-osmotic current measurements
on BNNT by Siria et al. [127]. Here, σ(ρs = 1mM) was chosen such that similar IDO
values were obtained. First of all, it is evident from Fig. 5.6 that, especially for large
ρmax/ρmin, the charge regulation boundary condition has a signi�cant e�ect on the
predicted electric current. A charge regulation boundary condition (Eq. (5.13)) and
the small slip length b = 3 nm of BNNTs [142] are su�cient to obtain very similar
values for IDO (order 0.1 to 1 nA), but with a surface charge more than an order of
magnitude smaller than estimated by Siria et al. [127]. Note that the contribution
from the slip length, which, for large σ, scales with σ2 (see Eq. (5.21) and associated
text), becomes increasingly dominant for increasing σ (but was taken b = 0 in Ref.
[127]). Even a relatively small slip length of b = 3 nm can therefore signi�cantly
a�ect the predicted �uxes. Note furthermore that σ varies signi�cantly as a function
of the channel position z, see inset Fig. 5.6, which explains why the charge regulation
boundary condition gives a larger IDO compared to the constant charge boundary
condition, and furthermore emphasises the importance of even a small but �nite b.

The surface charge zσσ(ρs = 1 mM) = −0.25 e/nm2 is much smaller that the value
obtained from conductivity measurements on BNNT by Ref. [127]. It has recently been
shown, however, that the adsorbed OH− contributes signi�cantly to the conductivity
and other properties of the channel [143]. Conduction via the Stern layer is not
included in the current model, but an increased conduction will probably only lower
the predicted surface charge even more. We have recently developed models for mobile
surface charges [144, 145], and incorporating these in the current theory is subject of
future research.

5.6. Reverse electrodyalisis

Having established the accuracy of the theoretical framework of deriving G from
L, we can use the derived equations to analyse the wide variety of di�erent elec-
trokinetic systems (Table 5.1) without the need for full FEM calculations (or other
extensive numerical analyses) for each system separately. All electrokinetic systems
are essentially described by G, the only di�erence being the boundary conditions.
As an example, we will use the conductivity matrix G to analyse a single channel
using Reverse Electrodialysis (RED), which are essentially intermediate between a
short-circuit and open-circuit system.
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Figure 5.7.: Schematic representation of an RED circuit, where a di�usio-osmotic system is
embedded in an electric circuit with a resistance Rs.

The electrokinetic RED system, schematically represented in Fig. 5.7, is embedded
in an electric circuit and thus allows a non-zero current I = IRED to �ow through the
system. However, the circuit also contains an (Ohmic) resistance Rs that harvests the
electric energy, which requires a potential drop ∆V in order for a non-zero current to
�ow. Assuming that Rs can be chosen freely, we will assume that Rs is chosen such
that the generated electric power is optimised (as opposed to the energy conversion
e�ciency). It is straightforward to show that the generated power is maximised when
Rs equals the resistance of the channelRch = `

πR2G22
[114, 121], which �xes the current

to half the short-circuit current Eq. (5.2),

IRED = 1
2IDO = 1

2
πR2

`
G23∆µch, (5.22)

with IDO the short-circuit current, Eq. (5.2). Note that the resulting potential over the
channel ∆V = IRs is half the open-circuit (di�usion) potential ∆Vdif , Eq. (5.3), and
that we must use ∆µch, the chemical potential drop over the channel, instead of ∆µ to
determine IDO. This allows us to write the maximum generated areal power density
PRED as

PRED = PRED

πR2 = I2
DORch

4πR2 = 1
4

(∆µch)2

`

G2
23

G22
, (5.23)

where PRED is the generated electric power. Eq. (5.23) shows that the power density
is inversely proportional to the length `, which (partially) explains the potential of
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nanopores [128] compared to nanochannels, let alone microchannels. A smaller length
decreases Rch (and Rs is decreased accordingly) but increases the salinity gradient and
thus IDO. The energy conversion e�ciency can be found by dividing the generated
electrical power by the osmotic free energy dissipated by themixing of the two solutions
[52, 53],

αRED = PRED

Jexc∆µ
= PRED

J∆µ− 2∆ρQ, (5.24)

see Appendix B.2 for a derivation why αRED is de�ned with Jexc and ∆µ instead of J
and/or ∆µch. Whether it is “better" to maximise the power or the e�ciency depends on
the goal and the available resources. In the case of di�usio-osmosis both fresh and salt
water are available in abundance where rivers �ow into the sea, so it makes sense to
optimise for the generated power. A similar analysis can be performed for mechanical
energy conversion, where a pressure drop ∆p is used to generate an electric current
(via G12), but osmotic energy converters have been shown to be able to produce more
energy at a higher conversion e�ciency [118, 119].

On the basis of Eq. (5.23) and Eq. (5.24), we are in the position to use the conductiv-
ity matrix G to investigate the e�ect of system parameters on the RED performance
without the need to run intensive FEM or other numerical calculations for each param-
eter set. As mentioned, two materials have shown great potential for osmotic energy
conversion: CNTs and BNNTs. The reason for the success of the former is believed
to be related to the small friction of water with the surface, i.e. a large slip length b,
[49, 142, 146, 147], while for the latter the large surface charge is believed to be main
cause [127], in addition to the large conductivities shown by both [127, 132, 143, 147].
For both materials, we assume a charge regulating boundary condition as in Eq. (5.13).
There are many parameters to investigate, but here we will focus on 4 main aspects:
the surface charge density σ, the slip length b, the minimum salt concentration ρmin
and the mobility mismatch β.

As an example we will investigate a nanochannel with R = 40 nm, although it
should be kept in mind that for RED a smallerR generally results in a higher PRED and
αRED. However, the slip length of CNTs is known to vary with R [49], so a constant R
allows us to assume a constant b for this analysis. We will use bBNNT = 3 nm as the
slip length for BNNTs [142] and bCNT = 30 nm for the slip length of CNTs [49, 142].

Fig. 5.8 and Fig. 5.9 show the RED power and e�ciency for ρmin = 1 mM and
ρmin = 20 mM, respectively, for both KCl (a) & (c) (β = 0) and NaCl (b) & (d) (β =
−0.21), for b = 0 (black dotted), b = 3 nm (red dot-dashed) and b = 30 nm (blue full)
as a function of zσσ. The horizontal axis represents the surface charge zσσ at ρs = 1
mM. The surface charge of both BNNT and CNT surfaces originate from an OH−
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Figure 5.8.: The RED generated power PRED (a) & (b) and e�ciency α (c) & (d) for KCl (a)
& (c) (β = 0) and NaCl (b) & (d) (β = −0.21) as a function of the surface charge at ρs = 1
mM, for channel lengths ` = 1.5µm, ρmax = 25 mM, ρmin = 1 mM (so ∆µ = kBT log 25)
and radius R = 40 nm (R ≈ 4λD,min). The dotted black line represent b = 0, the red dashed
line represents b = 3 nm (BNNT) and the full blue line represents b = 30 nm (CNT).

adsorption reaction [127, 132, 143] and strictly only takes negative values. Positive
values are included (H+ adsorption), however, for a more complete analysis. There are
a few observation we can make from these �gures.

First of all, a comparison of the black (b = 0), red (BNNT, b = 3 nm) and blue
(CNT, b = 30 nm) shows that not only a large but also a moderate slip length b has
a signi�cant e�ect on the electrokinetic properties of the system, as was also noted
for mechanical energy conversion [148]. This con�rms that the large slip length of
CNTs makes these nanochannels so promising. In addition, Fig. 5.8 con�rms the point
emphasised above, that even a small b can have signi�cant e�ects on the current
through the channel, especially for large σ.

Secondly, we see that the predicted power can signi�cantly di�er between KCl and
NaCl, especially for large ρmin, shown in Fig. 5.9. Many experiments are performed with
KCl, but it is not a priori clear whether these results can be extrapolated to NaCl (the
main species of salt for large-scale applications of RED). The di�erence between these
two salts originates from the mobility mismatch, βKCl ≈ 0 and βNaCl ≈ −0.21, which
not only a�ects the resulting �uxes but also breaks the charge inversion symmetry (see
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Figure 5.9.: As in caption Fig. 5.8, but with ρmax = 500 mM and ρmin = 20 mM.

Eq. (5.21), where the only terms that include β are proportional to zσ). If NaCl is the
main constituent of the electrolyte, a positively charged surface is more e�ective than
a negatively charged surface: a negatively charged surface will attract the cations to
the surface, but Na+ has a lower mobility than Cl−. The EDL thus has a lower overall
mobility if zσ < 0 than if zσ > 0. This provides a general rule that RED systems
generate more power at a higher e�ciency if zσβ < 0, because then the ion with the
highest mobility is the most abundant in the EDL.

A comparison of Fig. 5.8 and Fig. 5.9 furthermore emphasises the point that the
generated power and e�ciency do not purely depend on the concentration ratio (i.e.
∆µ), but are both a function of the separate salinities ρmin and ρmax [121]. This is
especially true for NaCl, for which the broken inversion symmetry is signi�cantly
more apparent for ρmin = 20 mM (Fig. 5.9) than for ρmin = 1 mM (Fig. 5.8). Especially if
b = 0, the di�erence between the two cases is very pronounced (compare black dotted
line Fig. 5.8(b) & (d) and Fig. 5.9(b) & (d)). The dependence on ρmin can be understood
by the fact that Lvol

23 , and consequently G23 and IDO, increase with βρs (see Eq. (5.21)).
All slip-length contributions are, however, independent of ρs, and all scale as bσ2 for
large σ (see Eq. (5.21)).

We also �nd that the generated power for ρmin = 20 mM and ρmax = 500 mM
is higher than for ρmin = 1 mM and ρmax = 25 mM if b = 0, especially for NaCl
with zσ > 0. However, the e�ciency αRED is nearly an order of magnitude higher
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for ρmin = 1 mM than for ρmin = 20 mM, even though the chemical potential drop
∆µ is the same in both cases. Both can be understood by the increased role played
by the volume contributions Lvol of Eq. (5.21). These contributions scale with ρs, so
an increased ρmin naturally leads to a larger IDO (if β 6= 0 via Lvol

23 ) and thus a larger
PRED. Similarly, the total salt �ux J increases with ρmin (Lvol

33 ∝ ρs) which, in turn,
decreases αRED (see Eq. (5.24)).

Finally, note that PRED and αRED develop a minimum, with a minimum value of
zero, for NaCl with a small negative surface charge. This minimum shifts to larger
values of σ if ρmin increases, since this minimum is given by the value of σ for which
the volume and surface contributions to I cancel. If we take the surface charge of
CNTs at ρs = 1 mM to be zσσ = −(0.03 − 0.1) e/nm2 [49, 147], we even �nd that CNT
are typically not far removed from the minimum observed in Fig. 5.9. We should note,
however, that the location of this minimum depends on systems parameters such as
R and b, so this does not mean that CNTs should not be used for RED. It does, on the
other hand, stress the important point that β, σ, zσ and ρmin are important parameters
to keep in mind when optimising a given channel.

Note that our values for PRED are of the same order of magnitude as measurements
on BNNTs [127]. These values are also consistent with measurements on nanopores
[128], where they found PRED three orders of magnitude higher than for micron-thick
membranes, with ` three orders of magnitude lower. The predictions do certainly
depend on the radius R, as RED typically generates more power per unit area and
is more e�cient for smaller R [121]. The present analysis, however, emphasis the
point that di�erent systems with di�ering R, ρmin, σ, zσ, b and β, are optimised
di�erently. There is of course an immense variety when it comes to nanochannels, but
the framework presented in the chapter provides an accessible method with which
these channels can be analysed. Moreover, the framework can be further improved, for
example for smaller R, because the most restricting assumption of the Onsager matrix
presented in this chapter, Eq. (5.21), is the assumption of non/weakly-overlapping EDLs,
meaning that Eq. (5.21) is viable for R & 12 nm for ρmin > 10 mM. There is no general
analytic theory for the matrix elements ofL for arbitrary λD/R, but it is possible to take
the thin-pore limit (λD � R) of the Poisson-Boltzmann formalism to obtain analytical
solutions [139]. In addition, the Poisson-Boltzmann formalism typically breaks down
for ρs > 100 mM, but there are theories to improve on Poisson-Boltzmann [149, 150].
Lastly, as already stated, it has been shown that surface conduction plays an important
role for BNNTs and CNTs [143], which can further a�ect the (quantitative) predictions
of the theory. This will be the subject of future research.
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5.7. Summary & conclusion
In conclusion, we have presented a method to fully analyse the transport properties
of electrokinetic channels driven by a pressure gradient, an electric �eld or a salinity
gradient. We have calculated the full 3×3 Onsager matrix L which gives the volumetric
�ow rate, electric current and salt �ux for a given (set of) driving force(s), which to be
best of our knowledge was absent in the current literature. This includes an important
contribution to the di�usio-osmotic electric current that has so-far been overlooked.
We then presented two methods to extend the local linear-response Onsager matrix
L to a global linear-response conductivity matrix G, which can incorporate lateral
heterogeneities. This furthermore allowed us to include more complex boundary
conditions such as charge regulation boundary condition. We compared the predictions
of the theory with numerically exact (Finite Element Method) solutions of the Poisson-
Nernst-Planck-Stokes equations, which showed the remarkable accuracy of the theory
under varying parameters and boundary conditions, in fact even to pore radii as small
as three times the electric double layer thickness. Charge regulation was shown to
have a signi�cant e�ect on the predicted �uxes, and thus on the interpretation of recent
experiment on nanochannels.

Having established the accuracy of the conductivity matrix G, we used it to analyse
Reverse Electrodialysis without the need to use extensive numerical calculations such as
FEM. We compared typical values for Carbon Nanotubes and Boron Nitride Nanotubes,
and showed, for example, that such systems behave di�erently when KCl is used
compared to NaCl. Most notably, in the case of NaCl we showed that negatively
charged surfaces such CNTs and BNNTs are signi�cantly less e�ective than positively
charged surfaces, especially if salinities like those of fresh and sea water are used.
We furthermore emphasised that the produced power does not solely depend on the
chemical potential drop across the channel, but on the reservoir salinities separately. We
thus found that systemswith di�erent surface charge, di�erent type of salt and salinities
are optimised di�erently. Electrokinetic systems present a very large parameter space,
too large to fully explore here, but for this reason electrokinetic systems represent a
great variability and applicability. The framework presented in this chapter provides
an insightful and convenient method to analyse them.
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Chapter 6.

Di�usio-osmotic entrance e�ects
and interaction between channels

In this chapter we further focus on di�usio-osmosis through an
electrokinetic channel. As opposed to the previous chapter, however, we
investigate the in�uence of the exterior of the channel on the transport
properties. First, we identify the e�ects of the walls directly outside
the channel, but then we consider the problem of upscaling. So far
we have only discussed a single channel, but here we investigate a
channel embedded in an array of channels, mimicking a membrane.
We �nd that the behaviour of a membrane di�ers signi�cantly from the
behaviour of a single channel, since neighbouring channels can greatly
diminish the transport through the channels. We then investigate
the optimal membrane design, by varying the radius, length and
channel-to-channel distance that maximises the electric current per unit
membrane area.

• Section 6.2
Discussion of di�usio-osmotic entrance e�ects and how the exterior
surface charge in�uences the transport properties of a channel

• Section 6.3.2
Explanation of the di�usio-osmotic interaction between two neigh-
bouring channels

• Section 6.3.3
Identi�cation of an optimal distance between neighbouring chan-
nels that maximises the electric current per unit membrane area

• Section 6.3.3
Presentation that membranes with needle-shaped channels pro-
duce higher �uxes than pore-shaped channels
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6.1. Introduction

In the previous chapter we have discussed how to incorporate lateral heterogeneities
in a linear-response framework in order to determine the �uxes through a single
nanochannel as a function of the applied driving forces. We focussed mainly on
di�usio-osmosis, where a salinity gradient is imposed on an electrokinetic channel. In
Chapter 5 we analysed the transport behaviour of a single nanochannel, but in this
chapter we shift the focus to the exterior of the channel and how this a�ects the �uxes
through the channel. First, we will look in more depth at the di�usio-osmotic entrance
e�ects already shortly mentioned in the previous chapter, where we found that the
salinity pro�le persists outside the channel. Afterwards, we analyse the problem
of upscaling, and investigate to what extend the results for a single channel can be
extrapolated to an array of channels, i.e. to a membrane.

As in Chapter 5, we determine the salinity and �uid �ow pro�les by solving the
Poisson-Nernst-Planck equations using the Finite Element Method (FEM) as employed
by COMSOL Multiphysics. The �uid �ow is determined by Stokes equation with an
electric body force, the incompressibility condition and a no-slip boundary condition
[41],

−∇p+ η∇2u + e(ρ+ − ρ+)E = 0, ∇ · u = 0, uz(r = R) = 0, (6.1)

with the channel axis oriented in the z direction. Here p is the hydrostatic pressure (i.e.
sum of the partial solvent pressure and osmotic pressure due to the ions), u the �uid
velocity vector, η the viscosity, R the radius of the channel, E the electric �eld, e the
proton charge, ρ± the local cation/anion number density, and r ∈ [0, R] the coordinate
normal to the surface. The ion �uxes ji are given by the Nernst-Planck equation [41],

ji = −Di∇ρi + zi
Die

kBT
ρiE + ρiu, (6.2)

with kB the Boltzmann constant, T the temperature and ρi, Di, zi the density, the
di�usion constant and the valency of ion species i = ± respectively. For simplicity,
we consider in this chapter KCl in water at room temperature, a 1:1 electrolyte with
D+ ≈ D− ≈ 2 × 10−9 m2/s. We can obtain the volumetric �ow rateQ, electric current
I and salt �ux J as

Q = 2π
∫

drruz = πR2ū, I = 2πe
∫

drr(j+,z − j−,z),

J = 2π
∫

drr(j+,z + j−,z),
(6.3)
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with ū the average �uid velocity. For a more detailed discussion of Eqs. (6.1) & (6.2),
we refer the reader to Section 2.2.2 & 2.2.1.

6.2. Charge of the exterior
In the previous chapter we argued that entrance e�ects cannot be ignored in a consistent
formalism for di�usio-osmosis. We argued, and con�rmed with numerical calculations,
that the salinities at the inlet and the outlet of the channel do not equal the reservoir
salinities, but depend on the radius R and length ` of the channel (see Fig. 5.4). This
entrance e�ect originates from the change in geometry. In the channel, the salinity
gradient is constant due to the quasi-1D nature of the cylindrical geometry, but far
from the channel, in the reservoir, the salinity is constant. The concentration gradient
must therefore transition from 0 (in the far �eld) to a constant value via a radial salinity
pro�le at the in- and outlet. In this chapter, we will show that this salinity pro�le
causes the exterior of the channel to play a very signi�cant role in determining the
transport properties of a di�usio-osmotic channel.

Figure 6.1.: A typical geometry of the channel as used for the FEM calculations, with R = 60
nm and ` = 750 nm. The contour lines of the zoom show the lines of equal salinity, which
clearly persist over the exterior of the channel.

Fig. 6.1 shows the salinity pro�le at the channel outlet, determined by Eq. (6.2).
There is a clear transition from a linear to a radial salinity pro�le, which results in
a salinity gradient over the walls outside the channel. This gradient will, of course,
induce a di�usio-osmotic driving force itself, and for this reason the exterior of the
channel cannot be ignored. It is important to note that this e�ect does not depend on
the speci�c geometry of the exterior. Fig. 6.1 shows the most extreme case, of a single
channel through a very thin membrane, as in that case the external geometry is curves
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away maximally (i.e. makes a U-turn of 180◦). The same e�ect persists for a di�erent
exterior geometry, such as where the geometry makes a 90◦ turn instead of a 180◦ turn.

It is thus important to include the exterior of the channel in a complete analysis
of di�usio-osmosis, although it is not yet clear how signi�cant its role is. In order to
investigate this, we compare two cases, one where the exterior of the channel carries
the same surface charge as the internal geometry, and one where the exterior of the
channel is charge neutral. Fig. 6.2 shows a colourmap of the axial component of the
�uid �ow uz and the (white) �uid stream lines in the two cases, for both (a) & (b) a small
salinity drop, ρmax/ρmin = 1.2, and (c) & (d) a large salinity drop, ρmax/ρmin = 25.
Fig. 6.2 highlights a stark contrast between the cases with and without a charged
exterior.

Figure 6.2.: Fluid �ow streamlines for a di�usio-osmotic �ow where the exterior of the channel
is (a) & (c) charged and (b) & (d) uncharged, with ρmin = 1 mM and (a) & (b) ρmax = 1.2 mM
and (c) & (d) ρmax = 25 mM. The magenta lines denote the charged surfaces.

If the exterior of the channel is uncharged, the stream lines gradually diverge when
they exit the channel. These ‘jet-like’ stream lines are what one would expect a priori,
which makes it rather surprising that this is not observed in the case where the exterior
of the channel is charged. In that case, the stream lines behave drastically di�erent,
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and follow the solid surface and remain roughly parallel to it. Moreover, the �uid �ow
slightly above the outlet of the channel is even directed downwards, towards the outlet,
until they get close to the outlet and curve along the charged wall. Since there is a
salinity gradient over the charged exterior surfaces, the di�usio-osmotic driving forces
are present at the exterior walls. Since these driving forces are only located inside the
EDL, they curve along with the solid surface, creating a ‘pull’ on the �uid parallel to
the charged surface, which the streamlines follow. This e�ect is clearly present even
for small salinity drop (ρmax/ρmin = 1.2), and is therefore not a non-linear e�ect but
intrinsic to di�usio-osmosis.

The above described e�ect is further enhanced for a larger salinity drop (ρmax/ρmin =
25). However, Fig. 6.2 (c) & (d) also show non-linear di�usio-osmotic e�ects. For ex-
ample, the �ow pro�le inside the channel is no longer a plug �ow for high salinity
drops, as it is for ρmax/ρmin = 1.2 (Fig. 6.2 (a) & (b)), but clearly changes with the
axial coordinate z. Since the salinity changes drastically along the channel, so does
the di�usio-osmotic driving force, and therefore it is not surprising that for increasing
salinity drops uz depends more signi�cantly on z. A large enough salinity drop can
even result in uz (locally) changing sign, explaining the small vortex that develops at
the outlet shown in Fig. 6.2(c) & (d), while concentrating the streamlines close to the
surface such that the volumetric �ow rate Q remains constant with respect to z.

Figure 6.3.: (a) Average �uid velocity ū (b) electric current I and (c) salt �ux J for the case
where the exterior of the channel are charged (red circles) and uncharged (blue diamonds) for
ρmin = 1 mM, R = 60, ` = 1500 nm and zσσ = −0.05 e/nm2.

Not only is the �uid �ow qualitatively a�ected by the exterior of the channel,
the generated �uxes depend quantitatively on whether the exterior of the channel is
charged or not. If the exterior of the channel is charged, the di�usio-osmotic forces
provide an additional ‘pull’ on the �uxes, and thus increasing them. This is shown in
Fig. 6.3, where we compare the average �uid velocity ū = Q/(πR2), electric current
I and salt �ux J for the case with (red) and without (blue) a charged exterior, for
ρmax/ρmin ∈ [1, 100]. As can be clearly observed, when the exterior of the channel
is charged both I and Q are signi�cantly increased, especially for ρmax & 10ρmin,
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due to the presence or absence of the ‘pull’ of the exterior, while J is approximately
equal for both cases. The exterior of the channel has a negligible e�ect on J since the
salinity pro�le is only weakly a�ected by the surface charge (and thus di�usio-osmosis).
Here we should note that the case with an exterior surface charge is well described
by the conductivity matrix G discussed in Chapter 5, and thus behaves as expected.
Moreover, Fig. 6.3 does not depend signi�cantly on the shape of the exterior geometry.
For example, the �uxes in the case where the charged surface makes a 90◦ turn instead
of the 180◦, as in Fig. 6.2, di�er by no more than a few percent.

6.3. Interacting channels

6.3.1. Cell model

Now we turn to the problem of upscaling: we embed nanochannels in an array to
simulate a membrane. This is a straightforward exercise if two neighbouring channels
do not interact, but due to the above discussed entrance and outlet e�ects this is not
necessarily the case. Suppose that there is another channel next to the one already
considered, oriented parallel to it. If the channels are close enough, the external salinity
pro�les will overlap, giving rise to an interaction between neighbouring channels.
Here we will analyse this interaction. It is, however, numerically too demanding to
build a macroscopic array of nanochannels, but it is possible to mimic such an array
by adopting a cell model [151–153].

Figure 6.4.: Representation of a cell model used to mimic an array of channels, with Rc the
radius of a cell and R the radius of a channel for (a) Rc = 20R (Θ = 0.25%), (b) Rc = 15R
(Θ = 0.44%) and (c) Rc = 8R (Θ = 1.56%). In the cell model, the radial �ux at r = Rc
(dashed line) vanishes.
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A cell model e�ectively mimics a membrane with a regular distribution of channels.
Consider N channels distributed regularly over an area A. De�ning the Wigner-Seitz
cells as cylindrical, the radius of the cell Rc is then de�ned such that the total area
is equally distributed as over all N arrays, such that A/N = πR2

c . In adopting a cell
model, however, the information about the lattice the channels are oriented in is lost.
Fig. 6.4 shows the cell model approximation for a triangular lattice. The full lines
indicate the Voronoi cell of each channel, a hexagon in the case of a triangular lattice,
but in a cell model this is approximated by a cylinder with radius Rc (dashed lines).
The cell radius is approximately equal to the (average) channel-to-channel distance,
and we will henceforth refer toRc as such. Since the area of the membrane occupied by
one channel is thus πR2

c , we can introduce the areal fraction occupied by the channels
Θ = (R/Rc)2, an important membrane parameter. The advantage of the cell model is
that any radial �ux at r = Rc (dashed lines in Fig. 6.4) vanishes due to the symmetry
of the lattice. The cell model therefore reduces the complicated many-channel problem
to an e�ective single-channel problem.

The most important and signi�cant consequence of the cell model boundary condi-
tion is that the salinity pro�le changes drastically as a function of Rc. In the case of a
single channel, i.e. Rc → ∞, the salinity pro�le at the outlet of the channel was, as
discussed above, determined by an open 3D di�usion equation, resulting in a radial
pro�le as shown in Fig. 6.1. However, due to the vanishing radial �uxes at r = Rc, the
geometry outside the channel is, just like inside the channel, essentially cylindrical (i.e.
quasi-1D), although with a larger radius (Rc) than the channel. For a single channel the
salinity pro�le reduces asymptotically (proportional to the inverse of the distance to the
channel exit) to the bulk value, but a salinity pro�le in a cylindrical geometry is linear
in the axial coordinate. This crossover can be clearly seen in Fig. 6.5, which shows the
steady state salinity pro�les for Rc = 20R (Θ = 0.25%), Rc = 15R (Θ = 0.44%) and
Rc = 8R (Θ = 1.56%). Here we see the equal-density lines transition from radial to
horizontal as Rc decreases.

This transition is important, since such a linear pro�le (in steady state) outside the
channel now extends, contrary to the case of a single channel, over the entire reservoir.
In practical applications, however, such steady states are rarely realised. It would take a
very long time to reach such a steady state for macroscopic reservoirs, but in practical
situations a constant bulk salinity can be enforced by stirring the reservoirs. This is,
however, only e�ective up to a certain distance from the membrane, where frictional
forces signi�cantly slow down the �uid �ow. This results in a bulk with a constant
salinity, but with layer adjacent to the array of channels (i.e. membrane) where the
local salinity di�ers from the reservoir salinity. This region is known as the unstirred
layer (USL) or di�usion boundary layer (DBL) [154–157], because the salinity pro�le
is largely una�ected by the external �uid �ow due to its close proximity to the wall.
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Figure 6.5.: Equal density contour lines for Rc = 5R, Rc = 15R and Rc = 20R for ρmin = 1
mM and ρmax = 25 mM. The values of ρs used for the contour lines were cut o�, and only
a part the entire simulation domain is shown, for visualisation purposes. The contour lines
crossover from a radial to linear as Rc decreases.

This layer is not to be confused with the hydration water layer of the surface, which is,
depending on the solid, typically only a few water molecules thick [158, 159].

In this light we can, therefore, interpret the the numerical ‘reservoir’ length `c as
the USL thickness. At the boundary between the USL and the bulk �uid the salinity
equals the externally imposed salinity at the edge, while inside the DBL the salinity
pro�le is often approximated as linear [154, 156, 160]. The USL layer thus has the same
properties as the region which acted as the ‘reservoir’ in the numerical simulation
geometry, shown in Fig. 6.5, and we can safely equate `c to the USL thickness. The
USL thickness depends on, for example, the type of salt [156] and the amount and
method of stirring [154], but typically takes values of the order of a few to hundreds
of micrometers [156, 160, 161]. Here we will, however, not attempt to derive `c, but
consider the impact the size of the unstirred-layer thickness has on the transport
properties of a single channel in the membrane, since it is known that decreasing
the USL thickness improves the �uxes through (i.e. permeability of) the membrane
[154, 157, 160, 162].

6.3.2. The channel-channel interaction

The USL thickness plays in important role in determining the salinity pro�le at the
membrane. In the single channel case (Rc → ∞), where the salinity pro�le is radial,the
characteristic length is given by the channel radius R, but for the linear pro�le the
characteristic length is given by the USL thickness `c. As Rc decreases, the length scale
governing the di�usion pro�le changes from R to `c. This transition can be observed
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in Fig. 6.5. The steady state therefore depends strongly on the size of the bulk `c, and
consequently so do the �uxes through the channel.

Fig. 6.6 shows the average �uid velocity ū, electric current I and salt �ux J as a
function of Rc, the distance between two neighbouring channels, for ρmin = 1 mM
and ρmax = 25 mM. All �uxes decrease signi�cantly with Rc, and can result even in an
order of magnitude reduction upon near contact. It is clear, thus, that we cannot simply
extrapolate the transport properties of a single channel to an array of channels. This
probably explains the large discrepancy, a di�erence of orders of magnitude, between
�ux densities observed for single nanochannels [25, 127] compared to membranes
[141, 163], as has already been noted [164].

Figure 6.6.: (a) Average �uid velocity ū, (b) electric current I and (c) salt �ux J as a function of
Rc for `c = {2.5, 5, 10, 25, 50} µm, R = 60 nm, ` = 750 nm, zσσ = −0.05 e/nm2, ρmax = 25
mM and ρmin = 1 mM.

The dependence of the transport properties on Rc and `c is best understood by
considering Fig. 6.7, which shows the salinity pro�le on the channel axis (r = 0) as
a function of the axial coordinate z ∈ [−`c − 1

2`, `c + 1
2`]. As discussed above, the

salinity pro�le in the USL is essentially linear, and Fig. 6.7 shows that the concentration
gradient does not only depend on `c but also on Rc. The salinity gradient in the USL
decreases with increasing Rc. The larger the salinity gradient in the USL, the lower
(higher) the salinity at the channel inlet (outlet), therefore decreasing the salinity
gradient through the channel itself.

The physics underlying Fig. 6.6 can be best understood by considering di�usion
only, i.e. by ignoring, for now, the charged walls. In this case, the system reduces
to a simple di�usion problem where two cylinders of length `c and radius Rc (with
salt concentrations ρmax as boundary conditions for one and ρmin for the other) are
concentrically connected by a cylinder of length ` and radius R. The equation for the
radially averaged salinity follows a simple 1D di�usion equation, which can be solved
by assuming that the total salt �ux J is constant through the connected cylinders. This
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Figure 6.7.: The steady state salinity pro�les at the channel axis (r = 0) for Rc/R =
{2.5, 5, 9, 16}, with `c = 10 µm, R = 60 nm, ` = 750 nm, ρmin = 1 mM and ρmax = 25 mM.

allows us to solve for ρin and ρout, the salinity at the inlet and outlet respectively, as

ρin = ρmin + ∆ρ
2 + R2

c

R2
`
`c

, ρout = ρmax − ∆ρ
2 + R2

c

R2
`
`c

, (6.4)

with ∆ρ = ρmax − ρmin. Interestingly, we �nd a dimensionless quantity ξ = R2
c`

R2`c
,

composed of all geometric parameters, Rc, R, `c and `, that fully �xes the salinity drop
over the channel.

The importance of ξ is con�rmed in Fig. 6.8, which shows the same �uxes as
presented in Fig. 6.6 (ū, I and J ) but now as a function of ξ. Fig. 6.8 shows a clear
data collapse. This con�rms that ξ is the dominant parameter that determines the
interaction between the channels, and thus that the e�ect shown in Fig. 6.7 is the
dominating cause of the interaction between the channels. For ξ � 1, the USL is so
small that there is virtually no interaction between the channels since ρmin ≈ ρout and
ρmax ≈ ρin. In the opposite limit of ξ � 1 we have that ρin ≈ ρout due to the large
(relative) size of the USL.

6.3.3. Optimisation

We have now shown that all �uxes decrease signi�cantly with increasing `c and
decreasing Rc. This would suggest that simply increasing Rc su�ciently negates the
interaction between channels, but we must keep in mind that, ultimately, it is the
�ux per unit membrane area and not the �ux per channel that must be optimised
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Figure 6.8.: (a) Average �uid velocity ū, (b) electric current I and (c) salt �ux J as a function
of ξ = R2

c`
R2`c

for `c = {2.5, 5, 10, 25, 50} µm, R = 60 nm, ` = 750 nm, zσσ = −0.05 e/nm2,
ρmax = 25 mM and ρmin = 1 mM.

in applications such as blue energy harvesting. In that sense, increasing Rc has an
adverse e�ect on the �ux density. The channel-to-channel distance Rc therefore has
two competing e�ects on the �ux density: a decreasing �ux but an increasing channel
density with decreasing Rc.

Fig. 6.9 shows the average �uid velocity ū ((a) & (d)), electric current I ((b) & (e))
and salt �ux J ((c) & (f)) per unit area occupied by a channel πR2

c , for both a pore-
shaped channel (`/R = 2, (a)-(c)) and a needle-shaped channel (`/R = 25, (d)-(f)). The
black dotted line represents the case if the �uxes would not depend on Rc or `c (i.e.
ū/I/J(Rc → ∞)/(πR2

c)), and thus shows only the result of increasing the channel
areal density. The USL thickness `c indeed has a signi�cant e�ect on the resulting �ux
densities, and reducing `c can result in an order of magnitude improvement of the �ux
densities. In order to maximise ū and J , Fig. 6.9 shows that it is most advantageous
to minimise Rc and pack the channels as close to each other as possible, even though
the densities are signi�cantly reduced due to the destructive interaction. Interestingly,
however, we see that the electric current density develops an optimum, with respect to
Rc, as `c increases.

We can therefore immediately infer two conclusions from Fig. 6.9. Firstly, the best
optimisation strategy for the electric current per unit of membrane area is, interestingly,
not necessarily to minimise Rc (i.e. to pack channels as closely as possible). The
exterior of the channel a�ects the �uxes through the channel: as Rc approaches R the
destructive interaction between the channel is too strong. The best strategy is thus to
leave enough space between the channels such that a large enough salinity gradient
persist through the channel and over the surface charge of the exterior, but close
enough that there is no excess of unused area. Secondly, we see that the pore-shaped
channel, with a smaller aspect ratio, gives rise to a smaller Q and I , but larger J per
unit membrane area. Based on standard linear-response theory this is surprising, since
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Figure 6.9.: (a) & (d) Average �uid velocity ū per unit area, (b) & (e) electric current I per unit
area and (c) & (f) salt �ux J per unit area for (a)-(c) a pore-shaped channel with R = 60 nm,
` = 120 nm and (d)-(f) a needle-shaped channel with R = 60 nm, ` = 1500 nm as a function
of Rc for `c = {2.5, 5, 10, 25, 50} µm, nm, zσσ = −0.05 e/nm2, ρmax = 25 mM and ρmin = 1
mM. The dotted line represents the case if the �uxes would not depend on Rc, and the inset
shows the case for `c = 25, 50µm for clarity.

the generated �uxes are inversely proportional to ` (see Eq. (5.1)). The channel-channel
interaction completely changes the dependence on `, since the entrance e�ects now
essentially dominate the behaviour of the di�usion pro�le. As discussed in Section 5.3.3,
the entrance e�ects become more signi�cant the smaller the aspect ratio `/R of the
channel is: needle-shaped channels (R � `) show small entrance e�ects while pores
(R ∼ `) are dominated by entrance e�ects. Needle-shaped channels therefore exhibit
a weaker interaction between channels than pores do, and can therefore be packed
closer together.

Fig. 6.9 furthermore shows that Ropt
c , the distance between neighbouring channels

that optimises the electric current density, varies with all geometric parameters R,
` and `c. This optimal Rc can be related to an optimal areal fraction occupied by
the channels Θopt =

(
R

Ropt
c

)2
. The optimal areal fraction is shown in Fig. 6.10 for

�xed R = 60 nm and varying ` (Fig. 6.10(a)), and for �xed ` = 750 nm and varying
R (Fig. 6.10(b)). The optimal areal fraction depends strongly on the USL thickness
`c, which typically takes values of several tens of micrometers under experimental
circumstances. For these circumstances, therefore, we �nd that Θopt should be of the
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order of one percent. Only for small `c, of the order of a few micrometers, does Θopt

increase signi�cantly. Fig. 6.10 furthermore shows that Θopt increases with increasing
` and decreasing R. The longer the channels, the larger Θopt, so here too we �nd that
needle-shaped channels perform better than pore-shaped channels, as the former can
be packed closer together.

Figure 6.10.: Optimal areal fraction Θopt occupied by the nanochannels for (a) R = 60 nm
and ` = {120, 750, 1500} nm and (b) ` = 750 nm and R = {30, 60, 120} nm. Crosses indicate
that Ropt

c ≈ R.

Lastly, we consider how the interaction discussed in this chapter a�ects the electric
power that can be harvested by the membrane using Reverse Electrodyalisis (RED).
For discussion of RED, see Section 5.6. Fig. 6.9 shows that the electric current per
unit membrane area can decrease by an order of magnitude due to the interaction
between the channels. In order to quantify the e�ect of the interaction, we compare
the optimal RED power (Eq. (5.23)) generated by the membrane, i.e. using I(Ropt

c ), to
the hypothetical power generated by the same con�guration of channels but without
the interaction. The ratio between the membrane power density and the power density
without an interaction can be expressed as

Pmem
RED

P single
RED

=
(

I(Ropt
c )

I(Rc → ∞)

)2
Gsingle

ch
Gmem

ch
, (6.5)

where Pmem
RED and Gint

ch are the RED power density and electric conductivity of a mem-
brane composed of interacting channels, while P single

RED and Gsingle
ch are the RED power

density and electric conductivity of a membrane composed of free, non-interacting
channels, respectively. The electric conductivities Gch were determined using the
conductivity matrix G discussed in Chapter 5 and Eq. (6.4). Fig. 6.11 compares these
two cases for varying R and `.
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Figure 6.11.: Ratio between generated electric power of a membrane membrane with in-
teracting channels P int

RED, and free, non-interacting channels P free
RED for (a) R = 60 nm and

` = {120, 750, 1500} nm and (b) ` = 750 nm and R = {30, 60, 120} nm. For the membrane
with channel interactions, the electric current was evaluated at Rc = Ropt

c .

Since the electric current is proportional to I2, and I decreases by an order of
magnitude due to the channel interaction, we �nd that the generated electric power
decreases by two orders of magnitude. The conductivities are also a�ected, but the
e�ect on I dominates. The transition from a single to an array of channels thus greatly
a�ects the generated electric power, and partly explains the great discrepancy between
the electric power density reported by single nanochannels compared to membranes.

6.4. Summary & conclusion

In this chapter, we have considered how the exterior of a single nanochannel a�ects
the di�usio-osmotic �uxes through it. Di�usio-osmosis is driven by a salinity gra-
dient through a �nite channel, and therefore exhibits entrance e�ects: salt di�usion
transitions from a cylindrical, i.e. quasi-1D, to a open 3D geometry as salt leaves or
enters the channel. The result is a salinity pro�le and thus a gradient over the exterior
geometry. If the walls outside the channels also carry a net surface charge, like the
inside of the channel, there is a non-zero di�usio-osmotic driving force outside the
channel. As a result, we �nd that a channel with a charged exterior generates larger
�uxes through the interior of the channel.

We then considered the problem of upscaling, and analysed how the transport
properties of a single channel changes if it is embedded in a array of equal channels. In
that case, if the channels are close enough, the external salinity pro�les overlap, giving
rise to an interaction between neighbouring channels. We showed that this channel-
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channel interaction is always unfavourable, meaning that it signi�cantly decreases
the generated �uxes through the channels. We showed that this interaction is due to
the salinity pro�le outside the channel. A single channel gives a radial salinity pro�le
outside the channel, but in an array of channels, which we approximate with a cell
model, the region outside the channel is no longer an open, 3D region but cylindrical,
quasi-1D region. This leads to a linear, instead of a radial, salinity pro�le outside the
channel. The salinity pro�le is con�ned to the unstirred layer, also known as the
di�usion boundary layer, whose thickness signi�cantly a�ects all �uxes through the
array of channels.

We then analysed the �ux density, the �ux per unit membrane area, of such an
array of channels. The �ux density typically increases as the channels are more closely
packed, since that results in less unused membrane area. We found that the salt �ux and
volumetric �ow rate per unit area are optimised by minimising the channel-to-channel
distance, while the electric current exhibits an optimum at intermediate distances. The
existence and location of this optimum depends on geometrical parameters such as
the channel radius R and length `, and under typical experimental conditions leads
to an optimal areal fraction occupied by the channels of the order of one percent. We
furthermore showed that the optimal areal fraction and the generated �ux per unit
membrane area is larger for needle-shaped channels (` � R) as opposed to pore-
shaped channels (` ∼ R), contrary to what one would expect based on the behaviour of
a single channel (where the �ux is inversely proportional to `). Lastly, we showed that
the channel-channel interaction reduces the generated electric power by between one
and two orders of magnitude, and thus partly explains the large discrepancy between
powers reported for these systems.

Upscaling of a single nano�uidic channel to an array of channels is thus no trivial
exercise, and care must be taken how to distribute the channels over the membrane.
Such an optimisation scheme, however, can help bridge the gap between the relatively
high power densities of single nanochannels compared to the power densities exhibited
by membranes.
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Chapter 7.

Flow-induced surface charge
heterogeneity: Numerical approach

In this chapter, we study an electrokinetic system of a narrow long
channel with charged walls connecting two reservoirs. Contrary
to the previous part, in this chapter we go beyond the classical
Helmholtz-Schmolukowski picture by considering the surprisingly
strong combined e�ect of (i) Stern layer conductance and (ii) dynamic
charge regulating rather than �xed surface charges.

• Section 7.2
Introduction to a novel theory to describe a dynamic Stern layer
charges coupled to dynamic charge regulation

• Section 7.3
A novel steady state with a heterogeneous surface charge and zeta
potential

• Section 7.4
For a pulsed pressure drop our �ndings also provide a �rst-
principles explanation for ill-understood experiments on the e�ect
of �ow on interfacial chemistry [D. Lis et al., Science 344, 1138
(2014)]

• Section 7.4
Order of magnitude estimation of chemical rates by a comparison
of experimental data with numerical predictions
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7.1. Introduction

In Chapter 5 we have extensively discussed the properties of electrokinetic systems
and their transport properties. In this chapter, we will again consider a micro- or
nano�uidic channel whose surface is charged due a chemi- or physisorption reaction.
However, here we will relax the assumption that the ad- or desorption reaction has
reached equilibrium, as we have done in all preceding chapters. In this chapter, we
consider an electrokinetic system where the surface charge itself is a dynamic quantity.
As a result, the systems develops a novel steady state, where the surface charge itself
deviates from its equilibrium condition. Consequently, the transport properties of
the channel are also a�ected, as these strongly depend on the surface charge. In this
chapter, we discuss not only this novel steady state, but also the dynamic behaviour of
this system. We then compare this to recent experiments, which showed that a �uid
�ow can reversibly alter the interfacial chemistry [165].

In this chapter, we consider an electrokinetic channel comprised of two parallel
plates that bridge two large reservoirs and become charged when brought in contact
with an electrolyte, and will thus generate an Electric Double Layer (see Section 1.2.2
for a discussion of the EDL). Here we consider the case of an applied pressure drop ∆p,
which generates a parabolic Poisseuille �ow through the channel (see Section 2.2.2 for
details). For simplicity, we assume a no-slip boundary condition. We further assume
that the two reservoirs are not electrically connected, i.e. we consider an open-circuit
condition discussed brie�y in Chapter 5. Due to advection in the EDL, an applied
pressure drop not only induces a �uid �ow but also a net electric current. In closed-
circuit conditions, discussed brie�y in Chapter 5, this so-called “streaming current"
can persist in a stationary state, but in open-circuit conditions the two reservoirs
are not electrically connected and thus no net transport of charge can �ow. This
leads to the development of the so-called “streaming potential" ∆VS between the two
reservoirs derived long ago by Helmholtz [30] and Smoluchowski [31]. The electric
�eld associated to this potential drop, the streaming electric �eldEz , induces an electric
current equal in magnitude but opposite in direction to the streaming current, such that
the total electric current vanishes. The value of ∆VS can be found by this zero-current
condition, and can for example be found using the conductivity matrix G, introduced
in Section 1.3.2 and extensively discussed in Chapter 5,

∆VS = −G12

G22
∆p = −ζε

ηGch
∆p. (7.1)

Here ζ is the (zeta-)potential at the slipping plane, ε and η the dielectric permittivity
and the shear viscosity of the liquid, respectively, ∆p the pressure drop that drives
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the Poiseuille �ow and G12 and G22 refer to elements of the conductivity matrix. The
total electric conductivity of the channel, Gch = Gb + 2Gs/H(= G22), with H the
plate separation, is well known to consist not only of a bulk contribution Gb but also
of a surface contribution Gs/H that accounts for conduction processes close to the
channel surfaces [15] (see Section 5.3).

The dimensionless Duhkin number Du = Gs/GbH characterises the relative
importance of the surface-to-bulk conduction [15]. It is important to realise that
Gs = Gd

s +GS
s not only contains a contribution Gd

s from the relatively high density of
charge carriers in the di�use part of the EDL, as �rst recognised by Bikerman in 1933
[166, 167], but also a contribution GS

s from the quasi-2D Stern layer where the surface
charges reside [14]. In fact, a substantial body of literature exists that not only con�rms
the �nite charge mobility in the Stern layer for di�erent types of (insulating) materials
such as PMMA, silica or clay [1–3, 168–170], but even that the in-plane charge mobility
is comparable to the mobility of simple ions in bulk electrolytes [168, 171, 172]. The
lateral conductance in the Stern layer is the �rst key ingredient of this chapter.

Figure 7.1.: Representation of the Stern layer, where the surface charges S− (yellow) reside,
and the Electric Double Layer where the inert salt (orange and green) and the counter ions C+

(purple) are located. The ions in the EDL move due to �uid �ow uz , the Stern layer ions move
due to the streaming electric �eld Ez .

Eq. (7.1) stems from a linear-response analysis, in which the prefactor −ζε/ηGch
is assumed to be a constant for a given channel and transported �uid. Motivated by
inherently heterogeneous biological surfaces and by micro�uidic applications with
patterned electrodes, extensions towards periodic [173] and step-like [174] variations
of ζ were considered. A heterogeneous ζ not only leads to normal components of
the ionic �uxes [173, 174], but also to the notion of the so-called healing length ` =
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Gs/Gb = HDu as the governing lateral length scale [174]. However, in this chapter
we will show that defect-free and unpatterned surfaces, charged over a �nite length,
can exhibit �ow-induced heterogeneities with the surface charge density and the zeta
potential varying over the full length of the charged surface, even if Du� 1.

Here we consider a generic desorption reaction of a cation, where a fraction f of
the neutral surface groups SC dissociates into a covalently bound negatively charged
surface group S− and a released cation C+. The reaction SC
S−+C+ is characterised
by an equilibrium constantK , which together with the C+ concentration at the surface
ρC,s determines the equilibrium Langmuir desorption isotherm f = (1 + ρC,s/K)−1

[129, 175, 176] (details in Section 2.1.3). Although the importance of charge regulation
was indeed recognised in earlier works on the electrophoresis of colloidal particles, the
underlying equilibrium Langmuir desorption isotherm has so far always been assumed
[177, 178]. In this chapter, we will introduce out-of-equilibrium charge regulation
as a second key ingredient, in which the rates of adsorption (kads) and desorption
(kdes) play a key role individually rather than only their ratio K = kdes/kads. In
fact, by tuning the chemical rates to the reaction-limited regime, we will see that our
theory provides a natural �rst-principles explanation for puzzling recent experiments
that show a profound in�uence of a �uid �ow on the interfacial chemistry [165],
provided Stern-layer conduction and out-of-equilibrium charge regulation are taken
into account simultaneously. We expect that this intricate interplay between dynamic
charge regulation and Stern-layer conduction will play an equally important role in
many nano�ow problems of recent interest [18–20, 25].

7.2. Theory
The system we consider in this chapter, sketched in Fig. 7.2, consists of two bulk
aqueous reservoirs connected by a wide rectangular channel of length ` and height H ,
with lateral and normal Cartesian coordinates, z ∈ [−`/2, `/2] and x ∈ [0, H], with
translational invariance in the lateral y direction. The reservoirs contain three mono-
valent ionic species labelled by i = +,−, C with valency z+ = zC = −z− = 1 and
with bulk concentrations ρi,b, satisfying neutrality∑i ziρi,b = 0. The Debye screening
length is given by λD =

√
εkBT/e2∑

i z
2
i ρi,b, with kB the Boltzmann constant, T the

temperature, and e the proton charge.
We denote the time- and position-dependent ionic density pro�les and currents

(�ux densities) by ρi(r, t) and ji(r, t), respectively, the electric potential by ψ(r, t), the
(identical) surface charge density in the planes x = 0 and x = H by −eσ(x, t) (with
σ a positive quantity), and the �uid velocity pro�le by u(r, t). The ion current ji is
composed of di�usive, conductive, and advective contributions, and is related to ∂tρi
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by the continuity equation. The Poisson equation accounts for Coulomb interactions,
and the incompressible Navier-Stokes equation, including an electric body force and
a pressure gradient ∇p, describes the �uid �ow. Collecting all this we obtain the
well-known Poisson-Nernst-Planck-Navier-Stokes (PNPNS) equations, introduced in
Section 2.2.1 and 2.2.2, with Gauss’s law and no-slip boundary conditions,

∂ρi
∂t

= −∇ · ji; ji = −D
(

∇ρi + eziρi
kBT

∇ψ
)

+ ρiu;

ρm
∂u
∂t

= −ρm(u · ∇)u − ∇p+ η∇2u −
∑
i

zieρi∇ψ;

∇ · u = 0; ∇2ψ = −e

ε

∑
i

ziρi;

us = 0; ns · ∇ψs = eσ

ε
.

(7.2)

Here D is the di�usion constant, assumed to be equal for all ion species, and ρm is the
mass density of water. Throughout this chapter the subscript “s" denotes a surface
quantity, e.g. us is the �uid velocity at the surface and ns is the unit surface normal
pointing into the water.

The standard PNPNS equations (7.2) are to be contrasted with the novel boundary
conditions that we impose in this chapter, where we describe regulation of the density
of surface charges σ combined with Stern layer conductance. The bottom and the top
surfaces each contain an identical, chemically homogeneous patch for z ∈ [−`/2, `/2]
that can become negatively charged due to the desorption reaction SC
S−+ C+.
Therefore, a non-vanishing cationic counterion current−ns·jC,s(z) entering the surface
is possible, whereas the other two ionic species ± are chemically inert and satisfy the
no-�ux boundary conditions ns · j±,s = 0. Within the Stern layer we introduce the
lateral (surface) electric current −ejσ(z), satisfying the continuity equation for the
surface charge density as

∂σ

∂t
= −∂jσ

∂x
+ ns · jC,s, (7.3)

which explicitly couples the 3D �ux of cations as a source term for the 2D surface
density. We describe the net �ux of C+ towards the surface in terms of simple reaction
kinetics with an adsorption �ux kadsσρC,s and a desorption �ux kdes(Γ−σ), with Γ the
total number of chargeable sites per unit area. Additionally, we assume a Nernst-Planck
like equation for jσ , with a di�usive and a conduction contribution, where the former
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is modi�ed to account for forbidden multiple ad- and desorption on a single site [179]:

jσ(z) = −Ds

(
1

1 − σ/Γ
∂σ

∂z
− eσ

kBT

∂ψs
∂z

)
; (7.4)

−ns · jC,s = −kdes(Γ − σ) + kadsσρC,s, (7.5)

where Ds the surface di�usion constant, which we have seen to be comparable to the
bulk di�usion coe�cient D. The di�usion contribution (∝ ∂zσ) must in general be
adjusted by a factor (1 − σ/Γ)−1 as the surface groups cannot be multiply occupied
[179]. Furthermore, we assume that Ds does not depend on σ. Even though for high
concentrations the di�usion constant depends non-trivially on the concentration [180],
σ is su�ciently small to safely assumeDs to be constant since at most a few percent of
the total number of sites is charged. Similarly, we have assumed that the bulk di�usion
constant D in Eq. (7.2) is homogeneous throughout the system, while in general this
depends on for example the distance to the surface [181]. For simplicity, we leave out
these higher order e�ects.

Eq. (7.4) can be derived by applying the Dynamic Density Functional Theory, see
Section 2.2.1, to the Density Functional set up for the surface charges derived in
Section 2.1.3 (see Appendix C.1 for derivation). If we impose equilibrium conditions, in
particular jC = 0, Eqs. (7.3) - (7.5) reduce to the standard Langmuir desorption isotherm
where σ/Γ equals the fraction f of charged sites introduced above (see Section 2.1.3).
In the case of a pressure-induced �ow, however, the streaming potential generates an
in-plane electric �eld component −∂zψs, which according to Eq.(7.4) not only drives
a �nite jσ if Ds 6= 0, but, for a charge-regulating surface, also a �nite ns · jC,s and a
surface heterogeneity ∂xσ according to Eqs. (7.3) and (7.5). Consequently, the zeta
potential ζ(z) = ψ(z, x = 0) − ψ(z, x = H/2) becomes heterogeneous too, and
hence a non-trivial self-consistency problem emerges in which the streaming potential
not only determines ζ(z) but also depends on it (due to Eq. (7.1)). Interestingly, this
�ow-induced surface heterogeneity does not require relatively narrow channels or
high Du.

7.3. Steady state

We solve the set of non-linear equations (7.2)-(7.5) numerically using the Finite Elements
software COMSOL Multiphysics. For computational reasons we take at each side of the
chargeable surface an uncharged patch of length `/2 to allow entrance and exit e�ects
on the �uid �ow driven by a pressure drop ∆p to essentially die out (see C.2 for details).
Due to the crucial role played by the chemical reaction we must fully resolve the EDL in
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order to accurately determine ρC,s. The thin-EDL approximation [41] is therefore not
possible here. In this chapter we choose parameters that represent silica at pH = 6.5,
such that − log10 ρC,b(M) = 6.5, Γ = 4.6 nm−2, and pK = 6.75 (an average over the
widely varying reported values [4, 182, 183]), with millimolar added salt concentrations,
ρ±,b ' 1 mM, such that λD = 10 nm. The single reaction mechanism assumed here is
actually too simple to capture the behaviour of silica quantitatively, but it serves our
purposes here as a generic case. Under these conditions, the equilibrium surface charge
and potential are −eσeq = −0.069 e/nm2 and ζeq = −93 mV. Throughout we set D =
10−9 m2/s such that Gb = 7.5 mS/m and Gd

s ≈ 1.2 nS [184]. In agreement with Stern-
layer mobilities discussed above, we either setDs = D orDs = 0 to study presence or
absence of Stern-layer conductance, respectively. We furthermore focus on a channel
height H = 1µm, i.e. H � λD and Du ' 0.16. Apart from the channel length `
the only remaining system parameter is the time scale of the adsorption-desorption
process, which will be �tted to experiments below. For computational e�ciency we
set kdes = 2 × 10−4 s−1 for now, which is comparable to certain photocatalytic rates
[185] and comfortably in the reaction-limited regime as we will see.

Figure 7.2.: Streamlines of the net charge �ux and colour map of the tangential electric �eld
Ex near the charged surfaces (green stripes) of a rectangular channel with a pressure drop
∆p = 0.5 bar between in- and outlet at z = ±`/2, (a) with vanishing Stern-layer conduction
(Ds = 0) resulting in a �xed surface charge of −eσeq = −0.069 e/nm2 that mimics silica at
pH=6.5, and in (b) with non-zero Stern-layer conductance and our dynamic charge regulation
model. (c) Flow-induced heterogeneous surface charge density σ(z) and surface electric current
−ejσ for ∆p = 0.1, 0.5 bar for the parameters of case of (b).
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In Fig. 7.2 we show the steady-state �eld lines of the ionic charge �ux je = ∑
i ziji

and a colourmap of the z-component of the electric streaming �eld Ez for a channel of
height H = 1µm and total length ` = 60µm, and a pressure drop ∆p = 0.5 bar, in
(a) without Stern layer conduction (Ds = 0), and in (b) in the presence of both Stern
layer conduction (Ds = D) and dynamic charge regulation. The resulting maximum
�uid velocity is approximately 0.1 m/s, three orders of magnitude higher than the
electro-osmotic slip velocity induced by the electric �eld, i.e. the body forces (last
term of the Navier-Stokes equation (7.2)) are negligible (see Appendix C.3 for a more
detailed discussion). A striking di�erence between (a) and (b) are the non-parallel �eld
lines in (b), even far outside the EDL, and a much weaker electric �eld especially for
z ∈ [−`/2, 0] in (b). We can trace these two features back to a non-zero surface current
jσ(z) and a strong heterogeneity of the surface charge pro�le σ(z); both extend over
the full width ` as shown in Fig. 7.2(c). This shows that, in addition to the inherent
heterogeneities of silica in equilibrium conditions [186], surfaces can exhibit dynamical
heterogeneities. We note that the di�usive and conductive contributions to jσ , shown
in Eq. (7.4), are counteracting and individually three orders of magnitude larger than jσ ,
i.e. both are essential to obtain this steady state. The near-cancellation is the cause of
the numerical noise observed for jσ , and furthermore leads to the surprising conclusion
that the e�ects persist even for Du� 1. Fig. 7.2(b) also shows that je and Ez depend
not only on x but also on z, even far outside the EDL. Note that a lateral heterogeneous
charge current has also been reported in the case of a (highly conducting) metallic
surface [187].

For ∆p = 0.1 bar, the heterogeneous pro�le σ(z) shown in Fig. 7.2(c) is essentially
linear in z, locally lower/higher by about ±25% of σeq at the inlet/outlet side of the
chargeable area. For ∆p = 0.5 bar, however, σ(z) is strongly nonlinear with deviations
ranging from −75% to as high as +100% from σeq at the edges. In equilibrium, such a
change in the surface charge would correspond to a pH varying between 4.9 and 7.4, i.e.
concentrations of C+ that are a factor of 10 higher and lower. Moreover, the laterally
averaged charge in this case decreases to a value as low as 〈σ〉 = 0.7σeq . Additionally,
〈ζ〉 also decreases compared to its equilibrium value, which causes a breakdown of
Eq. (7.1) (see Appendix C.4 for a more detailed discussion). Therefore the local as well
as the average surface charge are not at all (quasi-)static quantities, but fully dynamic
properties of the solid-�uid interface that can be tuned by the �uid �ow in the channel.
The sharp peaks of σ at z ' ±`/2 in Fig. 7.2(c) are expected in a range of λD next to
an uncharged area [188].

The properties of this novel steady state can be understood as a balance of di�erent
time scales, which we will derive and discuss in detail in Chapter 8. We can identify
three di�erent time scales that govern the dynamics of the Stern layer, (i) the di�usion
time τdif ∝ `2/Ds, the time for a charge in the Stern layer to di�use a lateral distance
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`, which is of the order of seconds here, (ii) the conduction time τcond ∝ σeq/jσ, the
time for a charge in the Stern layer to traverse a lateral distance ` due to the in-plane
electric �eld −∂zψs, which is also of the order of seconds here, and (iii) the chemical
reaction time τreac = (kdes + kadsρC,s)−1 of the order of an hour here. We found that
signi�cant heterogeneities only occur if τreac exceeds the others, i.e. if the system is in
the reaction-limited rather than in the di�usion- or conduction-limited regime. This
can be qualitatively understood, e.g., if τreac � τcond chemical equilibration would take
place before any conductive �ux can develop. Note also that τcond ∝ D−1

s con�rms the
crucial role played by a �nite surface conduction, sinceDs = 0 would cause the system
to be conduction- rather than reaction-limited. As long as this ordering of time-scales
is obeyed and Ds/D = O(1), as noted already on the basis of Refs. [168, 171, 172] the
exact value of Ds has no signi�cant e�ect on the presented results. These time scales
will be discussed more extensively in Chapter 8, where we will derive these from the
governing equations, Eqs. (7.2)-(7.5).

7.4. Dynamics

So far we have seen that the stationary state of a charge-regulating and conducting
surface exposed to a �uid �ow becomes heterogeneously charged in a stationary
state. In an exciting experiment in 2014, however, the full relaxation dynamics of
the surface charge of silica upon an applied water pressure pulse was measured in an
experiment that combines micro�uidics and Sum Frequency Generation (SFG) [165],
albeit only at the central position (here z = 0) in the channel. By ruling out alternative
interpretations the authors of [165] attribute their time-dependent SFG-signal to a
time-dependent surface charge σ(z = 0, t). Here we con�rm this interpretation by
showing that our theory provides a microscopic explanation for the time dependence
of the surface charge, which in the experiments (see inset Fig. 7.3 or Fig. 2D of [165])
consists of a quasi-instantaneous initial reduction by 40% (on the time scale of seconds)
upon switching on the �ow followed by a further reduction of an additional 10% on
the time scale of minutes, and upon switching o� the �ow a very slow relaxation (on
the time scale of tens of minutes) back to equilibrium.

In Fig. 7.3 we show a time-dependent pressure pulse (blue) similar to the experi-
mental one as well as the surface charge density σ(z = 0, t) (red) that follows from
our theory. Here we use the same silica parameters and bulk concentrations as before
in Fig. 7.2(b), again at pH = 6.5 but now with the desorption rate kdes = 6 × 10−6 s−1

as the only “�t"-parameter. This corresponds to τreac = 1.7 × 103 s, which sets the
transient behaviour of σ(0, t). This is also consistent with the experimental observation
that σ remains constant during such a pressure pulse for large enough ρC,b [165], since
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Figure 7.3.: Time-dependent pressure drop ∆p(t) (blue) in a channel of dimensionsH = 1µm
and ` = 40µm, together with the resulting surface charge σ(z = 0, t) in the middle of the
channel, for a silica surface at pH = 6.5 (see text) with desorption rate kdes = 6 × 10−6 s−1

(τreac = 1.7 × 103 s) (red), to be compared with the experimental data of [165] shown in the
inset. The red dot-dashed line shows the case of a non-conducting Stern layer with Ds = 0,
and the dotted line the case with desorption rate kdes = 0.2 s−1 (such that τreac = 0.05 s).

τreac ∝ ρ−1
C,b, such that the system is no longer reaction-limited for increased counter ion

concentration. The channel dimensions for the results shown in Fig. 7.3,H = 1µm and
` = 40µm, are for computational reasons smaller than in the experiment by a factor
of 500, although the aspect ratio is the same. We checked that this time dependence
is hardly dependent on ` and H for �xed pressure drop amplitude ∆p = 0.5 bar and
aspect ratio `/H = 40 (see Appendix C.4). The similarity between the time-dependent
experimental SFG-signal and σ(z = 0, t)/σeq is striking, except perhaps for the strong
short-time relaxation immediately after switching o� the �ow, which is present in our
calculations (see Fig. 7.3) but absent in the experiment (inset). This is probably due
to the greatly di�ering system size. The relaxation of the surface charge pro�le after
switching o� the �ow is a di�usion process, and is therefore governed by τdif , which is
proportional to `2.

For comparison, Fig. 7.3 also shows the surface charge for the case of a non-
conducting Stern layer with Ds = 0 (dotted red), which is virtually indistinguishable
from σeq . By increasing the desorption rate, such that the system becomes less reaction-
limited, the transient behaviour speeds up and the steady-state approaches the equi-
librium state, as can be observed from the dashed line in Fig. (7.3). This con�rms the
time scale analysis discussed above, and will be discussed in more detail in Chapter 8.
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7.5. Summary & conclusion
In conclusion, we apply the classical PNPNS equations (7.2) to pressure-driven �ow
through a channel with newly formulated boundary conditions for out-of-equilibrium
charge regulation and a conducting Stern-layer. For realistic system parameters, in
particular for silica surfaces, this theory predicts a strong �ow-induced heterogeneity
of the surface charge and the zeta potential, even for a chemically homogeneous silica
surface with Du� 1. The traditional Helmholtz-Smoluchowski relation (7.1) for the
streaming potential, which assumes a laterally constant zeta potential, breaks down for
these regulating and conducting surfaces, provided the system is reaction-limited, i.e.
the chemical reaction is the slowest process. In this reaction-limited regime, a non-zero
conductive �ux in the Stern layer must be largely compensated by an opposite di�usive
surface �ux (i.e. by a heterogeneous surface charge) in order to prevent steady-state
charge accumulation at the edges due to slow reaction kinetics. The resulting surface
charge pro�le has a reduced lateral average surface charge compared to equilibrium.
Our theory also provides a microscopic picture for measurements on the full time-
dependence of the the relaxation dynamics of the surface charge after switching on
and o� a tangential �ow [165]. We have therefore shown that the combination of a
non-zero surface conduction and (s)low chemical ad- and desorption rates can have
dramatic impact on the interpretation of electrokinetics in micro- and nano�uidic
experiments, for which the surface charge and zeta potential are a vital component.
We expect that these or similar mechanisms also play a role in electro-osmotic and
di�usio-osmotic phenomena, which are interesting topics for future research in the
context of e.g. blue energy harvesting [24, 25] and catalysis [189].
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Chapter 8.

Flow-induced surface charge
heterogeneity: Analytical approach

In the previous chapter we have numerically shown that the emergence
of a new steady state when both the �uid and the surface charge are
out-of-equilibrium. In this chapter, we will study this novel steady state
analytically instead of numerically, and derive three time scales that
fully characterise the qualitative behaviour of the system. We will
therefore not repeat an extensive introduction here, for this we refer the
reader to Section 7.1.

• Section 8.2
Approximate solutions to the equations solved numerically in
Chapter 7

• Section 8.3
Identi�cation of three governing time scales τreac, τdif and τcond,
and associating each time scale to a physical process: τreac to the
adsorption/desorption reactions, τdif to di�usion of the surface
charges and τcond to conduction of the surface charges

• Sections 8.3.1, 8.3.2 and 8.3.3
Identi�cation of three regimes, de�ned by which of the three time
scales is dominant (slowest), and the di�erent quantitative and
qualitative behaviour of each regime
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8.1. The (linearised) Poisson-Nernst-Planck
equations

As in Chapter 7, we consider an electrokinetic system consisting of two water reservoirs
connected by a rectangular channel with heightH and length `. We denote the normal
and lateral Cartesian coordinate of the channel by x ∈ [0, H] and z ∈ [−`/2, `/2],
respectively, and assume translational invariance in the y direction. The top (x = H)
and bottom (x = 0) surface of the channel carry chargeable surface groups, and of
course an associated Electric Double Layer (EDL) (see Section 1.2.2 for a discussion
of the EDL). For simplicity we assume both surfaces to be equal, such that the plane
at x = 1

2H is a plane of symmetry of the system. Without loss of generality, we take
the �uid �ow in the positive z direction. The reservoirs contain three di�erent ionic
species labelled by i = +,−, C , with valency z+ = −z− = 1 and zC . Charge neutrality
in the bulk demands∑i ziρb,i = 0, with ρb,i the bulk concentration of ion i in the two
reservoirs, i.e. we do not consider di�usio-osmotic processes here. This �xes the Debye
screening length, as λD =

√
εkBT/(e2∑

i z
2
i ρb,i), the typical thickness of the EDL,

with kB the Boltzmann constant, T the temperature, and e the elementary charge.
We denote the position and time dependent concentration and �ux of ion species

i by ρi(r, t) and ji(r, t), respectively, the electric potential by ψ(r, t) and the �uid
velocity and pressure by u(r, t) and p(r, t), respectively. These quantities are governed
by the Poisson-Nernst-Planck-Navier-Stokes (PNP-NS) equations [41], see Section 2.2.1
and 2.2.2 for details,

∂ρi
∂t

= −∇ · ji; ji = −D
(

∇ρi + eziρi
kBT

∇ψ
)

+ ρiu;

ρm
∂u
∂t

= −ρm(u · ∇)u − ∇p+ η∇2u −
∑
i

zieρi∇ψ;

∇ · u = 0; ∇2ψ = −e

ε

∑
i

ziρi,

(8.1)

where D is the di�usion constant (assumed for simplicity to be equal for all ionic
species), and ρm the mass density of the �uid.

These equations are then to be coupled to a dynamic Stern layer. In our theoretical
framework, we treat the density of surface charges σ(z, t), a 2D analogue of ρi(r, t),
as a dynamic variable. The surface charges are produced by a chemical reaction SC

S−+C+, where the counter ion C+ desorbs from the surface leaving behind a covalently
bound surface group S−. Therefore, σ(z, t) is not necessarily a locally conserved
quantity, which must be taken into account in the continuity equation. Denoting the
�ux of surface charges in the z-direction by jσ(z, t), the 2D analogue of ji(r, t), we can
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write the continuity equation for σ(z, t) as

∂σ

∂t
= −∂jσ

∂z
+ n̂s · jC,s, (8.2)

where n̂s = ±x̂ is the unit vector normal to the charged surface and x̂ the unit vector
in the x direction. The production rate of surface charges is governed by the chemical
rate equations, where the surface charge production (annihilation) rate is proportional
to the density of uncharged (charged) sites. The resulting equations that govern the
dynamics of the Stern layer, and therefore can be seen as the boundary conditions to
the PNP-NS equations (8.1), are given by

∂ψs
∂z

= −zσeσ

ε
; us = 0; (8.3)

jσ = −Ds

(
1

1 − σ/Γ
∂σ

∂z
+ zσ

eσ

kBT

∂ψs
∂z

)
; (8.4)

n̂s·jC,s = R = kdes(Γ − σ) − kadsσρC,s, (8.5)

with Ds is the di�usion constant of the surface charges, zσ = −zC the valency of the
surface charges, Γ the density of surface sites, and kads and kdes the adsorption and
desorption rate constants, respectively. Here, and throughout this work, we use the
subscript “s" to denote surface quantities, such that us = 0 enforces a no-slip boundary
condition and ρC,s(z) ≡ ρC(x = 0, z) the counter ion concentration at the surface.

8.2. Solving the equations
The governing equations (8.1)-(8.5) cannot be solved analytically in general. In this
chapter, however, we will show how to obtain approximate solutions to these equations.
As is common in pressure-driven electrokinetic systems, we neglect not only the inertial
terms in the Navier-Stokes equation (low Reynolds number, see Section 2.2.2), but also
the electric body forces on the �uid [41], such that we can ignore the �nal term on the
right hand side of the Navier-Stokes equation (8.1). The latter approximation can be
justi�ed for set-ups with H � λD, and by realising that the body force is localised
in the EDL while the pressure gradient extends over the entire channel height. This
approximation is con�rmed by our numerical calculations (see Appendix C.3), which
show that including the electric body force has no signi�cant e�ect (smaller than one
per cent) on the steady state surface charge pro�le. The Navier-Stokes equation then
reduces to the Stokes equation, and is now decoupled from other quantities. This
allows us to solve for u and p (see Section 2.2.2), resulting for an applied pressure drop
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∆p to the standard Poisseuille �ow,

u(x) = −∂p

∂z

x(H − x)
2η ẑ, (8.6)

with ẑ the unit vector in the z direction and ∂p
∂z

= −∆p
`
.

In the following analysis we will focus solely on the net charge density ρe(r, t) =∑
i ziρi(r, t) and electric current je(r, t) = ∑

i ziji(r, t),

je = −D
(

∇ρe + eρ

kBT
∇ψ

)
+ ρeu, (8.7)

with ρ(r, t) = ∑
i z

2
i ρi(r, t) the total local ionic strength. As is common in a linearised

theory of electrokinetic systems, we assume here that ρ is constant throughout the
system and equal to its bulk value, ρ = ∑

i z
2
i ρi,b . In steady state, ∇ · je = 0, and

combining this with the Poisson equation eliminates the electric potential in favour of
the charge density. We then obtain the governing equation for ρe(x, z),(

−D ∂2

∂x2 −D
∂2

∂z2 + D

λ2
D

+ uz(x) ∂
∂z

)
ρe(x, z) = 0. (8.8)

We can simplify Eq. (8.8) using scaling arguments. From Chapter 7, we know that the
�uid �ow will induce heterogeneities in the z direction over the full channel length `,
and therefore we estimate that ∂/∂z ∼ 1/`. We also know that ρe reduces quickly to 0
within a few λD in the x direction, and hence ∂/∂x ∼ 1/λD. This allows us to de�ne
a few characteristic time scales for the EDL,

τ` = `2

D
; τEDL = λ2

D

D
; τadv = `

uz(λD) . (8.9)

Here, τ` is the characteristic time for an ion in bulk to di�use the lateral length `, and
is of the same order of magnitude as the �rst term of Eq. (8.8). Additionally, τEDL is the
characteristic equilibration time of an EDL, and is of the same order of magnitude as the
second and third term of Eq. (8.8). Lastly, τadv is the characteristic time it takes for an
ion in the EDL to be advectively transported from one end of the channel to the other.
Since ρe is only non-zero in the EDL, we evaluate uz at x = λD. For our geometry,
` � λD, and thus we can conclude that τEDL � τ`, meaning that the di�usion in the
lateral direction (�rst term Eq. (8.8)) is negligible compared to di�usion in the normal
direction (second term Eq. (8.8)). Moreover, for pressure drops ∆p no larger than 1
bar, η ∼ 1 mPa s, the viscosity of water, and channel dimensions H ∼ 1µm and
` ∼ 10µm, we �nd a typical �uid velocity uz(λD) < 10−2 m/s for physically relevant
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salt concentrations in water. SinceD/λD ∼ 0.1m/s> uz(λD) for our parameter choice
of interest, we have τEDL � τadv implying that convection in the lateral direction (last
term Eq. (8.8)) is negligible with respect to di�usion in the normal direction. After
inserting typical orders of magnitude, one indeed �nds that τEDL is of the order of
(tens of) nanoseconds, while τadv is of the order of miliseconds or larger. Eq. (8.8) now
reduces to a simple di�erential equation,

∂2ρe
∂x2 = 1

λ2
D

ρe ⇒ ρe(x, z) = −ζ(z)ρe−x/λD , (8.10)

where ζ(z) is an integration constant that remains to be found. As we will show below,
we can identify ζ(z) = βe(ψ(0, z) − ψ(1

2H, z)) as the (heterogeneous) dimensionless
zeta potential at steady state. The second integration constant has been set to zero
since ρe(x → 1

2H, z) = 0 forH � λD. Eq. (8.10) is analogous to the equilibrium linear
Poisson-Boltzmann equation for the charge density, and is a direct consequence of
τEDL � τadv, τ`: the EDL is equilibrated in the x direction as convection is typically
not strong enough to deform the EDL signi�cantly.

To determine the integration constant ζ(z), we apply the boundary conditions Eqs.
(8.2)-(8.5). To facilitate the calculations, we make use of the fact that for the majority
of surfaces only a small fraction of the sites are charged, σ � Γ. For instance, only
a few percent of the surface groups of silica are charged under typical conditions
(3 <pH< 11, 1 mM< ρs <100 mM) [4]. With this assumption, the equation for σ(z)
simpli�es to

Ds

(
∂2σ

∂z2 + zσe

kBT

∂

∂z

(
σ
∂ψs
∂z

))
+ kdesΓ −

(
kdes + kadsρC,s

)
σ = 0. (8.11)

Eq. (8.11) constitutes a di�usion-conduction-reaction problem coupled to the 3D-
channel via the in-plane electric �eld −∂ψs/∂z and the counter ion density ρC,s.
As a consequence, three regimes will arise depending on which process is dominant.
This is reminiscent of a convection-di�usion problem [190] with a linear/exponential
density pro�le for di�usion/convection dominated systems. In our case, the role of
convection in the Stern layer is played by conduction, but we will analogously �nd a
linear/exponential in the di�usion/conduction limited regime.

Since the �uid �ow is in the positive z direction, the z component of the streaming
electric �eld must have the same sign as the surface charge such that no net charge
is transported between the two reservoirs. It is convenient to separate the sign and
magnitude of the streaming electric �eld. Thus, we de�ne E ≡ − zσe

kBT
∂ψs

∂z
, where E is a

positive quantity with dimensions of inverse length that characterises the strength of
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the streaming electric �eld. To solve for σ(z), we further assume that both ρC,s and E
are spatially constant. While this is a valid assumption in simple electrokinetic systems,
the numerical calculations of the Chapter 7 have shown that such approximations are
no longer valid when both Stern-layer conduction and �nite chemical rates are taken
into account. Nevertheless, approximating E and ρC,s to be spatially constant allows
us to solve for σ(z) and determine ρe, je and E. In principle one could then reinsert
the solutions in Eq. (8.11) and obtain an improved σ(z), ρC,s and E. However, we will
refrain from applying an iterative scheme and aim for an analytical and qualitative
understanding of the electrokinetic phenomena.

For a spatially constant E and ρC,s, Eq. (8.11) is straightforward to solve. Since
z2
σ = 1, we �nd

σ(z) = σeq
(
1 + a+e

k+z + a−e
k−z
)
, (8.12)

with a± integration constants and σeq ≡ Γ(1 + ρC,s/K)−1 the equilibrium surface
charge density (Langmuir equation, see Section 2.1.3). The wavenumbers k± = 1

2E ±
1
2

√
E2 + 4λ−2

reac set the relevant lateral length scales, with λreac ≡
√
Dsτreac (discussed

in more detail in Section 8.3), and τreac =
(
kdes + kadsρC,s

)−1
, the characteristic time

scale of the chemical reaction. The amplitudes a± can be determined by imposing
that the surface current vanishes at the endpoints of the charged surface, jσ(±1

2`) =
(−Ds∂xσ +DsEσ)|x=± 1

2 `
= 0. The integration constants a± are then found to be

a± = E

k∓

sinh 1
2k∓`

sinh 1
2(k± − k∓)`. (8.13)

Note that σ(z) does not depend on the valency zσ, that E → 0 and σ(z) → σeq in
equilibrium. For a non-zero E, we �nd a double exponential pro�le. This reduces to
either a linear pro�le for k±` � 1, or a single exponential pro�le if k±` � 1.

The �nal unknown, the integration constant ζ(z), can be determined using Eq. (8.5),
which couples σ(z) to ρe(0, z) (see Appendix C.5), where we used that x̂ · jC(0, z) =
zCx̂ ·je(0, z), since x̂ ·j+(x, 0) = x̂ ·j−(x, 0) = 0. Using the expression for ρe, Eq. (8.10),
and σ, Eq. (8.12), we �nd

ζ(z) = ζeq
(
1 + a+e

k+z + a−e
k−z
)
. (8.14)

Here, we identi�ed the dimensionless equilibrium zeta potential ζeq = zσ4πλBλDσeq
from linear Poisson-Boltzmann theory. Comparing Eq (8.12) with Eq. (8.14), we see
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that ζ(z) is proportional to the steady state surface charge, and can therefore indeed
be interpreted as the steady state zeta potential.

To determine E in the stationary state, we impose that at any position z no net
current passes through any cross section area. This condition is a direct consequence
of the vanishing divergence of je and the open circuit geometry, hence

zσjσ(z) +
∫ 1

2H

0
dxje,z(x, z) = 0, (8.15)

where zσjσ(z) is the net charge current through the Stern layer, determined using Eqs.
(8.4) and (8.12), and due to symmetry we only need to integrate over half the channel
height. Eq. (8.15) is a local condition, and we will in general �nd E to depend on z
(see below). This, however, contradicts our previous assumption that E is spatially
constant, and it is at this point that our analytic approach is inconsistent. Nevertheless,
the results of this analytic approach allow us to obtain approximate solution which
agree qualitatively with the full numerical solutions, and provides us physical insight
in the system by identifying three separate regimes.

8.3. Three electrokinetic regimes

We identify two physically important length scales, that appear in the de�nition of the
wavenumbers k±,

λreac =
√
Dsτreac; λcond = 1

E
. (8.16)

We can interpret the �rst length scale λreac as the typical distance a surface charge
traverses di�usively during a time τreac, that is, the typical distance travelled between
ad- and desorption. The conductive length scale λcond can be interpreted as the distance
a monovalent ion needs to travel laterally in order to gain an energy equal to kBT due
to the streaming electric �eld. The dynamics of the system is fully determined by the
ratios between λreac, λcond, and the channel length `.

Alternatively, we can identify an equivalent time scale for each length scale using
the surface di�usion constantDs. Eq. (8.16) shows that τreac is the equivalent time scale
of λreac. By introducing a conductive velocity vcond = DsE and a di�usive velocity
vdif = Ds/`, we can transform ` and λcond into equivalent time scales,

τdif = `

vdif
= `2

Ds

τcond = λcond

vcond
= 1
DsE2 . (8.17)
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We can interpret τdif as the characteristic time for a Stern-layer charge to di�use
across the channel length, and τcond as the characteristic time after which a Stern-layer
charge has gained one thermal energy unit due to the streaming electric �eld. Together
with τreac, the three time scales can be used equivalently to the three length scales to
characterise the electrokinetic system, as we can express the ratio between every pair
of length scales as the ratio between the two equivalent time scales:

λreac

`
=
√
τreac

τdif
; `

λcond
=
√
τdif

τcond
; λcond

λreac
=
√
τcond

τreac
. (8.18)

The three distinct characteristic times allow us to identify three electrokinetic regimes,
de�ned by the smallest time (or associated length). While the three length scales
appear naturally in the analytical description, we found it more intuitive to consider
the three time scales when considering the di�erent dynamical regimes. In the reaction-
dominated regime, characterised by the near-equilibrium of the adsorption/desorption
process, τreac � τcond, τdif (and hence λreac � `, λcond), to be discussed in Section 8.3.1,
we obtain the standard Helmholtz-Smoluchowski picture with a constant surface
charge and electric �eld, except for a region of size λreac around the edges at z = ±1

2`.
In the di�usion-dominated regime, τdif � τcond, τreac (` � λcond, λreac), discussed in
Section 8.3.2, the surface charge is heterogeneous over the entire surface and linear
in the lateral position z. Consequently, the streaming electric �eld E is also hetero-
geneous, but we �nd that the streaming potential approximately conforms to the
Helmholtz-Smoluchowski equation Eq. (7.1). However, in the conduction-dominated
regime τcond � τreac, τdif (and hence λcond � λreac, `), to be discussed in Section 8.3.3,
the Helmholtz-Smoluchowski equation no longer holds, and both σ and E are hetero-
geneous and nonlinear functions of z.

8.3.1. Reaction-dominated regime

In the �rst regime, we consider systems where the chemical reaction rates are the fastest
process in the system. In this regime, therefore, we expect to �nd an equilibrated and
thus constant surface charge, and consequently the standard Helmholtz-Smoluchowski
equation (7.1). In terms of time scales we have τreac � τdif , τcond, and thus λreac �
`, λcond. It should be noted that, since τcond, τdif ∝ D−1

s , a system without Stern-layer
conduction (Ds = 0) cannot be di�usion- or conduction-dominated and is in fact
always in the reaction-dominated regime. The resulting equations in the reaction-
dominated regime do not depend on the ratio λcond/`, which we can therefore leave
unspeci�ed, but they do depend on λreac/`. In this limit, the wavenumbers can be
approximated by k+ = −k− = λ−1

reac which simpli�es the solution for σ(z), Eq. (8.12),
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the Stern-layer �ux jσ(z) (see Appendix C.5) for the general expression), and the
surface charge production rate R(z), Eq. (8.5), as

σ(z) = σeq

(
1 + Eλreac

sinh z/λreac

cosh 1
2`/λreac

)
; (8.19)

jσ(z) = DsσeqE

(
1 − cosh z/λreac − Eλreac sinh z/λreac

cosh 1
2`/λreac

)
(8.20)

≈ DsσeqE

(
1 − cosh z/λreac

cosh 1
2`/λreac

)
; (8.21)

R(z) = σeqEλreac

τreac

sinh z/λreac

cosh 1
2`/λreac

. (8.22)

In Figs. 8.1(a) and 8.1(b) we plot σ(z) and jσ(z), respectively, for several values of
`/λreac smaller and larger than unity. From λreac � `, we can deduce from Eqs. (8.19)-
(8.22) that σ(z) ≈ σeq, jσ(z) ≈ DsσeqE and R ≈ 0 for all z except within a few
λreac away from z = ±1

2`. Fig. 8.1 shows this deviation near z = ±1
2` for both σ(z)

and jσ(z), which is clearly visible for several values of `/λreac. This edge e�ect is a
direct result of the boundary condition jσ(±1

2`) = 0, that stems from the fact that
our surface has �nite length. In order for a non-zero jσ to develop, counter ions must
adsorb at the inlet and desorb at the outlet, which is only possible if σ deviates from
σeq. This explains the heterogeneities of σ shown in Fig. 8.1 that persist even for large
`/λreac. Even in the classical Helmholtz-Smoluchowski setting, a �nite Stern-layer
conduction implies that at the edges of the surface σ deviates from its equilibrium
value. The range of this inhomogeneity is given by λreac, as can be seen in Fig. 8.1.
Consequently, the Stern-layer current and surface charge pro�le are constant up to
a few λreac from the edges of the surface. The amplitude of the relative deviation is,
interestingly, given by λreac/λcond. This edge e�ect exists purely due to the surface
charge discontinuity at z = ±1

2`, but λreac is nevertheless not to be confused with the
healing length `H = HDu introduced by Khair and Squires [174], with Du the Duhkin
number (see Section 7.1), which also arises in the absence of Stern-layer conduction.

Imposing a vanishing net current at every position z, according to Eq. (8.15), we
�nd the streaming electric �eld E,

zσE = |∂zp|ζeqε

ηGb

[
1 + 1

H

Dsσeq
Dρ

]−1

, (8.23)

with ∂zp a short-hand notation for ∂p
∂z
. In the reaction-dominated limit, we recover the

standard Helmholtz-Smoluchowski equation (7.1) with a spatially constant electric
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(a) (b)

Figure 8.1.: Surface charge density σ(z) (a) and Stern-layer current jσ(z) (b) between channel
inlet (z = −1

2`) and outlet (z = 1
2`), in the limit λreac � λcond according to Eqs. (8.19) and

(8.21) for varying values of `/λreac. For (a) we used λreac/λcond = 0.2 (jσ does not depend
on this quantity). As `/λreac decreases, the system leaves the reaction-dominated regime and
enters the di�usion-dominated regime (for which λreac � λcond holds) and σ and jσ become
increasingly heterogeneous.

�eld, consistent with our initial assumption. However, just like jσ and σ, E is actually
not constant close to the edges and Eq. (8.23) only holds several λreac from z = ±1

2`.
The contributions of the edge e�ect to the streaming potential ∆VS = kBT

e

∫ 1
2 `

− 1
2 `

dxE
are negligible (note the antisymmetric nature of the edge e�ect). Furthermore, we
can identify, using Eq. (8.23), the Stern-layer contribution to the surface conduction
Gs = Dsσeqe

2/(kBT ) = GS
s . The latter is proportional to the charge carrier density σ

in the Stern layer and a 2D-analogue of the volume conductivity Gb = Dρe2/(kBT ).
Note that in our calculations, the EDL surface conductivity GEDL

s , which originates
from the increased ion density in the EDL, does not appear since we assumed that ρ is
spatially constant.

8.3.2. Di�usion-dominated regime

In the second dynamic regime, the di�usion time τdif is the smallest time scale, and
the channel length ` is the smallest length scale, ` � λcond, λreac. Consequently, this
implies that the dimensionless streaming potential e

kBT
∆VS ∼ E` = `/λcond is small.

Analogous to the Helmholtz-Smoluchowski regime, the ratio between the other two
lengths, λcond/λreac, will have no signi�cant impact on the results. We can use Eq. (8.19),
which was derived assuming only λreac � λcond, by imposing ` � λreac to �nd the
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surface charge, �ux and chemical production rate as

σ(z) ≈ σeq (1 + Ez) ;

jσ ≈ 1
2DsσeqE

τdif

τreac

1 − z2(
1
2`
)2

 ;

R(z) ≈ σeqE

τreac
z.

(8.24)

In this parameter regime, we thus recover a linear pro�le for the surface charge density
σ(z) also found numerically in Chapter 7 (Fig. 7.2), and shown here in Fig. 8.1(a). We
can intuitively understand this linear pro�le by realising that the system is di�usion
dominated. For a surface with translation invariance in one direction, the steady state
would then be given by a linear pro�le. The linear pro�le is maintained because the
chemical reaction is not fast enough to force σ to the equilibrium value (τreac > τdif ).
Additionally, since jσ ∝ τdif/τreac, the surface �ux is very small, as can be observed
in Fig. 8.1(b). At steady state, the surface charge pro�le is therefore determined by a
balance between the conduction caused by E and di�usion in the opposite direction,
which explains why the slope of σ(z) is given by the electric �eld E. This result is
analogous to a di�usion-dominated convection-di�usion problem. Within the di�usion-
dominated regime, we obtain from Eq. (8.15) a new expression for the streaming electric
�eld,

zσE(z) = |∂zp|ζeqε

ηGb

[
1 + |ζeq|

(
2λD
H

− |∂zp|ε
ηGb

z

)]−1

= zσE
HS

1 − EHSz
. (8.25)

Here we introduced EHS = |∂zp||ζeq|ε
ηGb

, an inverse length scale proportional to the
(magnitude of the) streaming electric �eld as predicted by the Helmholtz-Smoluchowski
equation (7.1) without Stern-layer conduction, with ζeq the dimensionless equilibrium
zeta potential. Note that the solution does not depend on Ds (except for the restriction
that τreac � τdif ∝ D−1

s ) due to the vanishing jσ. The streaming electric �eld is,
similar to σ(z), heterogeneous. The impact of Stern-layer conduction is thus indirect
in this case, and not direct via a charge current ‘leaking’ through the Stern layer
as in the reaction-dominated regime. The Stern-layer conduction now allows for
a heterogeneous surface charge to develop, which causes the heterogeneity of the
channel and all other results discussed here.

The result in Eq. (8.24) agrees qualitatively with the full numerical solutions, where
the electric �eld and surface charge density are smaller at the inlet and larger at the
outlet with respect to EHS , see Fig. 7.2. Both the analytical and numerical solutions
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are equal to the Helmholtz-Smoluchowski result in the center (z = 0) of the channel.
The analytical solution does, however, overestimate the heterogeneity (slope) of σ(z)
and E(z). The reason for this is that we assumed that the counter ion concentration
at the surface, ρC,s, does not depend on the surface charge. In reality it does, since
an increased surface charge attracts more counter ions. The lack of this regulation
mechanism explains the overestimation of the surface charge and electric �eld.

Eq. (8.25) additionally allows us to derive an expression for the streaming potential,

e

kBT
∆VS = −

∫ 1
2 `

− 1
2 `

dz zσE
HS

1 − EHSz
= zσ log

(
1 − 1

2E
HS`

1 + 1
2E

HS`

)
≈ e

kBT
∆V HS

S , (8.26)

where e
kBT

∆V HS
S ≡ −zσ`EHS is the streaming potential predicted by the Helmholtz-

Smoluchowski. For small ∆VS , which, as we have discussed above, is always the case in
the di�usion-dominated regime, we �nd that the streaming potential can be accurately
estimated using the standard Helmholtz-Smoluchowski expression, ∆VS ≈ ∆V HS

S .
The lateral heterogeneity therefore has no signi�cant e�ect on ∆VS . This can be
explained by the quasi-antisymmetric pro�le of σ(z), and the fact that the streaming
potential is a laterally integrated quantity. This, combinedwith the tendency tomeasure
at the center of the channel, might explain why such lateral heterogeneities have not
been observed yet. Note that Eq. (8.26) breaks down for |∆VS| → 1. However, we are
in the regime where ` � λcond, which implies that e

kBT
∆VS ≈ E` � 1. The streaming

potential will therefore not diverge, but the system will change to a new regime as
∆VS increases. Lastly, we can derive a surprisingly simple expression for the surface
charge di�erence between inlet and outlet in the di�usion-dominated regime,

∆σ ≡ σ
(1

2`
)

− σ
(

−1
2`
)

=
∫ 1

2 `

− 1
2 `

dz∂zσ(z) ≈ eσeq

kBT
∆VS ≈ eσeq

kBT
∆V HS

S . (8.27)

The streaming potential thus gives the fractional di�erence in surface charge between
the inlet and outlet, providing a good measure of the heterogeneity of the system. Given
that in this regime the streaming potential is approximately equal to the Helmholtz-
Smoluchowski result, Eq. (8.27) gives an a priori measure of the heterogeneity, although
one should keep in mind that in general our results overestimate the actual hetero-
geneity.

8.3.3. The conduction-dominated regime

The third regime, the conduction-dominated regime, is reached when τcond (λcond) is
the smallest time (length) scale, τcond � τdif , τreac (and hence λcond � `, λreac), such
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that the wavenumbers can be approximated as k+ ≈ Es and k− ≈ 0. Here too, the
ratio of the remaining lengths does not impact the results. This allows us to simplify
Eq. (8.12) signi�cantly. The surface charge pro�le is no longer linear or anti-symmetric
compared to the equilibrium value σeq, but rather exponential, while jσ vanishes

σ(z) = σeq

1
2E`

sinh 1
2E`

eEz, jσ = −Ds∂zσ + Eσ = 0. (8.28)

It should be noticed that jσ only vanishes because we assumed a constant E. However,
we have already seen that this is no longer generally the case, and jσ will in fact not
exactly vanish in a fully self-consistent analysis, but this analysis does show that jσ
is small. Our numerical calculations con�rm that in this regime, as well as in the
di�usion-dominated regime, jσ is negligible compared to the bulk �uxes (see Fig. 7.2)
as the chemical reaction rates are too small for a signi�cant surface �ux to develop.
Note that the exponential pro�le Eq. (8.28) is analogous to a convection-dominated
convection-di�usion problem. If we take ` � λcond (E` � 1), we recover the same
linear pro�le as in the di�usion-dominated regime Eq. (8.24).

To determine E in the conduction-limited regime we again impose a vanishing net
charge current for every z, Eq. (8.15), from which we obtain the condition

ζeq

1
2E`

sinhE`e
Ez

(
2λDE − |∂zp|Hε

ηGb

)
+ zσEH = 0. (8.29)

Eq. (8.29) can be solved numerically for E(z), and we obtain qualitatively similar
behaviour as in the full numerical calculations as shown inf Chapter 7 (see Fig. 7.2). In
Fig. 8.2 we plot the resulting surface charge pro�le according to Eqs. (8.28) and (8.29)
for several values of the pressure drop across the channel. For small pressure drops,
the surface charge pro�le is roughly linear, corresponding to the di�usion-dominated
regime. For larger pressure drops, the pro�le becomes highly nonlinear, increasing
exponentially as z approaches the outlet position at z = 1

2`. The point where the
pro�le crosses the equilibrium surface charge is, contrary to the di�usion-dominated
regime, no longer at z = 0. Our semi-analytical results agree qualitatively but not
quantitatively with the numerical calculations presented in Chapter 7. In particular,
the surface charge close to z = 1

2` is much larger in the semi-analytical results. The
reason for this must again reside in the assumption that ρC,s is constant, similar to the
di�usion-dominated regime.

There is, in fact, one qualitative discrepancy between the numerical calculations
and the current analysis. In the numerical calculations the average surface charge
decreases with an increasing pressure drop, while Fig. 8.2 shows that the average
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Figure 8.2.: Surface charge pro�le σ(z) induced by the electric �eldE(z), obtained numerically
as a solution to Eq. (8.29), for several values of the pressure drop ∆p. The pro�les cross the
equilibrium value at z > 0, and agree qualitatively with the full numerical solutions of
Chapter 7.

surface increases with an increasing pressure drop. The reason for this probably
lies again in the missing charge regulation mechanism discussed above, such that
the exponential increase of σ(z) greatly overestimates the average surface charge.
Consequently, the predicted streaming potential is also overestimated, and cannot
be accurately determined in the current analytical approach. The breakdown of the
theory is not unexpected in this respect, as our linearised theory and lack of regulation
work best for small driving forces. Lastly, we note that multiplying Eq. (8.29) with `,
we see that the solution is given in terms of E` rather than E, if ∆p is �xed. Hence, in
this regime, σ is invariant under changes in ` if ∆p = −`∂xp is �xed, as was in fact
also suggested by the numerical solutions.

8.4. Summary & conclusion
In this chapter we revealed some consequences of a chemically and physically dynamic
Stern layer on electrokinetic phenomena. By allowing the surface charges to di�use
across the Stern layer and by assigning a �nite rate to the adsorption and desorption
reactions, we showed that a simple electrokinetic system develops novel properties.
We identi�ed three dynamical regimes, schematically represented in Fig. 8.3. These
regimes can be identi�ed using three time scales (or equivalent lengths): the chemical
reaction time scale τreac = (kdes + kadsρC,s)−1, the di�usive time scale τdif = `2/Ds

and the conductive time scale τcond = 1/(DsE
2). Here, E = − e

kBT
∂zψs is proportional

to the streaming electric �eld and with the dimension of inverse length. The particular
regime is determined by which of the three time scales is the smaller one. There are
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Figure 8.3.: Schematic representation of the three regimes and how to transition between
them. Each regime is given for each of the 6 possible orderings of the three governing time
scales τcond, τdif and τreac.

three basic parameters to change the regime of the electrokinetic system: the pressure
gradient ∂zp changes the conduction time τcond and length λcond, the bulk counter ion
density (for example, the pH of the solution) alters τreac and λreac, while τdif varies
with `. Note that the bulk ionic strength ρ is also an experimentally tunable parameter,
which has a similar e�ect as the pressure gradient; increasing ρ decreases E and thus
increases τcond and λcond. In order to transition between the three regimes, the ordering
of the time scales must be changed, which is schematically represented in Fig. 8.3.

The �rst regime, the reaction-dominated regime, emerges when the chemical
reaction rates are the fastest process, τreac � τdif , τcond. Due to the high chemical
rates we �nd a mostly constant surface charge pro�le, except for a region of size λreac
away from the ends of the surface. Moreover, we recover the standard Helmholtz-
Smoluchowski equation (7.1) for the streaming electric �eld, from which we can read
o� an explicit expression for the Stern-layer conductivity. The system falls under
the second regime, the di�usion-dominated regime, if ` is the smallest length scale,
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or equivalently if τdif is the smallest time scale. In this regime, the system develops
a linear surface charge pro�le equal to the equilibrium value at the middle of the
surface. Although the surface charge and thus the streaming electric �eld are laterally
heterogeneous, the resulting streaming potential is within a good approximation equal
to the Helmholtz-Smoluchowski expression, the streaming potential in the case of
vanishing Stern-layer conductance. For large streaming potential and slow reaction
rates, τcond � τdif , τreac, the system reaches the �nal regime, the conduction-dominated
regime. The surface charge pro�le is then exponential, and is no longer equal to the
equilibrium value in the center of the channel. Consequently, the streaming electric
�eld is also exponential, and can be found numerically. In the conduction-dominated
regime, the electric �eld and thus the streaming potential di�er signi�cantly from the
Helmholtz-Smoluchowski expression.

We believe that this theoretical framework provides both a deeper physical under-
standing of the processes at work for a dynamic Stern layer, and is able to predict what
properties to expect from an experimental setup. A di�culty is the chemical rates,
which seem to be unknown for many surface-electrolyte combinations. Perhaps, by
exploring the behaviour of the surface charge by altering the pressure drop or system
size, our framework might actually provide insight in the numerical values of the
chemical rates.



Appendix A.

Part I

A.1. Surface complexation model

In order to describe the experimental data, we use a basic Langmuir-type adsorption
model as explained in Section 2.1.3, where we have explained how to set up a Langmuir
adsorption isotherm for an arbitrary number of di�erent reactions and reactions steps
by posing the problem in terms of adsorption coe�cient αi. The most general case we
consider is the competition between a monovalent (Cs+) and divalent (Ca2+) for the
same adsorption sites, while an anion can coadsorb on either of the adsorbed cations.

As argued in the main text, we must adopt the model such that the total cation cov-
erage is limited to approximately 66%, the maximum occupancy found experimentally.
We can incorporate this using the model proposed by Pashley [58], which assigns an
area of occupation to an adsorbed cation larger than the area of an adsorption site.
This provides the constraint

Γ (1 − σSCsACs − σSCsClACsCl − σSCaACa − σSCaClACaCl) = σS. (A.1)

Here, σi and Ai are the areal density of surface group i, respectively, and Γ is the total
areal density of cavities. For simplicity, we will assume that the area occupied by an
ion pair is equal to the area occupied by a bare adsorbed ion, i.e. ACs = ACsCl = A.
De�ning for simplicity ai ≡ ΓAi, we set aCs = aCa ≡ a = 3

2 , which e�ectively limits
the Cs+ and Ca2+ occupancy to 2

3 . This re�ects the observed limit in Cs+ occupancy
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measured with surface X-ray di�raction and imposes the same restriction on Ca2+ due
to the mechanism proposed in the main text. The governing equations then become

σSCs

Γ = αCs

1 + aαCs (1 + αCsA) + aαCa (1 + αCaA) ; αCs = ρCs,s

K ′
Cs
,

σSCa

Γ = αCa

1 + aαCs (1 + αCsA) + aαCa (1 + αCaA) ; αCa = ρCa,s

K ′
Ca
,

σSCsA

Γ = αCsαCsA

1 + aαCs (1 + αCsA) + aαCa (1 + αCaA) ; αCsA = ρA,s

K ′
CsA

,

σSCaA

Γ = αCaαCaA

1 + aαCs (1 + αCsA) + aαCa (1 + αCaA) ; αCaA = ρA,s

K ′
CaA

.

(A.2)

Instead of using the bulk concentrations of the individual ions, we will use the total
salinity ρ ≡ ρCs,b + ρCa,b = [Cs+] + [Ca2+] and fraction of divalent ions f ≡ ρCa,b/ρ.
If A− is the anion of the added salt, the concentration of the anion in the bulk is given
by ρA,b = ρCs,b + 2ρCa,b = (1 + f)ρ, but if A− is OH− this concentration is given by
ρA,b = 10(−14+pH)M = 10−8.2M (pH = 5.8 for all data considered here).

In order to �nd the equilibrium con�guration, we must relate the (dimensionless)
surface potential φ0 to the surface charge. The surface potential is �xed by the net
surface charge, and their relation can be determined within the Poisson-Boltzmann
formalism. In Section 2.1.2 we considered the case of a monovalent salt, which must
be adjusted since we now have Ca2+. Starting from the Poisson-Boltzmann equation
(1.3) we �nd for a CaCl2/CsCl mixture

∂2φ

∂x2 = 8πλBρ
(
(1 − f) sinhφ+ f

(
eφ − e−2φ

))
, (A.3)

where x is the direction normal to the surface. Multiplying this equation with ∂φ
∂x
, we

can integrate this equation once to obtain

1
2

(
∂φ

∂x

)2

= 8πλB
(

(1 − f) coshφ+ f
(
eφ + 1

2e
−2φ

)
+ C

)
, (A.4)

where the integration constant C = −1 − 1
2f is chosen such that in the bulk (x → ∞)

both the potential and the electric �eld vanish. Evaluating Eq. (A.4) at the surface, we
can invoke Gauss’ law e∂φ

∂x
(x = 0) = −4πλBσe with eσe = (eσCs + 2eσCa + eσSCaCl −
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eσint) the net muscovite surface charge, and −eσint the intrinsic muscovite surface
charge. For given experimental parameters f, ρ and model parametersK ′

Cs, K
′
Ca, K

′
CsCl

and K ′
CaCl, Eqs. (A.2) and (A.4) form a complete set of equations that can be solved

numerically for the surface densities σCs, σCa, σCsCl and σCaCl and the surface potential
φ0. We found no evidence that this set of nonlinear equations shows multiple solutions.

A.2. Cs+/H+ competition model

The main text uses a surface complexation model where the role of H+ competition
is found not to be needed for a good �t of the data in the parameter range used.
Nevertheless, it is the most commonly used surface complexation model, so we discuss
here the Cs+/H+ competition model. In this model, we assume the following two
surface complexation reactions

S + Cs+(aq) 
 SCs+; S + H+(aq) 
 SH+, (A.5)

and the resulting equilibrium conditions with K ′
H the equilibrium constant of the

protonation reaction. Here we assume that the intrinsic surface charge of muscovite is
equal to half the total adsorption site density, −eσint = −1

2eΓ, as one would expect.
The net surface charge is then obtained as eσe = eσSCs + eσSH − 1

2eΓ. To limit the
Cs+ occupancy to 2

3 we take aCs = 2
3 = aH. The result presented below is unaltered

for aCs ≤ aH ≤ 1 (H+ is smaller than Cs+). Fig. A.1 shows the best �t of the Cs+/H+

proton competition model, using pKCs = 10 logK ′
Cs(M) = 1.0 and pKH = 3.9. These

�ts are, however, statistically and visually not an acceptable reproduction of the data,
and therefore, based on the currently presented data, we are forced to reject the Cs+/H+

competition model. If we exclude the Cs+ occupancy data for salinities exceeding 100
mM, the �t parameters do not change signi�cantly.

Since the basic Cs+/H+ competition model fails to reproduce the experimental
data, we also explored an extended model that includes a Stern layer capacitance.
This capacitance takes into account that the protons adsorb at a di�erent height
compared to the Cs+ ions. The region between the protons and the Cs+ ions is
assumed to be charge neutral. This can e�ectively be taken into account by shifting
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Figure A.1.: Best �t results of the Cs+/H+ competition model for (a) the Cs+ coverage θSCs
(black solid line)[72, 73] and proton coverage θH (blue dotted line) and (b) the net surface
charge of the muscovite-electrolyte interface eσe, measured by Bera et al. [65]. The horizontal
dashed line indicates the occupancy of Cs+ required to compensate the muscovite negative
surface charge. The parameters used are pKCs = 1.0 and pKH = 3.9.
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Figure A.2.: Best �t results of the Cs+/H+ competition model with a Stern layer capacitance
for (a) the Cs+ coverage θSCs (black solid line)[72, 73] and proton coverage θH (blue dotted line)
and (b) the net surface charge of the muscovite-electrolyte interface −eσe, measured by Bera
et al. [65]. The horizontal dashed line indicates the occupancy of Cs+ required to compensate
the muscovite negative surface charge. The parameters used are pKCs = 1.4, pKH = 3.0 and
Cs = 2.4 F/m2.

the Boltzmann distribution (see Eq. (1.2)) for the protons at the surface by eσ0/Cs,
where eσ0 = eσSH − 1

2eΓ the surface charge of the muscovite surface (excluding the
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contribution from the Cs+ ions) and Cs the Stern layer capacitance,

ρH,s = ρH,be
−e/(kBT )(ψ0+σ0/Cs), (A.6)

with ρH,s and ρH,b the proton concentration at the surface and in the bulk water
respectively. The result of the best �t, using pKCs = 1.4, pKH = 3.0 and Cs = 2.4
F/m2, is shown in Fig. A.2. Including the Stern capacitance does improve the quality of
the �t, but this model does not resolve the issues already apparent without the Stern
layer capacitance.

A.3. Hydroxide coadsorption

We argue in the main text that anion coadsorption is required to �t the experimental
data, and use Cl− or I− as the most likely anions. A priori, however, we can not ignore
a similar role of OH−. This scenario is discussed here. In the hydroxide coadsorption
model we use two adsorption reactions

S + Cs+ 
 SCs+, SCs+ + OH− 
 SCsOH. (A.7)

Note that for this model the reaction SCs++H2O
 SCsOH +H+ is equivalent to a OH−

adsorption reaction as both reactions result in the same set of equations. We denote
the equilibrium constants as pKCs and pKCsOH, respectively. We can, in principle, also
replace OH− with HCO−

3 coadsorption. Since both the OH− and HCO−
3 concentrations

are independent of the salinity, the prediction of either model will be equal, except for
the value of the coadsorption reaction constant (due to the di�erent bulk densities of
the two anions).

Statistically, the quality of the OH− coadsorption model is slightly better than the
Cl− coadsorption model, as can also be visually be observed by comparing Fig. A.3 and
Figs. 4.3a and 4.4a from the main text. Physically, however, the Cl− coadsorption model
is more likely. The OH− coadsorption constant is very high, a direct consequence of
the relatively low OH− concentration at pH = 5.8. Such a large pK value would imply
a strong pH dependence, especially at high pH, assuming that OH− coadsorption is
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Figure A.3.: Cesium (purple) and calcium (green) coverages for (a) 25 mM and (b) 475 mM,
(c) the associated net surface charge [65] and (d) the Cs+ coverage as a function of salinity
[72, 73]. The error bars indicate the experimental uncertainty and the purple and green solid
lines shows the best �t of the Cs+/Ca2+/OH− model for cesium and calcium respectively. The
horizontal dashed line indicates the occupancy of Cs+ required to compensate the muscovite
negative surface charge. The parameters used are −σint = −0.3Γ, pKCs = 1.3, pKCsOH = 8.0,
pKCa = 0.7 and pKCaOH = 8.5.

reversible. This is in direct contradiction with zeta potential measurements [64, 77, 78,
86]. We should not, however, exclude the possibility that both ions play a role, and
that both adsorption reactions could be important.
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A.4. Lateral interaction between adsorbed ions

A possible and common extension of the Langmuir adsorption model is to include a
lateral interaction between the adsorbed ions, as has already been discussed in Section
2.1.3. The adsorption energy gained by an adsorbing ion depends in that case on
the amount and species of the ions that are already adsorbed, and gives an adjusted
Boltzmann equation for the counter ion

αCs = ρCs,s

K ′
Cs

exp (−χCsθSCs − χCsCaθSCa) (A.8)

where χCs and χCsCa quantify the interaction strengths between two adsorbed Cs+

ions and an adsorbed Cs+ and Ca2+ ion, respectively. Positive values of the interaction
parameters correspond to a lateral attraction, negative values correspond to a lateral
repulsion. We obtain αCa by exchanging all ‘Cs’ in the subscripts in Eq. (A.8) by
‘Ca’ and vice versa (note that χCsCa = χCaCs). The interaction parameters χCs, χCa

and χCsCa can then be treated as additional �t parameters. Non-zero interaction
parameters have in general a noticeable but no great impact on the best �t, which
prevents us from obtaining de�nite values for the interaction parameters. We can,
however, identify some general trends from these �ts. For example, a positive value
(i.e. a lateral attraction) of χCs tends to decrease the quality of the �t, while a negative
value (repulsion) tends to increase the quality of the �t. Conversely, a positive value of
χCa tends to slightly increase the quality of the �t. The best �t is obtained, however,
is a lateral repulsion between adsorbed Cs+ and Ca2+ ions. Fig. A.4 shows the result
for the best �t with χCs = 0 = χCa and χCaCs = −6. This short analysis suggests that
the adsorbed cations do not mix well, although we cannot make a de�nitive statement
based on the current data alone.
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Figure A.4.: Cesium (purple) and calcium (green) coverages for (a) 25 mM and (b) 475 mM,
and (c) the associated net surface charge[65] and (d) the Cs+ coverage as a function of salinity.
[72, 73] The error bars indicate the experimental uncertainty and the purple and green solid
lines shows the best �t of model including lateral interactions for cesium and calcium respec-
tively. The horizontal dashed line indicates the occupancy of Cs+ required to compensate the
muscovite negative surface charge. The parameters used are −σint = −0.36Γ, pKCs = 1.3,
pKCsCl = 0.7, pKCa = 1.0 and pKCaCl = 0.5, χCs = χCa = 0 and χCaCs = −6.
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Part II

B.1. Poisson-Boltzmann identities

For the calculation of L we assume that channel radius R, is signi�cantly larger than
the Debye length. This allows us to signi�cantly simplify the equations in cylindrical
coordinates for quantities evaluated close to the surface. In this case, we make a
coordinate transformation s = R − r such that

∇2f = 1
r

∂

∂r

(
r
∂f

∂r

)
≈ ∂2f

∂s2 ,

R∫
0

dr2πrf(r) ≈ 2πR
R∫

0

dsf(s), (B.1)

for any function f(r) that only takes non-zero values inside the EDL. Therefore, if
we are only considering quantities inside the EDL all calculations are basically the
same if we consider a cylinder or parallel plate geometry, except for a prefactor. The
parallel plate expressions can be found by simply substituting πR → H , with H the
plate separation. The error for the cylindrical geometry is of the order of λD/R, but
for the parallel plate geometry the only error occurs as soon as the EDL overlap.

The equilibrium Poisson-Boltzmann expressions for a 1:1 salt that we assume to
hold for the electric double layer can be found in Section 2.1.2. Next, we de�ne a set
of integrals as a function of the EDL potential which we encounter in the calculation
of the Onsager coe�cients. Each of these integrals are de�ned such they are positive,
where κ = λ−1

D is the inverse Debye length, σ the density of surface charges, zs the sign
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of the surface charge, φ0 the dimensionless surface potential and σ∗ = (2πλBλD)−1,

P1 = zs
λD

∞∫
0

dsφ(s) = 2 (Li2(|γ|) − Li2(−|γ|))

P2 = 1
λD

∞∫
0

ds(coshφ(s) − 1) = 2(cosh 1
2φ0 − 1) =

√
σ∗2 + σ2 − σ∗

2ρsλD

P3 = 1
λ2
D

∞∫
0

dss(coshφ(s) − 1) = 4 log cosh 1
4φ0,

P4 = 1
λ3
D

∞∫
0

dss2(coshφ(s) − 1) = 2Li2(γ2)

P5 = − zs
λD

∞∫
0

ds(φ− φ0)(coshφ− 1) = 2zs
(

2 sinh 1
2φ0 − φ0

)
= 4 |σ|

σ∗ − 2|φ0|,

P6 = − 1
λD

R∫
0

ds(coshφ− 1) log
(
1 − γ2e−κs

)
= 2P3 cosh2 1

4φ0 − P2

P3P2 − 2P6 = 2P2 − 4P3

(B.2)

The �rst integral P1 can be solved by rewriting φ(s) in terms of the polylogarithmic
function Li1, and for the integrals P2-P6 we can use the Poisson-Boltzmann identities

φ(s) = 2 log 1 + γe−κs

1 − γe−κs = −Li1
(
γe−κs

)
+ Li1

(
−γe−κs

)
,

2(coshφ− 1) = ρ+ + ρ− − 2ρs
ρs

= 4γe−κs

(1 − γe−κs)2 − 4γe−κs

(1 + γe−κs)2 .

(B.3)

B.2. Symmetry Onsager matrix

Regardless of the origins of L, the de�nition of L with the excess salt �ux Jexc =
J − 2ρsQ instead of the total salt �ux J ensures that L is symmetric. The Onsager
matrix is namely symmetric only if the �ux and the associated driving force are
congruent, such that the product of the �ux and the driving force gives the dissipation
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rate due to that �ux [50–52]. We can write the dissipation rate T Ṡ as [52]

T Ṡ = −
2∑
i=0

ji∆νi, (B.4)

where ∆νi is the total electrochemical potential di�erence of the ith species between
the two reservoirs and i = 0 for the solvent, i = 1 for the cation and i = 2 for the
anion. We can write down the electrochemical potential of the ions as

∆νi = vi∆p+ ∆µi + zie∆V, (B.5)

with vi, ρi and zi the volume of a particle, the density and the valency of species i,
∆p the pressure drop, ∆V the voltage drop and ∆µi = kBT∆(log ρi) the chemical
potential drop across the channel. Note that ∆µ1 = ∆µ2 due to the charge neutrality
of the reservoirs. We assume the solvent to be incompressible, and therefore we can
write the partial solvent pressure ∆p0 as

∆ν0 = v0∆p0. (B.6)

Now we can use van ’t Ho�s law to write the total pressure p as

p = p0 + Π = p0 + 2ρskBT, (B.7)

with Π the partial solute pressure. Note that in equilibrium, p is constant even if Π is
not. Now we can write the dissipation rate as

T Ṡ = −j0v0∆p0 − (j1v1 + j2v2)∆p− J∆µ− I∆V,

= −Q∆p+ j0v0∆π − J∆µ− I∆V,
(B.8)

where we have de�ned the volume �ux Q = j0v0 + j1v1 + j2v2, solute or salt �ux
J = j1+j2, charge �ux I = e(j1−j2) and chemical potential drop∆µ = kBT∆(log ρs)
(equal for both ions due to charge neutrality in the bulk). For dilute solutions we have
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that Q ≈ j0v0, and we can rewrite

T Ṡ = −Q∆p+ 2kBTQ∆ρs − J∆µ− I∆V

= −Q∆p− Jexc∆µ− I∆V,
(B.9)

where we have identi�ed the excess salt �ux Jexc

Jexc = J − 2kBTQ
∆ρs
∆µ . (B.10)

In order for L to be symmetric, Jexc is congruent to ∆µ. Additionally, (B.10) shows
how to obtain the total salt �ux J from the excess salt �ux Jexc even if ∆µ 6= 0. Note
that

lim
∆ρs→0

kBT
∆ρs
∆µ = lim

∆ρs→0
kBT

∆ρs
log

(
1 + ∆ρs

ρ1

) = ρs, (B.11)

with ∆ρs = ρ2 − ρ1 the salinity drop over the channel.

B.3. Derivation Gvol

The volume contribtions of the Onsager matrix are given by

Lvol =


L11 0 0

0 me2ρs meβρs

2ρsL11 2(meβ + L12)ρs 2(m+ L13)ρs

 , (B.12)

withm = D++D−
2kBT

the salt mobility, with the inverse

(
Lvol

)−1
=



1
L11

0 0

− β

B
−m+ L13

2meB
1

ρs(z)
β

2B
1

ρ(z)
e

B

β(me+ L12)
2meB

1
ρs(z)

− e

2B
1

ρs(z)

 . (B.13)
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with B = β2(me+ L12) − e(m+ L13) a constant. Given a linear ρs(z) = ρ1 + z
`
∆ρ,

with ∆ρ = ρ2 − ρ1, we have that

`∫
0

dz 1
ρs(z)

= `
log ρ2

ρ1

∆ρ , (B.14)

and we �nd
(
∆µ = kBT log ρ2

ρ1

)

Gvol =


L11 0 0

0 2De2 ∆ρ
∆µ 2De∆ρ

∆µβ

kBT∆ρ
∆µ L11 2(De+ kBTL12) ∆ρ

∆µβ 2(D + kBTL13) ∆ρ
∆µ

 (B.15)

B.4. Entrance e�ects

As mentioned in the main text, the salinity at both ends of the channel are not equal to
the salinities imposed on the bulk, ρmax and ρmin. The e�ect is not necessarily strong,
but a small change in especially the low salinity can have a signi�cant e�ect on the
(local) conductivity. It is therefore important to take these entrance e�ects into account,
and the predictions are indeed much more accurate if we do. We cannot solve for
the concentration pro�le exactly (due to the complicated �uid �ow en electrostatic
potential pro�le), but we can get a good estimate by assuming that the concentration
pro�le outside the channel drops o� over a typical distance R. Since the di�usion
equation has no intrinsic length scale, the geometric length R should characterise the
concentration gradients outside the channel. Therefore we approximate

ρout ≈ ρmin +R∂zρs, ρin ≈ ρmax −R∂zρs, (B.16)

where ρout is the salinity at the outlet (low salinity side) and ρin the salinity at the
entrance (high salinity side). Note that the salinity gradient must be expressed in terms
of ρout and ρin, ∂zρs = ρout−ρin

`
which we can plug into Eq. (B.16) and solve for ρout
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Figure B.1.: Density pro�le at the axis of the channel calculated with FEM (black full line) for
R = 60 nm and ` = 300 nm. The dashed red lines indicate the inlet and outlet salinity ρin
and ρout, and the black dashed lines indicate the location of the inlet (z = −1

2`) and outlet
(z = −1

2`).

and ρin to �nd

ρout ≈ ρmin + R

`+ 2R∆ρ, ρin ≈ ρmax − R

`+ 2R∆ρ, (B.17)

where ∆ρ = ρmax − ρmin is the imposed salinity drop across the channel. As has
been shown in the main text, the entrance e�ect are relevant even for needle-shaped
channels. As the aspect ratio increases, however, the entrance e�ects become even
stronger. For example, Fig. B.1 shows the entrance e�ects for a channel withR = 60 nm
and ` = 300 nm. Here we see that ρin is almost a factor 5 larger than ρmin, signi�cantly
a�ecting the total conductivity.

B.5. Simulation domain

For each simulation domain use the boundary conditions.

1 (Red) Axis of rotational symmetry. All normal derivatives and velocities are zero,
n · ∇ρi = 0 = n · ∇ψ = n · u

2 (Dark blue) Inlet reservoir, where we �x the pressure p = ∆p, salinities ρ± = ρmax

and potential ψ = ∆V
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2 10

3 9

6
5 7

1

4 8

Figure B.2.: Domain on which the governing equations are solved numerically with the
boundaries marked (boundary conditions explained in the text.

3,9 (Green) To simulate an in�nite bulk, we impose no-slip boundary conditions
uz = 0 on the side of the bulk if ∆p 6= 0, and otherwise an open boundary (force
free boundary), and impose a �xed salinity (ρ± = ρmax for 3 and ρ± = ρmin for 9).

4,8 (Cyan) Hard walls with slip boundary condition ns · ∇ut = but (with ut the
tangential component of the velocity), zero-charge n · ∇ψ = 0 and no-�ux
boundary conditions, n · Ji = 0

5,6,7 (Black) The charged wall. The same boundary conditions as 4/8 except for a
charged boundary condition n ·∇ψ = −σ

ε
, with ε the permittivity and the surface

charge σ determined by the wished boundary condition (constant charge, charge
regulation etc.).

10 (Orange) Outlet reservoir, ρ± = ρmin, ψ = 0 and an open-boundary condition for
the �uid.

B.6. Validation theory: parameter variation

Below we will show the validation of the presented theories under a constant charge
boundary condition, for the di�usio-osmotic current IDO, average �uid velocity ū =
QDO
πR2 and salt �ux JDO, for both an open- and closed-circuit condition. The red line
represents the FEM results, the blue line the analytic approach (Eq. 5.12), the black
line exact approach (Eq. 5.9). The uncertainty of IDO increases with ρmax/ρmin, and
is typically of the order of a few pico Ampères for ρmax/ρmin = 25. We furthermore
compare the numerical solutions and the predictions by G for ρmin = 20 mM and
b = 10 nm.
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Figure B.3.: NaCl (a)-(c) KCl (d)-(f), zσσ = −0.05 e/nm2, R = 30 nm, ` = 1.5µm, b=0 nm,
and ρmin = 1 mM.

Figure B.4.: NaCl (a)-(c) KCl (d)-(f), zσσ = −0.05 e/nm2, R = 60 nm, ` = 1.5µm, b=0 nm,
and ρmin = 20 mM.

Figure B.5.: NaCl (a)-(c) KCl (d)-(f), zσσ = −0.05 e/nm2, R = 60 nm, ` = 1.5µm, b=10 nm,
and ρmin = 1 mM.
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Part III

C.1. Current of surface charges

We consider a system consisting of bulk (region R) and a surface (given by a region
S , with bulk ions (densities ρi(r ), with r ∈ R) and surface ions (surface densities
σ(rs), with rs ∈ S) that are bound to S via a chemical reaction. Here i labels the bulk
ion species. The total free energy functional is a combination of a bulk and surface
contribution F [{ρi}, σ] = Fb[{ρi}] + Fs[σ], see Eq. (2.4) and Eq. (2.22) (χ = 0).

Fb =kBT
∑
i

∫
R

d3rρi(r)[log
(
ρi(r)Λ3

i

)
− 1] + 1

2

∫
R

d3r ρe(r )φ(r),

Fs =kBT
∫

S
d2rs

[
σ(rs) log

(
σ(rs)

Γ

)
+ (Γ − σ(rs)) log

(
1 − σ(rs)

Γ

) ]
+ 1

2zσ
∫

S
d2rs σ(rs)φ(rs).

(C.1)

with φ(r, t) = eψ(r, t)/(kBT ) the dimensionless electrostatic potential, ρe = ∑
i
ziρi

the volumetric local charge density, Γ the surface density of chargeable sites and zσ the
valency of the surface charges. There is no free energy of binding included (g = 0 in
Eq. (2.22)), which is accounted for by the ad- and desorption rates kads and kdes in the
continuity equation (7.3). We can use the formalism of Dynamic Density Functional
Theory of the dissolved ions, as discussed Section 2.2.1, for the surface charges. We
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can thus �nd the current of surface charges jσ as the 2D analogue of Eq. 2.27,

jσ(rs, t) = −Dsσ(rs, t)∇S

 δβFs [σ]
δσ(rs)

∣∣∣∣∣
σ(rs,t)


= −Ds

(
Γ∇Sσ(rs, t)
Γ − σ(rs, t)

+ zσσ(rs, t)∇Sφ(rs, t)
)
,

(C.2)

where we introduced the di�usion coe�cient Ds for the charges in the Stern layer.

C.2. Simulation domain

We solved the governing (7.2) in a geometry shown in Fig. C.1. This domain is two
dimensional because we have translation symmetry in the y direction. Since the system
is symmetric in the plane at x = 1

2H , only half of the system has to be included in the
calculations. The boundary condition on this plane is thus that all normal derivatives
vanish.

1

2 10

3 9

4 8
5 76

(a)

(b)

Figure C.1.: Domain on which the governing equations are solved numerically: (a) domain
with the boundaries marked (boundary conditions explained in the text and (b) a representation
of the typically used mesh. The system size used is H = 1µm and ` = 5µm.

For each simulation domain we can write down the boundary conditions.

1 (Red) All normal derivatives and velocities are zero, n · ∇ρi = 0 = n · ∇ψ =
n · u = 0
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2 (Dark blue) Inlet reservoir, where we �x the pressure p = ∆p, salinities ρ± = ρs,
ρC = ρC,b and potential ψ = 0

3,9 (Green) To simulate an in�nite bulk, we impose slip boundary conditions ux = 0
on the side of the bulk (in order to prevent �uid escaping via these surfaces), and
impose a zero-�ux boundary condition x̂ · ji = 0 for the ion �uxes.

4,5,7,8 (Cyan) Hard walls with no-slip and no-�ux boundary conditions, u = 0 and
n · ji = 0

6 (Black) The charged wall. The same boundary conditions for ρ±, and u as 4/5/7/8,
but for the counter ion we impose the chemical rate equation ns · jC = −R with
R given by Eq. (7.5), and for ψ we impose Gauss’ law as in Eq. (7.2).

10 (Orange) Outlet reservoir. To simulate an in�nite bulk we impose that all di�usive
�uxes and the electric �eld are zero, n · ∇ρi = 0 = n · ∇ψ, while we �x p = 0.

In order to solve for the surface charge density σ, we couple this two dimensional
domain to a one dimensional domain where we solve the governing equations for σ,
Eqs. (C.2)-(7.5). This coupling can be achieved by the general (or linear) extrusion
operator of COMSOL, which projects the value of ρC,s from the 2D geometry on the
1D geometry, and the value of σ from the 1D geometry on the 2D geometry. The
additional boxes created at the entrance and exit of the channel help to re�ne the mesh
in these regions, where a �ner mesh is needed than in the in- and outlet reservoirs
(see Fig. C.1). At the former, mesh elements should be no larger than 0.1H , and at the
corner we chose a slightly re�ned mesh to reduce numerical inaccuracies. Furthermore,
at boundary 6 a very �ne mesh is required as the full Electric Double Layer must be
resolved (since ρC,s must be determined with accuracy at the surface). In the double
layer, a grid of no fewer than 8 points per Debye length was required for consistently
reliable results, although the speci�c grid might vary with system size. This mesh
smoothly transitions to the coarser mesh away from the charged surface towards the
center of the channel. For typical values of H = 1µm and ` = 30µm, this results
in a number of grid points of the order of 105 and a calculations time of the order
of an hour for the full dynamical calculations and a typical desktop computer. This
includes equilibration, transition to steady state upon application of pressure pulse and
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re-equilibration after the pressure drop has subsided to zero (calculation time depends
strongly on value of ` and H).

C.3. Electric body force

In Chapters 7 and 8 we assumed that the electric body force in the Navier-Stokes
equation is negligible in pressure-driven electrokinetic systems. The electric body
force is proportional to the local net charge density, and therefore is only non-zero in
the Electric Double Layer. Although comparable in magnitude, the pressure gradient
extends through the whole channel, and since we have that H � λD we can therefore
a priori expect that the electric body force will have a negligible e�ect compared to
the applied pressure gradient. To test this assumption, we numerically calculated the
surface charge pro�le in the conduction-dominated regime, shown in Fig. C.2. In the

Figure C.2.: The surface charge pro�le at steady state in the conduction-dominated regime
with (red full line) and without (green dashed line) the electric body force included in the
Navier-Stokes equation. The channel length ` = 30µm, channel height H = 1µm and a
pressure drop ∆p = 0.5 bar was used.

conduction-dominated regime, the electric �eld is large and thus the electric body force
is relatively large. Regardless, Fig. C.2 shows that including the electric body force has
no signi�cant impact on the surface charge pro�le at steady state. We can thus safely
neglect the electric body force and still obtain the same quantitative behaviour.
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C.4. The system size

Experimental system sizes of streaming potential or streaming current set-ups can vary
largely, but commonly occur on larger scales than the sub-millimetre sized system we
consider. For example, in the experiment of Lis et al. [165],H = 0.5mmand ` = 20mm.
These sizes are numerically out of reach, however, since the smallest length scale of
our system is the Debye length λD ' 10nm. Therefore we varied H and ` over values
that are numerically more feasible: H = {0.5, 1, 2}µm and ` = {10, 20, 30, 40}µm
with a �xed ∆p, see Fig. C.3a, where we plot the laterally averaged zeta potential 〈ζ〉.
Here we see that ` does not signi�cantly a�ect the resulting 〈ζ〉 of the system. In fact,
the e�ect of H is mainly due to the surface conduction Gs.
(a) (b)

Figure C.3.: (a) The average ζ-potential 〈ζ〉 of the charged channel surface in the steady state
as a function of the channel length ` and channel height H . Parameters were chosen here
in order to represent silica at pH=6.5. (b) The surface charge in the middle of the surface,
σ(z = 0, t), as a function of time for ` = 20, 40, 60, 80, 100 µm while maintaining `/H = 40.
Parameters were chosen here too in order to represent silica at pH=6.5. The pressure drop
∆p = 0.5 bar was equal for all curves.

Similarly, we can inspect the e�ect of system size on the transient behaviour. Fig.
C.3b shows the transient behaviour for several values of ` and H . The ratio `/H = 40
is held �xed, as it is the same ratio as in the experiment of Lis et al. Fig. C.3b shows
the e�ect of scaling up the system. While there is some e�ect for smaller system sizes,
the transient behaviour seems to approach an asymptote as ` increases (the di�erence
between ` = 80 µm and ` = 100 µm is hardly discernible). This suggests that, when
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∆p is held �xed, scaling up the system should not signi�cantly impact the properties
of both the transient and steady state behaviour, and that the results presented here
are also valid for larger systems.

C.5. Derivation of zeta potential and net charge
current

The integration constant ζ(z) of the solution to the charge density ρe(x, z), Eq. (8.10),
can be determined using the rate equation, Eq. (8.5). We rewrite the counter ion �ux as
x̂ · jC(0, z) = zC x̂ · je(0, z) and use the expression for the net charge �ux je, Eq. (8.7),
and solution to ρe, Eq. (8.10), to �nd

zC x̂ · je(0, z) = zσD
(
λ−1
D ρζ(z) + 4πλBρσ(z)

)
= kdesΓ −

(
kdes + kadsρC,s

)
σ(z),
(C.3)

where we have used the electrostatic boundary condition x̂s · ∇ψs = −zσeσ/ε to
eliminate the electrostatic potential ψ. Now we can use the solution to σ, Eq. (8.12), to
derive an expression for ζ(z),

zσ
D

λD
ρζ(z) = kdesΓ −

(
kdes + kadsρC,s −Dλ−2

D

)
σ(z),

= zσ
D

λD
ρζeq + σeq(τ−1

EDL − τ−1
reac)(a+e

k+z + a−e
k−z)

(C.4)

Here, we used that kdesΓ −
(
kdes + kadsρC,s

)
σeq = 0 by de�nition and identi�ed

the expression for the dimensionless equilibrium zeta potential ζeq = zσ4πλBλDσeq

from linear Poisson-Boltzmann theory. As argued in the text, we know that τEDL =
λ2
D/D � τreac. Using the identity ρλD = (4πλBλD)−1 we can rewrite the expression

for ζ(z) as

ζ(z) = ζeq + σeq

zσρλD

(
a+e

k+z + a−e
k−z
)

= ζeq
(
1 + a+e

k+z + a−e
k−z
)
. (C.5)
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To determineE, we impose that at any position z no net current passes through any
channel slice with normal ẑ. This condition is a direct consequence of the vanishing
divergence of je and the open circuit geometry. Using the symmetry of the system we
thus demand that

zσjσ(z) +
∫ 1

2H

0
dxje,z(x, z) = 0, (C.6)

where zσjσ(z) is the net charge current through the Stern layer. Using Eq. (8.7), and
the solution to ρe, Eq. (8.10), we �nd the net charge current through the liquid

∫ 1
2H

0
dxje,z(x, z) = −D∂z

∫ 1
2H

0
dxρe + zσDρ

∫ 1
2H

0
dxE + ∂zp

2η

∫ 1
2H

0
dxx(H − x)ρe,

≈ 2Dρ
(
λD∂zζ(z) + 1

2zσEH − ∂zpHλ
2
D

2Dη ζ(z)
)

(C.7)

where have used thatH � λD and included a factor zσ in the second term on the right
hand side since E was de�ned as a positive quantity. Lastly, we use Eq. (8.12) and (8.4)
to derive an expression for the Stern-layer current

jσ(z) = −Ds(∂zσ − Eσ) = DsEσeq +Dsk−a+e
k+z +Dsk+a−e

k−z, (C.8)

where we used that E − k± = k∓. Eqs. (C.5), (C.7) and (C.8) can then be inserted in
Eq. (C.6) which can then in principle be solved for the streaming electric �eld E.
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Discussion and outlook

As a starting PhD candidate you have no idea where your research will end up. There
is a starting point, of course, but you never know what you will �nd in four years of
research, what interesting new paths your research will lead you to. This thesis has
been divided into three separate parts for this reason. All three parts are connected, but
arose from separate ideas and coincidences that led us to investigate what we found
worthwhile. Here, we shortly summarise each part, and consider the important lessons
we have learned from them which can bene�t future research.

In part I we investigated ion adsorption on a mineral surface. We focussed speci�-
cally on Cs+ and Ca2+ adsorption on mica, but that does not mean that all conclusions
of that part are only relevant to this speci�c case. We presented three approaches
to investigate the system, Surface X-Ray Di�raction, Atomic Force Microscopy and
surface complexation models. If we would have used only one of these three, the results
of the research would have been very di�erent from what is presented in this part.
Only by combining all three methods in one single analysis, we found properties that
we would not have found otherwise, and for this reason more closely re�ect the actual
properties of the system. This is the most important lesson we should take away from
part I. Even model systems, such as the atomically �at mica surface investigated in
this part, are complex systems, but applying multiple approaches to investigate them
help greatly to answer the important questions. If we then want to investigate even
more complex systems, such as naturally occurring materials, we must be even more
cautious and methodical.

In part II we investigated nano�uidic systems, and mostly focused on di�usio-
osmosis, a nano�uidic system with an imposed salinity gradient. In this part we
investigated the general and unique transport properties of di�usio-osmotic systems.
The most promising application of di�usio-osmosis is the harvesting of electric energy
from mixing fresh and salt water. An important aspect of implementation is optimi-
sation, and this is the aim of part II, to develop a theory to describe di�usio-osmotic
systems such that nano�uidic systems can be properly optimised. As opposed to for
example electro-osmosis, di�usio-osmosis is a di�cult type of nano�uidic system to
analyse because of the intrinsic heterogeneity of a di�usio-osmotic channel. This
does, however, give di�usio-osmotic systems unique transport properties that can be
utilised. In part II we explained the intrinsic heterogeneity and entrance e�ects that are
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inevitably found in di�usio-osmotic channels, and then showed how these a�ect the
transport properties of a single channel. Moreover, we show how an array of channels,
i.e. a membrane, is dominated by entrance e�ects, and that each separate channel has
qualitatively di�erent transport properties compared to a single channel. For future
research it is important to keep in mind that these unique properties must be taken
into account when analysing a given di�usio-osmotic system. The framework devel-
oped in this part provides a method to handle these challenges, and to best optimise
di�usio-osmotic nano�uidic channels.

In part III we studied micro- and nano�uidic devices on a more fundamental level. It
is often assumed that the surface charges on the walls of the device are static, but here
we relax this assumption and investigated the implications of mobile surface charges.
This led to the discovery novel dynamic and steady state which can have signi�cant
impact on the transport properties nano�uidic device, including the ones discussed
in part II. On the one hand, this is important for the interpretation of experiments on
electrokinetic systems, but on the other hand these can be utilised for new designs.
These properties are very surface speci�c, since they depend not only on the type of
ad- and desorption reactions taking place at the solid-water interface, but also on the
rates of these reactions. Interestingly, this poses a new way of investigating the surface
chemistry, which is usually di�cult, by observing the electrokinetic behaviour of the
surface.

For all three parts, there is much more to investigate. This seems to be a general
truth of science: the more you investigate something, the more questions you encounter
and the more there is to investigate. This may be the larger, overarching lesson to
learn not just from this thesis, but from all works of science. Whatever you investigate,
the closer you look at something, the more complex you will �nd it to be. There is no
end to science, no �nal question to ask and answer.
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Mijn doel hier is om zo goed mogelijk het resultaat van 4 jaar onderzoek samen te
vatten. Dit wil ik op zo’n manier proberen uit te leggen dat ook mensen zonder een
natuurkundige achtergrond het kunnen begrijpen. Dit is een interessante uitdaging,
en niet alleen omdat ik veel jargon naar het Nederlands moet vertalen. Als je even
door dit proefschrift bladert, zul je gelijk zien dat wiskundige formules essentieel zijn
voor de theoretische natuurkunde. Hoewel dit het moeilijk maakt om gespecialiseerd
theoretisch natuurkundig materiaal uit te leggen, zal ik toch mijn uiterste best doen om
uit te leggen wat deze vergelijkingen ons vertellen. Zoals één van de grootste namen
van de moderne thermodynamica, J.W. Gibbs, ooit zei: "One of the principal objects of
theoretical research in my department of knowledge is to �nd the point of view from which
the subject appears in its greatest simplicity" (Eén van de hoofdtaken van theoretisch
onderzoek is, naar mijn weten, de invalshoek te vinden van waar het onderwerp op de
simpelste manier te begrijpen is). Zelf leer ik in ieder geval veel van het schrijven van
dit hoofdstuk. Om nog een andere grote natuurkundige te quoten, Albert Einstein; If
you can’t explain it simply, you don’t understand it well enough (als je iets niet op een
simpele manier kan uitleggen, snap je het niet goed genoeg).

Statistische fysica
We beginnen bij de basis. Materie bestaat uit kleine deeltjes, atomen. Atomen zijn zo
klein dat het moeilijk is om het je voor te stellen: atomen zijn typisch niet meer dan
een paar Ångstrom, waarbij 1 Ångstrom gelijk is aan 10−10 m= 0,0000000001 meter,
oftewel één tienmiljardste van een meter. Het idee dat materie bestaat uit atomen
is al heel oud. Het idee werd ongeveer 2500 jaar geleden als eerst geopperd door de
Griekse �losofen Democritus en Leucippus. Ze beredeneerden, puur theoretisch en
zonder experimenten, dat de wereld om ons heen moet bestaan uit kleine, ondeelbare
deeltjes die voor altijd in beweging zijn. Zij hebben ons het woord ’atoom’ gegeven,
afgeleid van het Grieks voor ondeelbaar, �tomon (atomon). We weten echter nu dat
atomen nog verder opgedeeld kunnen worden, maar onder normale, veel voorkomende,
niet extreme omstandigheden (zoals een glas water) zijn ze te beschouwen alsof ze de
ondeelbare deeltjes zijn waar materie uit bestaat.
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Ondanks dat atomen zo klein zijn, weten we tegenwoordig heel goed hoe atomen
zich gedragen. We weten dat alles om ons heen een collectie van atomen is. Als
we weten hoe een enkel atoom zich gedraagt, zou je dus denken dat het rechttoe
rechtaan zou zijn om de wereld om ons heen te beschrijven. In principe is dat zo,
maar het probleem is dat zelfs voorwerpen die voor ons klein zijn een onvoorstelbaar
groot aantal atomen bevatten. Een glas water bevat ongeveer 1025 (1 met 25 nullen)
watermoleculen, elk een collectie van 3 atomen. Het is voor ons moeilijk zo’n groot
getal voor te stellen. Om hier een beeld van te geven: stel je een schrijf van 3 terabyte
(3 biljoen bytes) voor, je komt (ongeveer) uit op 1025 als elke afzonderlijke byte van
deze schijf zelf een schijf is van 3 terabyte! Oftewel, het aantal water moleculen in één
glas water is groter dan het aantal glazen dat ik nodig heb om al het water op aarde op
te vangen. Als ik de eigenschappen van dit glas water wil beschrijven is het uitermate
onhandig om uit te rekenen wat elk los watermolecuul zal doen.

Statistische fysica kan ons hierbij helpen. Het doel van statistische fysica is om het
gedrag van een collectie van atomen te beschrijven, zonder elk atoom los te beschrijven.
Zo gaat de statistische fysica over eigenschappen als druk, volume en temperatuur van
gassen en vloeisto�en. Dit zijn allemaal alleen eigenschappen van collecties atomen
en niet van een atomen zelf. Dit is wat statistiek doet, en vandaar de naam ’statistische
fysica’.

Statistische fysica is op twee punten heel anders dan de statistiek die we doorgaans
tegenkomen. Ten eerste, veel statistiek die we tegenkomen gaat over mensen. Mensen
verschillen onderling heel veel, wat statistiek heel moeilijk maakt, maar atomen ver-
schillen eigenlijk maar heel weinig van elkaar. Ten tweede zijn er veel meer atomen
dan dat er mensen zijn. Een algemene regel in statistiek is hoe meer data, en hoe
meer elk geval op elkaar lijkt, hoe nauwkeuriger de statistiek wordt. Het enorme
aantal atomen, en het feit dat ze zoveel op elkaar lijken, is dus eigenlijk een groot
voordeel voor statistische fysica; dit maakt de statistiek, en dus de voorspellingen van
de statistische fysica, heel precies en generaliseerbaar.

Vaste stof-Water Grensvlakken

In dit proefschrift kijken we naar verschillende eigenschappen van een grensvlak
tussen een vaste stof en water, met wat zout opgelost in het water. Wat is hier zo
interessant aan? Stel ik heb een glas water, dan zijn er veel meer moleculen ver weg
van het glas dan dat er moleculen naast het grensvlak zijn. Je zou in eerste instantie
dus niet verwachten dat het glas-water grensvlak belangrijk is om het systeem als
geheel te begrijpen. Het interessante van grensvlakken is echter, dat dit de plek is waar
twee verschillende sto�en wisselwerken. Of dat nou twee vaste sto�en zijn, een vaste
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stof en een vloeistof (zoals in het glas water), een vaste stof en een gas of een vloeistof
en een gas, grensvlakken zijn de locaties waar twee verschillende sto�en met elkaar
wisselwerken.

In dit proefschrift kijken we naar het grensvlak tussen een vaste stof en water.
Dit soort grensvlakken komen overal voor. Niet alleen in een glas water, maar ook
biologische systemen en onze aarde zelf (denk aan grondwater) zitten er vol mee
simpelweg omdat bijna overal op het aardoppervlak water te vinden is. Het is dus
niet meer dan logisch dat we vaste stof-water grensvlakken beter willen begrijpen.
Daarnaast zit in water altijd wel een klein beetje zout, en dit kan grote gevolgen hebben
voor het grensvlak. Daarom is het belangrijk eerst te bespreken wat zout eigenlijk is.

Zout in water

Een zoutmolecuul bestaat uit twee of meerdere ionen. Een molecuul is een collectie
atomen die één geheel vormen (denk aan een watermolecuul, H2O, dat bestaat uit 2 wa-
terstof atomen en 1 zuurstof atoom). Een ion is een atoom (of molecuul) met een netto
elektrische lading, al is een zout molecuul altijd netto ladingsneutraal. Een positief
geladen ion noemen we een kation, een negatief geladen ion heet een anion. Keuken-
zout, natrium chloride (NaCl), is bijvoorbeeld een combinatie van een natriumion Na+

als kation en een chloride-ion Cl− als anion. Water heeft de belangrijke eigenschap dat
het een uitstekend oplosmiddel is. Doordat water een sterke wisselwerking heeft met
geladen deeltjes, is het zeer e�ectief in het scheiden van twee ionen zodra een zout
molecuul in water terecht komt. Om het op een natuurkundige manier te zeggen: het
system verlaagt de totale energie door de ionen van elkaar te scheiden. In ruil daarvoor
krijgt elk ion dan een schil van water om zich heen, de zogeheten hydratie-schil, en
door deze schil verlaagt het systeem de totale energie. Dit is schematisch weergegeven
in �guur C.4. De oranje bollen zijn de negatief geladen anionen, de groene bollen de
positief geladen kationen en de rode ’Mickey Mouse’ met grijze oren stelt een water
molecuul voor (water, H2O, bestaat uit 1 zuurstof atoom (O), het rode gezicht, en 2
waterstof atomen (H2), de grijze oren).

Opgelost zout heeft een belangrijke invloed op de eigenschappen van het water.
Water zonder zout, gedeïoniseerd of gedemineraliseerd water, geleidt bijvoorbeeld
zeer slecht stroom, terwijl water met een klein beetje zout heel goed geleidt. Dit komt
omdat de ionen een elektrische lading dragen, waardoor de elektrische stroom via de
ionen van de ene naar de andere kant kan komen.
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Adsorptie en desorptie

Maar waarom zijn de ionen zo belangrijk voor het vaste-stof water grensvlak? Omdat
de ionen geladen zijn, zullen ze een sterke wisselwerking hebben met een grensvlak als
dat zelf ook een netto elektrische lading draagt; de ionen met dezelfde lading worden
afgestoten en de ionen met tegengestelde lading zullen worden aangetrokken tot het
oppervlak. Dit klinkt misschien als een bijzondere situatie, maar dat is het niet. Bijna
elk oppervlak zal spontaan elektrisch geladen worden als je het in contact brengt
met water. Dit geldt voor oppervlaktes van steen tot plastic, en is dus verre van een
uitzonderlijke situatie. Maar waar komt deze lading vandaan? Het antwoord ligt bij
de ionen zelf. De lading ontstaat uit adsorptie of desorptie reacties van het oppervlak
met de ionen. Bij een desorptie reactie laat het oppervlak ionen los, de vaste stof lost
deels op. Omdat het oppervlak neutraal begint en een geladen deeltje los laat, zal het
ion een netto geladen oppervlak achter laten. Adsorptie is het omgekeerde proces, bij
adsorptie blijft een ion uit het water vast zitten op het oppervlak en geeft het zo een
netto lading.

Figure C.4.: Ionen opgelost in water met een
hydratie schil of geadsorbeerd op het vaste op-
pervlak.

Er zijn verschillende mechanismes
waardoor ionen ad- en/of desorberen,
bijvoorbeeld door het breken (of vor-
men) van een chemische binding tussen
het ion en het oppervlak. Het meest
voorkomende mechanisme heeft echter
te maken met de hydratie schil, de schil
van water om elk ion heen (zoals afge-
beeld in Figuur C.4). Sommige ionen kun-
nen namelijk energie winnen door aan
het oppervlak te zitten, zoals afgebeeld in
Figuur C.4, omdat ze hun hydratie schil
kunnen herschikken of opbreken. De de-
tails hiervan verschillen sterk per soort
zout en oppervlak. De evenwichtssituatie ziet er over het algemeen dus anders uit voor
verschillende soorten keukenzout, zoals natrium chloride NaCl, natrium jodide NaI en
kalium jodide KI. Alle vaste stof-water grensvlakken zijn dus anders; dit maakt ze niet
alleen interessant, maar maakt het ook mogelijk de eigenschappen (zoals totale lading
en hoeveelheid geadsorbeerde ionen) te bepalen door het juiste oppervlak en soort
zout te kiezen. Los van de details van de adsorptie- en desorptie-mechanismen blijft
het resultaat hetzelfde: het grensvlak tussen het water en de vaste stof zal spontaan
een netto lading ontwikkelen.
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Elektrische Dubbellaag

Een direct en belangrijk gevolg van een geladen oppervlak is de zogeheten elektrische
dubbellaag, de hoofdrolspeler van dit proefschrift. Het geladen oppervlak zal ionen
met tegengestelde lading aantrekken en ionen met dezelfde lading afstoten. Stel het
oppervlak is negatief geladen, dan trekt het positief geladen ionen aan en zullen we
dus vlakbij het oppervlak meer positief geladen kationen vinden dan negatief geladen
anionen. Vandaar de naam ’dubbellaag’, omdat twee lagen van tegengesteld geladen
deeltjes zich vlak naast elkaar bevinden. Er is echter wel een verschil tussen de lagen.
De laag op het oppervlak zit vast op het oppervlak, maar de andere laag bestaat uit
ionen die nog vrij kunnen bewegen in het water. Dit komt door zogeheten thermische
�uctuaties, die ontstaan uit de chaotische bewegingen van alle atomen en moleculen
die voortdurend met grote snelheid tegen elkaar botsen, als een enorme verzameling
biljart ballen die vrij kunnen blijven bewegen omdat er op de atomische schaal geen
wrijving is. Dit is hetzelfde mechanisme dat zorgt voor di�usie, zoals het spontaan
verspreiden van een kleurstof in water (al is roeren over het algemeen een stuk sneller).

Figure C.5.: De Elektrische Dubbellaag als
gevolg van oppervlak met negatieve lading.

Normaliter zijn er op elke plek in het
water ongeveer evenveel kationen als an-
ionen te vinden (water zelf is netto onge-
laden), maar de Elektrische Dubbellaag is
hierop dus een belangrijke uitzondering.
Het is een gebied in het water waar zich
een netto elektrische lading bevindt, do-
ordat er gemiddeld meer kationen dan
anionen (of andersom) zijn. De Elek-
trische Dubbellaag is niet groot, zelden
groter dan enkele tientallen nanometers
(1 nanometer is één miljardste van een
meter). Op grote schaal zal de Elek-
trische Dubbellaag dus geen grote invloed
hebben op het water en de vaste stof zelf,
je zal deze bijvoorbeeld niet merken in je glas water, maar het beïnvloedt wel hoe de
twee sto�en met elkaar wisselwerken.

Daarentegen wordt de elektrische dubbellaag steeds belangrijker hoe kleiner de
schaal is, omdat de verhouding tussen het oppervlak en volume dan toeneemt. De
oppervlakte/volume verhouding is zeer belangrijk voor processen die aan het oppervlak
plaatsvinden. Neem als voorbeeld water verdamping, een proces dat via het water-lucht
grensvlak gaat. Als je een bepaalde hoeveelheid water wil laten verdampen gaat dit
sneller als je het water uitspreidt als een plas dan dat je het in een beker bewaard. Dit
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komt omdat een plas water een groter water-lucht grensvlak heeft dan datzelfde volume
water in de vorm van een beker. Om dezelfde reden zal bij hele kleine systemen de
Elektrische Dubbellaag dan ook de dominante factor zijn die het gedrag van het systeem
bepaalt. Dit soort systemen zijn op veel plekken te vinden. Zo zit elk levend wezen er
vol mee, en zijn ze bijvoorbeeld ook voor geologie een belangrijk fenomeen om rekening
mee te houden. In dit proefschrift bestuderen we micro�uïdische en nano�uïdische
apparaten, een algemene term voor zulke kleine systemen, en bestuderen we de invloed
van de elektrische dubbellaag op zulke systemen.

Microscopische kanalen
Micro- en nano�uïdische apparaten zijn in essentie waterleidingen: een kanaal of set
van kanalen waar water doorheen kan stromen, maar dan microscopisch klein. Zoals
de naam suggereert, is een typische afmeting ergens tussen een nanometer (1 miljardste
meter) en een micrometer (1 miljoenste meter). Deze micro- en nano�uïdische appa-
raten hebben echter hele andere eigenschappen dan de waterleidingen die bijvoorbeeld
in huizen gebruikt worden. Eén van de voornaamste redenen hiervoor is de elektrische
dubbellaag; hoe kleiner het kanaal is, hoe groter de relatieve invloed hiervan. Een
belangrijke vraag voor micro- en nano�uïdische apparaten is hoe waterstroom wordt
beïnvloed (of zelfs opgewekt) door de elektrische dubbellaag.

Figure C.6.: Een typisch microscopisch, elektrokinetisch kanaal met een geladen wand die
twee water reservoirs met elkaar verbindt.

Dewisselwerking tussen vloeistofstroom en de ElektrischeDubbellaag geeft nano�uïdis-
che apparaten unieke eigenschappen, en dus interessante toepassingen. Zo worden
nano�uïdische apparaten gebruikt om individuele DNA moleculen te scheiden (zodat
die gelezen kunnen worden), maar ze kunnen bijvoorbeeld ook gebruikt worden om
energie op te wekken. Dit laatste wordt momenteel al toegepast op de Afsluitdijk,
waar men Reverse Electrodialysis (Omgekeerde Elektrodialyse) gebruikt om energie te
winnen uit het mengen van zoet- en zoutwater.
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Deel I

Dit proefschrift is in 3 delen gesplitst. In het eerste deel bespreken we ons onderzoek
naar een vaste stof-water grensvlak in evenwicht. We proberen uit te zoeken hoe
het grensvlak er precies uit ziet en we onderzoeken hoe verschillende soorten ionen
zich gedragen bij dit grensvlak. Als vaste stof hebben we gekozen voor muscoviet
mica, een soort klei, dat de bijzondere eigenschap heeft dat het oppervlak plat is op
atomisch niveau. Dit is belangrijk, omdat dit het mogelijk maakt een zeer precieze
experimentele techniek te gebruiken, Surface X-Ray Di�raction (oppervlakte röntgen-
di�ractie). Hierbij wordt röntgenstraling op het oppervlakte geschenen, en aan de hand
hoeveel waarheen weerkaatst is te achterhalen wat voor en hoeveel atomen er aan het
oppervlak zit. Zo is te achterhalen hoeveel van een bepaald kation aan het oppervlak
zit, cesium (Cs+) en calcium (Ca2+) in ons geval, in verhouding tot het zoutgehalte en
compositie van het water.

Data van oppervlakte röntgendi�ractie hebben we gecombineerd met Atomic Force
Microscopy (atomische kracht microscoop). Dit is een heel andere meettechniek,
waarbij men een naald van enkele tot tientallen nanometers naar het oppervlak laat
zakken en de kracht van het oppervlak op deze naald meet. Aan de hand van deze
kracht is te achterhalen hoeveel lading er netto op het oppervlak zit, en dus hoeveel
meer (of minder) kationen dan anionen op het oppervlak zit.

In deel I hebben we een model ontwikkeld waarmee we beide data sets kunnen
verklaren. Het is relatief makkelijk om een model te schrijven voor elke losse dataset,
maar diezelfde modellen zijn niet in staat de andere dataset te verklaren. We moesten
dus huidige modellen herzien totdat we een model hadden dat beide datasets kon
verklaren. Als een model beide datasets tegelijk kan reproduceren, weten we met
meer zekerheid dat dat model accurater de werkelijke situatie weerspiegelt. Zo hebben
we bijvoorbeeld gevonden dat, hoewel mica negatief geladen is, er ook een verbaz-
ingwekkend grote hoeveelheid anionen aan het oppervlak zit. Daarnaast hebben we
ook de competitie tussen twee verschillende kationen, cesium en calcium, onderzocht,
die beide op dezelfde plek proberen te adsorberen. Zo hebben we gevonden dat ce-
sium liever adsorbeert dan calcium, wat we konden relateren aan de energie van de
hydratieschil.

Deel II

Terwijl in deel I alles in evenwicht was en stil stond, onderzoeken we in deel II wat
er gebeurt als het water niet stil staat maar kan stromen. We onderzoeken een micro-
scopisch kanaal met geladen wanden, en analyseren de transport eigenschappen van
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zo’n kanaal. Deze transport eigenschappen worden namelijk sterk beïnvloed door de
elektrische dubbellaag.

We ontwikkelen een theoretische methode waarmee de transport eigenschappen
van microscopische kanalen geanalyseerd kunnen worden. Als voorbeeld richten we
ons op het geval dat het kanaal twee reservoirs verbindt met verschillende zoutcon-
centraties, bijvoorbeeld een reservoir met zout en een reservoir met zoet water. De
zoutconcentratie heeft een directe invloed op de elektrische dubbellaag, en daarmee
dus indirect ook op de transport eigenschappen van het kanaal. Bij een groot verschil
in zout concentratie, bijvoorbeeld bij rivier- en zeewater, zijn eerdere methodes niet
meer accuraat. Daarom hebben wij in deel II een methode ontwikkeld waarmee we dit
soort situaties wel accuraat kunnen beschrijven.

Als voorbeeld analyseren we een omgekeerd elektrodialyse systeem, een systeem
dat een elektrische stroom kan opwekken uit het mengen van zoet en zout water via
zo’n kanaal. Met onze theoretische methode kunnen we voorspellen wat er gebeurt als
de eigenschappen van het kanaal veranderen, zoals de grootte of de materiaal soort
van het kanaal. Zo’n analyse kan bijdragen aan het optimaliseren van Omgekeerd
Elektrodialyse apparaten.

Bij deze theoretische methode lag de focus op een enkel kanaal. Omgekeerd Elektro-
dialyse, echter, werkt niet met maar één kanaal met veel van dit soort kanalen verdeeld
over een oppervlak, een membraan (een vast oppervlak met kleine gaten/kanalen).
Het is dus belangrijk om te onderzoeken of de eigenschappen van een enkel kanaal
ook gelden voor een membraan. In het laatste hoofdstuk van dit deel onderzoeken we
dit, en vinden dat het gedrag van een collectie kanalen niet altijd hetzelfde is als de
som van de individuele kanalen. We vinden een wisselwerking tussen twee naburige
kanalen die de stroom door de kanalen dempt. In principe zou je verwachten dat de
stroom door een membraan het grootst is als de kanalen zo dicht mogelijk op elkaar
zitten, maar door deze wisselwerking vinden we dat het optimale ontwerp de kanalen
niet te dicht op elkaar zet, maar ook niet te ver uit elkaar.

Deel III

In het laatste deel gaan we nog een stap verder dan in deel II, en laten we niet alleen
het water vrij stromen, maar behandelen we ook het grensvlak van het microscopische
kanaal zelf als een dynamisch onderdeel. We onderzoeken wat er gebeurt als de
lading op het oppervlak, zoals de geadsorbeerde ionen in �guur C.4, zelf ook vrij
kunnen bewegen (het is namelijk eerder al experimenteel aangetoond dat dit het geval
is). De elektrische dubbellaag is een direct gevolg van de ladingen op het oppervlak,
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en dus kunnen de oppervlakte ladingen indirect, via de elektrische dubbellaag, de
eigenschappen van het microscopische kanaal beïnvloeden.

In dit laatste deel onderzoeken we deze invloed eerst met numerieke berekeningen,
wat inhoudt dat we bewegingsvergelijkingen van de ionen en het water met een
computer programma oplossen, en daarna met analytische berekeningen, wat inhoudt
dat we de vergelijkingen met pen en papier oplossen. Het voordeel van de eerste
aanpak is dat het meer nauwkeurige oplossingen geeft van de relevante vergelijkingen,
en het voordeel van de tweede aanpak is dat we beter fysisch inzicht in het systeem
krijgen.

We kijken weer naar een microscopisch kanaal waar water door stroomt, en we
ontdekken dat de oppervlakte ladingen met de vloeistof mee gaan bewegen. Aangezien
de oppervlakte ladingen niet in het water zitten, is dit in eerste instantie niet logisch,
maar wij vinden een fysisch mechanisme dat verklaart hoe het water indirect toch de
oppervlakte ladingen kan beïnvloeden. Dit mechanisme zorgt ervoor dat de opper-
vlakte lading bij de ingang van het kanaal lager is dan bij de uitgang van het kanaal.
Zo’n inhomogene oppervlakte ladingsverdeling heeft een grote invloed op de trans-
port eigenschappen van het microscopische kanaal, omdat deze oppervlaktelading de
elektrische dubbellaag maakt.

In dit deel bespreken we hoe deze inhomogene ladingsverdeling gevormd wordt, en
welke processen de eigenschappen van deze ladingsverdeling bepalen. We identi�ceren
de drie processen die de ladingsverdeling bepalen: de adsorptie en desorptie van de
ionen, di�usie (spontane beweging door thermische �uctuaties) en de elektrische
geleiding van de geadsorbeerde ladingen. Hoe de ladingsverdeling eruit ziet, wordt
uiteindelijke bepaald door welk proces het snelst is.

Slotwoord

In deze samenvatting heb ik de statische en dynamische eigenschappen van een
grensvlak tussen een vaste stof en water besproken, alsook de resultaten van mijn
onderzoek van de afgelopen 4 jaar. Ten slotte is het de moeite waard de inhoud van dit
proefschrift in een brede context te plaatsen.

In het eerste deel hebben we de adsorptie en competitie van cesium en calcium
ionen besproken. Deze competitie is relevant omdat calcium ionen, Ca2+, twee keer
zoveel lading dragen vergeleken met cesium ionen, Cs+. Als een oppervlak gevuld
is met calcium ionen is er dus nog ruimte voor een extra anion vergeleken met een
oppervlak gevuld met alleen cesium ionen. Nu blijkt dit een belangrijk fenomeen voor
olie winning. Olie bevat namelijk componenten met een negatieve lading, die dus
kunnen blijven ‘plakken’ op calcium maar niet op cesium. Door geadsorbeerd calcium
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in olierijk gesteente te vervangen met cesium, laat het gesteente meer olie los. Dit is
mogelijke verklaring voor de observatie dat er meer olie vrij komt als er zoet water
i.p.v. zee water wordt gebruikt bij oliewinning. Een groter begrip van dit proces is dus
uitermate belangrijk voor de olie industrie.

In de laatste twee delen heb ik microscopische (nano�uïdische) kanalen besproken,
waar de interessante en unieke eigenschappen van een grensvlak tussen een vaste
stof en water naar voren komen. De huidige techniek is ver genoeg ontwikkeld om
volop gebruik te kunnen maken van nano�uïdische kanalen. Als voorbeeld heb ik al
omgekeerd elektrodialyse genoemd, wat op de Afsluitdijk gebruikt wordt om energie
op te wekken. Deze techniek valt onder de grotere koepel van blauwe energie. Het
doel van blauwe energie is om stroom op te wekken uit het mengen van zoet en zout
water, en nano�uïdische kanalen zijn veelbelovend voor blauwe energie. Een beter
begrip van dit soort kanalen helpt om blauwe energie beter te maken.

Daarnaast worden nano�uïdische kanalen gebruikt om opgeloste deeltjes met
nauwkeurigheid te beheren. Voor goede nauwkeurigheid is goed begrip nodig, dus
hoe beter ons begrip hoe beter we materialen op de microscopische schaal kunnen
beheersen. Hoe groter ons begrip, hoe beter onze technologie wordt, en hierom wordt
hier veel onderzoek naar gedaan. Een mooi voorbeeld hiervan is dat nano�uïdische
kanalen gebruikt worden om apparaten te bouwen die DNA moleculen kunnen lezen.
Verder weten we dat cellen nano�uïdische kanalen gebruiken. Zenuwcellen werken
door zout in en uit de cel te transporteren, wat een interessante samenwerking tussen
biologie en natuurkunde presenteert. De grote complexiteit van biologische systemen
zorgt dat er nog vele open vragen zijn in deze discipline, maar dit betekent dat wij hier
nog veel van kunnen leren. Ik hoop dat mijn werk de wetenschap helpt het begrijp
te vergroten, zodat we het optimale uit deze interessante en veelbelovende systemen
kunnen halen.

Na vier jaar onderzoek wordt één ding snel duidelijk: hoe dieper je in een onderwerp
duikt, hoe complexer het blijkt te zijn, en hoe meer onbeantwoorde vragen je zal
ontdekken. Dit is een belangrijke les die voor iedereen geldt, en volgt niet alleen uit
mijn proefschrift maar uit elke proefschrift. Wetenschap kent geen einde, het is een
eindeloos proces waarin we telkens meer nieuwe vragen stellen. Er zal nooit een laatste
vraag zijn om te stellen, te onderzoeken en te beantwoorden, maar het was me een
genoegen een steentje hieraan bij te dragen.
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